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Abstract

The loss of cultural landscape identity through passive development is a broad social concern today.
Aimed at the formation of a comprehensive character assessment approach towards the ultimate
goal of conserving the unique character of large-scale cultural landscapes while accepting changes
in it, this thesis focuses on a new use of 3D-GIS1 as a means to exploit the advantages of the two
existing but opposite planning approaches: the scientific investigation of the perception-based
approach and the creative design of the expert/design approach.
The research design comprises two parts. Firstly, current knowledge on gestalt theory and visual
thinking theory are combined to understand the human visual/experiential-cognitive process of
character assessment of the landscape. A three-stage conceptual model is formulated by defining
operating principles for guiding the correct information processing and the task of 3D
visualizations of each stage. Secondly, the conceptual model is applied to a case study, the
Sha-deng-qing cultural landscape in western China, which is facing tourism development. Through
a cognitive approach, high detailed 3D-GIS, landscape design, interviews, and so on, alternative
landscape scenarios are explored and assessed for supporting decision-making. The case test results
raise awareness of many complicated issues that could otherwise be neglected in favor of easier
decisions, but which eventually lead to the loss of landscape identity. This reveals the effectiveness
of the conceptual model.
During the character assessment, 3D-GIS and the two approaches contribute their individual
constructive roles. Presenting both an overview and details of the landscape, highly detailed
3D-GIS provides a platform for visualizing information processing, based on which the two
approaches perform the character assessment by selecting, editing, presenting and communicating
the character-related information.
· Stage 1: A cognitive approach is used to acquire reliable character-related information from
potential stakeholders, which discloses the conditions of the character genesis. The landscape
elements and their interrelation relevant to the issues at consideration form the basis for
constructing a 3D visualization.
· Stage 2: An expert/design approach is used to acquire a “best design” for landscape change.
Through analysis and synthesis of various discourses, the interaction and interconnection
among the landscape elements of the underlying ecological, aesthetic and historical forces is
understood. By providing comparatively accurate, consistent, and ecologically meaningful
visualizations of spatial pattern, 3D-GIS allows the designer to conceptualize a landscape
object as a constituent of a wider milieu.
· Stage 3: A perception-based approach is used to support transparent decision-making. To
enable understanding and discussions on how the intervention will affect the character of the
cultural landscape, presentations are oriented toward the communication of whys and hows of
change, by simulating the progression of a perceiving subject in both current situation and
scenarios.
In conclusion, 3D-GIS and the two approaches together form a consistent and logical chain of
character-related information processing towards the goal of conserving landscape character. The
three-stage conceptual character assessment approach is illustrated by a diagram showing the
method of combining and the corresponding graphic products in 3D-GIS.

1

In this thesis, 3D-GIS is the abbreviation for the technique of GIS-based 3D visualization of landscapes coupled with
3D visualization of objects. The original use of this term refers to Pullar [2003].
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Zusammenfassung

Es ist heute ein wichtiges gesellschaftliches Anliegen, dass die Kulturlandschaften aufgrund von
Entwicklungsmassnahmen ihre Identität zu verlieren drohen. Diese Dissertation hat zum Ziel,
einen umfassenden Ansatz zur Bewertung des Landschaftscharakters in der
Landschaftsbildbewertung zu formulieren und dient damit dem übergeordneten Ziel, den
einmaligen Charakter der Kulturlandschaften zu erhalten ohne gleichzeitig jeglichen
Landschaftswandel auszuschliessen. Dazu konzentriert sich diese Dissertation auf den innovativen
Gebrauch von 3D-Geoinformationssystemen2, mit deren Hilfe zwei bewährte aber unterschiedliche
Planungsansätze zusammengeführt werden: Die wissenschaftliche Untersuchung nach
wahrnehmungsbasierten Ansätzen und die kreative Herangehensweise durch Architekten und
andere Design-Experten.
Der Forschungsansatz beinhaltet zwei Teile. Zuerst werden die aktuellen Erkenntnisse der
Gestalttheorie zusammen mit Theorien zum visuellen Denken betrachtet, um den auf Erfahrungen
beruhenden, kognitiven visuellen Prozess der Bewertung des Landschaftscharakters zu verstehen.
Dazu werden ein dreistufiges konzeptionelles Modell und davon abgeleitet Prinzipien formuliert,
welche die Prozesse der Informationsverarbeitung und 3D-Visualisierung auf jeder Stufe der
Dissertation leiten. Im zweiten Schritt wird das konzeptionelle Modell auf eine Fallbeispielstudie
in China angewandt: die Kulturlandschaft Sha-deng-qing im Westen Chinas, die zur Zeit einer
starken touristischen Entwicklung unterliegt. Mithilfe eines kognitiven Ansatzes, hochdetaillierten
3D-GIS-Visualisierungen, Landschaftsentwürfen, Interviews und weiteren Methoden werden
alternative Landschaftsszenarien erkundet und zur Unterstützung des Entscheidungsprozesses
bewertet. Die Resultate der Fallbeispielstudie bringen komplizierte Themen zum Vorschein, die
andernfalls zugunsten einfacherer Entscheidungen vernachlässigt worden wären, aber dann unter
Umständen zum weiteren Identitätsverlust der Landschaft beigetragen hätten.
Bezogen auf den Landschaftscharakter als Teil der Landschaftsbildbewertung lieferten das 3D-GIS
und die beiden ergänzenden Ansätze eigenständige konstruktive Beiträge. Die hochdetaillierten
3D-GIS-Visualisierungen stellten sowohl den Überblick über die Landschaft als auch Details dar
und boten damit die Basis, auf der die Bewertung des Landschaftscharakters nach beiden Ansätzen
mittels Selektion, Bearbeitung, Präsentation und Kommunikation der für den Landschaftscharakter
relevanten Information erfolgte.
• Sufe 1: Ein kognitiver Ansatz wird angewandt, um verlässliche Charakter-relevante
Informationen von potenziellen Stakeholdern zu erheben und dadurch die Rahmenbedingungen
der Charakterbildung offenzulegen. Die Landschaftselemente und ihre Zusammenhänge liegen
der Konstruktion der 3D-Visualisierungen zugrunde.
• Stufe 2: Der Experten-Design-Ansatz wird angewandt, um die „optimale“ Gestaltung des
Landschaftswandels zu gewährleisten. Die Analyse und Synthese unterschiedlicher Diskurse, der
2

In dieser Dissertation wird die Abkürzung 3D-GIS benutzt, um die Techniken der GIS-basierten 3D-Visualisierung von
Landschaften, kombiniert mit der 3D-Visualisierung von Objekten, zu bezeichnen. Der ursprüngliche Gebrauch des
Begriffes bezieht sich auf Pullar [2003].
vi

Interaktionen und Verbindungen zwischen den Landschaftselementen helfen, die zugrunde
liegenden ökologischen, ästhetischen und historischen Faktoren zu verstehen. Das 3D-GIS
erlaubt dem Architekten, ein Landschaftsobjekt als Bestandteil des weiteren Kontextes zu
begreifen, indem es vergleichsweise genaue, konsistente und ökologisch bedeutende
Visualisierungen räumlicher Muster bietet.
• Stufe 3: Ein Wahrnehmungs-basierter Ansatz wird angewandt, um den Entscheidungsprozess
transparenter zu gestalten. Durch die Simulation der Wahrnehmung, die ein Subjekt sowohl in
der jetzigen Situation als auch in zukünftigen Szenarien erfährt, dienen die Präsentationen der
Kommunikation des „Warum“ und „Wie“ des Landschaftswandels und unterstützen so
Verständnis und Dialog zu den Folgen, die menschliche Interventionen für den Charakter der
Kulturlandschaft haben.
Abschliessend lässt sich sagen, dass das 3D-GIS zusammen mit den beiden Ansätzen der
Bewertung des Landschaftscharakters eine logische und konsistente Kette der Charakter-relevanten
Informationsverarbeitung bietet und so zum Ziel, den Landschaftscharakter zu erhalten, beiträgt.
Das dreistufige Konzept zur Bewertung des Landschaftscharakters wird durch ein Diagramm
illustriert, das die Kombination der verschiedenen grafischen Methoden im 3D-GIS zeigt.
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1

Introduction

Conserving the character of unique landscapes is generally accepted as an important strategy of
cultural landscape management today, with regard to the fragmentation, differentiation and
complexity brought by rapid development into formerly more distinctive and homogeneous
landscapes [Terkenli, 2001]. This study is motivated by a perceived need to find a comprehensive
character assessment approach to help conserve the unique character of large-scale cultural
landscapes while being able to accept changes to it.

1.1
The Loss of Cultural Landscape Identity through Fragmental Intervention
A review of the literature reveals that poorly controlled change in cultural landscapes is a common
issue in many countries, which often leads to the loss of landscape identity [Lansing, 2007; Corner,
1999; Castells and Giddens, 1991]. In small Australian towns undergoing rapid environmental
change, it is common to hear residents complain that the character of their local environment is
being degraded or lost [Altman & Low, 1992; Green, 1999]. In the USA, Marsh [1997] describes a
predictable sameness creeping over once diverse cultural landscapes. This trend has also been
described by the European Union [Council of Europe, 1996; European Environmental Agency] as
the cultural landscape “becoming blurred, disintegrated and messed up” [RIVM, 2002]. In China,
landscape artificialization, commercialization and urbanization, was the central issue of the 2002
Landscape and Gardens Conference, and has been criticized by the Minister of the Chinese
Heritage Conservation Department on many public occasions [Xinhua Media, 2002; 2006].
From the literature, it could be deduced that the loss of cultural landscape identity is caused by
fragmental intervention, as large-scale cultural landscapes can seldom be totally changed. Several
points can be drawn from the literature [Stobbelaar, 2004; Antrop, 2000]:
• Natural value diminishes as more and more natural landscape elements are removed.
• Infrastructure is planned at a high administrative level, so linking points a and b by the
shortest route means cutting through landscape structures.
• Urban sprawl is diminishing the difference between urban and rural areas, mostly
following new road structures.
• The architecture of new houses has nothing to do with regional styles.
Small changes in landscape are related to the landscape identity, since these can have an immediate,
significant visual effect [Brady, 2002; TyrvaÈinen, 1998] and an ecological effect in the long-term
[Schutkowski, 2006]. However, the complexity of small-scale landscape objects changes in a
large-scale environmental context does not receive enough attention in contemporary landscape
practice, which is one of the reasons for the rapid global degradation of landscape character.
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1.2
Reflection on Cultural Landscape Transformation Practice
Although the term “landscape character” appears in academic circles and the media, no satisfactory
character assessment approaches have been developed to assist in the assessment of cultural
landscapes facing transformation1 [Selman, 2006]. Generally, there is a gap between the developed
epistemology on cultural landscapes and the application of conventional expert/design approach to
the more complicated situation of cultural landscape transformation.
1.2.2
Gap between Epistemology and Methodology
In the last several decades, the recognition of cultural landscapes has been developed by
geographers, planners, designers, ecologists, and anthropologists who came to a consensus that it is
a complex web of interrelationships, as well as a dynamic flux in time [Schutkowski, 2006;
Cosgrove, 1999; Corner, 1999, Nadenicek, 1997]. The implication of this epistemology for
landscape analysis and planning, including the management of the landscape character, is that it
should address the interaction and interconnection of landscape features in bio-ecological
processes and cultural processes (chapter 2).
Moreover, the idea of relativity attained a powerful expression and impact on human
understanding [Bohm, 1980]. Cultural landscapes as perceived constructs are created through
human action and experience inscribed in place through time and conceived mainly visually and
experientially. Landscape analysis and planning must primarily follow the opposite direction: from
the perceived forms and communicated meanings to the fulfillment of their multifunctional roles as
sustainable milieu of human livelihood [Terkenli, 2001].
Confront with these developed theories, landscape practice is a rather lagging behind. Corner
[1999] criticized the traditional approach that by focusing on objects and functions, it has failed to
embrace the full complexity and dynamics of culture and nature in general. A closer look at the
current practice in China helps understand this phenomenon.
1.2.2
Critiques on Cultural Landscape Transformation Practice in China
Today, China is dealing with large-scale cultural landscape transformation as part of its economic
development. For considering both development and heritage conservation questions, the approach
which the Chinese planning/design institutes currently employ comprises three steps:
• An inventory and assessment of the current situation by the planners/designers.
• Formulating a master plan of both conservation and development (usually in 2D plan) and
designing new interventions, such as a tourism itinerary, infrastructure buildings and
parking areas (several perspectives of selected sites).
• Final assessment of the master plan and design for decision-making by a committee of
experts including planners, designers and corresponding officers.
Such a planning process sounds reasonable, as it tries to work on both the object and
environmental scales at the same time, and it has an evaluation system for final decision-making.
However, there are some weak points, such as:
• Planners/designers make inventory of the landscape based on the level of historical
importance and assess scenic quality by their experience, which cannot provide sufficient
information concerning public perceptions and ecological issues.
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Selmen defines many of the approaches as landscape characterization which is different from landscape character
assessment. He defines landscape characterization as a way of identifying areas of distinctive character, classifying and
mapping them, and describing and/or explaining their character. It yields both:
• Landscape character types (usually a generic classification or typologies)
• Landscape character areas (single and unique areas that may capture a sense of place for people)
However, Selmen doesn’t define what character assessment is, nor in this research. The author’s effort in this research is
trying to interpret the character assessment in the research context (Section 4.1) and to give operating principles derived
from the current visual psychology for steering the information processing (Section 5.2) in the conceptual model for the
goal of character conservation.
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•

The design approach is mostly applied to cities. Little experience has accumulated for
more rural/natural landscapes where the consequences of the environmental changes are
barely considered.
• The committee of experts assesses the planning results provided by the planners/designers.
Moreover, the experts’ past experience is similar to the planner/designers.
The example of the Chinese landscape transformation practice demonstrates that it does not reach
the complexity of the landscapes by applying the traditional approaches of the object level and
landscape level synchronically.

1.3
Need for a Comprehensive Approach for Conserving Landscape Character
Corner [1999] pointed out that the insufficiency in landscape methodology is not because there has
been shortage of new ideas and theories in design and planning, but there has been so little
advancement and invention of specific tools and techniques. For designing intervention to
effectively meet the request for development while conserving cultural landscape character, a
comprehensive approach is needed by taking the advantages of existing tools and techniques.
1.3.1
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Two Existing Approaches
An obvious shortage of the Chinese approach is that if the ultimate goal of conservation and
development is to sustain the cultural landscape for the people who will use it, then the indifference
to the local residents who are supposed to benefit from the transformation and potential tourists
who are supposed to be attracted to visit is rather surprising. This indifference reveals that neither
the formulated design by the planners/designers nor the design produced by the committee of
experts has a reliable scientific basis. The problem of a lack of a scientific basis brings us to the
two existing approaches: the expert/design approach2 and the perception-based approach. Both the
expert/design approach and perception-based approach have several versions of a theoretical
framework of analysis on landscape character, as well as methodological tools in landscape
character assessment (chapter 3). However, the two existing approaches seem to be opposites.
Traditionally, the expert/design approach is used to design landscape changes, which relies upon
the experience and creativity of the professional planner/designer. Design comprises a series of
activates: it usually begins with some analysis of the objectives based upon gathered information,
followed by systematic evaluation of the design options, and ending with the choice of the best
option. In the 1960s, however, the reliability of the expert/design approach in assessing subjective
issues, such as landscape aesthetic quality, scenic preference, and so on [Daniel and Vining, 1983]
has been criticized for having inadequate levels of precision, because it relies on single person and
2

In this research, the separation between the expert/design approach and the perception-based approach becomes an
especially dominent problem for cultural landscapes facing transformation, as exemplified by the Chinese case in section
1.2. However, some introduction to the expert/design approach needs to be offered, as this term is often used in the
literature of perception-based research. In this research, the author uses it for both landscape planning and design
referring to the following explanation.
Traditionally, there is a distinct separation between planning and design. Ian McHarg [1997] discusses a dissension in the
profession of landscape architecture after World War I that resulted in two dominant paradigms: conservation/planning
and aesthetics. By his definition, planning is the “process whereby a region is understood as a biophysical and social
process” and design “follows planning and introduces the subject of form”. In another words, the change to a landscape
is divided into two levels of planning responding to entirely different social requirements and expectations: (1) the
restructuring of an existing land-use or the introduction of a new one (residential area, industrial zone), associated with
administrative, legal or policy making activity; (2) envisaging structural elements as part of a new landscape entity (a
building, a park) [Ogrin, 1994].
With the contemporary multifunctional development on cultural landscapes, the rigid distinction between planner and
designer is not so clear any more: the expert/design approach has broadened its scope from architecture design to master
plans, and zoning plans, or it could also be that a traditional planner broadens his scope to architecture design. This is the
context of expert/design approach in this research.
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the formal design parameters on which the assessment of landscape quality is based are derived
from classical/ historical analyses or theories of human aesthetic perceptions and evaluations. This
lack of precision can put aesthetic quality at a considerable disadvantage in analyses and
multi-resource decision-making processes. Therefore, although the perception-based approach’s
critique of the expert/design approach focuses on the unreliability of its assessment of subjective
issues, it unavoidably leads to a reduced reliability of the design when the designers use
professional but limited input.
In contrast to the expert approach, perception-based methods clearly derive from the subjective
philosophical camp. Typically various survey-research and psychological scaling methods are
applied to obtain quantitative measures of perceived landscape aesthetic quality [Daniel et al., 1973,
1977; Kaplan, 1975; Zube, 1974]. Indices of perceived landscape quality are based on overt
choices, rankings or ratings of landscapes (usually represented by photographs) provided by
samples of (actual or potential) human viewers. In the 1980s, there was a debate in the media about
which approach was better for landscape assessments in relation to subjective issues, with Carson
[1976; 1969] representing the expert/design approach. Theoretically, the debate ended with the
perception-based approach, represented by Zube [1973] winning3. The underlying assumptions of
the expert/design approach had been brought into question by tracing its roots back to aesthetics
philosophy [Lotian, 2001]. The perception-based approach has grown into an accepted alternative
because it has a precise interval scale measure for understanding people’s perception of a landscape
and engaging stakeholders in the decision-making process as a way of creating consensus and
representing collective responsibility, which leads to a high-level reliable result.
Despite being criticized of imprecision and unreliability, the expert/design approach is still
dominant in landscape practice on management of change because it has the advantages of
operational efficiency and systemization, while the perception-based approach, because of the
difficulty to translate the rich information provided into a form for mapping and visualization, it is
incompatibility with large-scale environment management [Brown, 1986]. This opposite
phenomenon also reveals some unavoidable biases of the theoretical discussion comparing the
reliability of the two approaches: it overemphasizes the perception difference in practice, while
lacks an adequate understanding of the design process which spans a range of activities, and omits
the importance of design competence as an especially indispensable instrument for manage
large-scale landscape change. Furthermore, the insufficiency of this approach is also pointed out
from the psychological level that a procedure of averaging the responses of a sufficiently large
number of randomly chosen observers is sufficient only for the studies of elementary phenomenon
that are basic to organic functioning [Arnheim, 1986]. This means that the perception-based
approach also could not fulfill the task of dealing with the complex process of cultural landscapes.
To conserve cultural landscape character from passive development, we need a comprehensive
approach to adequately address the impact of a landscape object change to its larger environment.
An optimistic viewpoint is to combine the strengths of the two approaches and avoid their
weaknesses: exerting the design competence of the expert/design approach, but increasing the
reliability of designed changes on cultural landscapes from understanding the perceptions and
judgments of samples of the public in both current situation and landscape scenarios through the
perception-based approach.
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Although including stakeholders’ opinion in the beginning of a project [Corner, 1999] and in the decision-making
process [Burkhard, 2006] has been accepted also by the expert/design approach today, this debate and the progress of the
perception-based approach are rather limited in the planning field, namely research and the large quantity of publications
are not read by the designers. Also, the researchers who use the perception-based approach also somehow underestimate
the work of the expert/design approach, because of the reliability in assessing subjective issue. The author sees the gap
between the two approaches from the literature review of both fields as well as from the discussion with planners and
designers, and tries here to bridge the two sides, as literature review shows that in last several decades both are trying to
develop an approach in order to achieve adequate and in-depth coverage of the full complexity and fluidity of cultural
landscapes [Corner, 1999; Daniel., 2001] (Corner is a landscape architect on the field of design, and Daniel has been
doing research on the perception-based approach for years).
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1.3.2
Comprehensive Visualization Capacity of 3D-GIS Technique
This combination of the two approaches will inevitably require a suitable visualization tool for
assisting the assessment of landscape change, since visualizations are the primary method in the
description of landscapes and comprehension of the effect of proposed change on landscapes.
Although CAD-based computer 3D visualization can build virtual environment of building
complexes to a high realistic degree, for understanding, experiencing and assessing those building
structures [Stille A., 2002], it is difficult to visualize abundant vegetation and undulating
topography of the more rural/natural landscapes, which is important for designing the new
approach, since the loss of landscape identity is deeply related to the loss of biological, scenic and
cultural assets [Naveh, 1995; Corner, 1999; Lansing, 2007].
In the last 30 years, rapidly developing GIS (geographic information system) technique
combined with computer 3D visualization technique formulate the powerful 3D-GIS technique,
based on which virtual landscape simulators are developed (chapter 7.2). By linking landscape
inventory data and planning system, different situation of rural/natural landscapes could be
visualized at rather high realism. Examples of these applied techniques are:
• Integrating architecture visualization into landscape visualization
There are several applications on integrating 3D landscape objects into its larger environment
setting using 3D-GIS in some research. For example, Pullar [2001] constructed a 3D
visualization of a proposed university library extension based on GIS, CAD and
photogrammetric technologies, for building collective consensus among stakeholders.
• Constructing the virtual environment of cultural landscapes
With the increasing discriminate remote sensing, GIS and global positioning systems (GPS)
technique used to gather, analyze, and organize information about ecosystems, 3D-GIS
technology enables spatially continuous and realistic landscape visualizations at high realism,
which enhances the understanding of landscape patterns and processes at multiple scales. For
example, realistic past and present landscape geo-visualizations of a historical battlefield in an
oak savanna in Missouri were produced based on tree information extracted from 1941 aerial
photographs and 1m per pixel resolution IKONOS imagery [Moskal, 2004].

As such, the advanced 3D-GIS technique has provided the capability to inspect fragmental
interventions in a general cultural landscape environment, thus provides the possibility to exploit a
combination of the advantages of these two separate approaches.
1.3.3
Research Goal
Many researchers [Milburn, 2003; Terkenli, 2001] point out that in order to deal progressively with
more complex problems, including social responsibility, sustainability, environmental
responsiveness, environmental integrity and human health, more sophisticated solutions are
required.
Given the critical role of fragmental interventions in producing the loss of landscape identity,
and the either/or approach of the two current assessment methods, the research goal is to formulate
a comprehensive character assessment approach for conserving cultural landscape character by
taking the creative design of the expert/design approach, and the scientific investigation of the
perception-based approach and combining them with 3D-GIS, with the intention of developing an
approach that will help guide practitioners in conserving character from passive development.

1.4 Evaluation Criteria
Many researchers discussed the difficulty of objectively exploring an approach able to evaluate an
inherently subjective resource such as the visual quality of the landscape [Zube et al, 1982]. A
character assessment approach doubtless involves subjective resources. In order to evaluate the
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objectivity of the proposed approach, some criteria have been derived from the existing researches
[Lyle, 1985; Angileri, 1993]:
1. Capacity for complexity
The ability to use a great deal of information from a variety of sources on many different
subjects from diverse disciplines [Lyle, 1985].
2. Capacity for prediction estimation
The ability to estimate the potential effects of a proposal on the existing environment [Lyle,
1985]
3. Communicability
The ability of a proposal to be understood by the general public [Lyle, 1985].
4. Ease of application
Use of a currently available tool and the representation of the final result should be compatible
with the planning map and limited costs [Angileri, 1993].

1.5
Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 gives a concise overview of the contemporary theoretical foundations of the recognition
of cultural landscapes and the character conservation concept for guiding character assessment on
the epistemological level.
Chapter 3 has a comparative study of the two landscape approaches describing their respective
concept on character assessment, their modified versions in relation to the evolving visualization
tools, providing a basis for developing a character assessment approach on the methodological
level.
Chapter 4 presents an overview of the research design: focusing on the perplexing issue of
human perception and cognition of character assessment, arguments on the relationship between
vision and character assessment and leading to the research hypothesis of reverting to visual
psychology, concluding with the design of an empirical experiment research procedure.
Chapter 5 articulates the development of a conceptual model. Current knowledge on gestalt
theory and visual thinking theory are combined to understand the human visual/experiential cognitive process of character assessment of the landscape experienced. Implications of visual
psychology on character assessment for character conservation are deduced. A three-stage
conceptual model is formulated by defining two operating principles for guiding the correct
information processing and the task of 3D visualizations of each stage.
Chapter 6 introduces the case study site chosen for testing the conceptual model. Chapter 7
describes the methods used in applying the conceptual model stage-by-stage. The respective
assessment results of each stage and the result of case study are given in chapter 8.
Chapter 9 discusses the conceptual approach and evaluates its objectivity and concludes the
comprehensive character assessment approach. Recommendations and suggestions are given for
future research and the thesis ends with the prospects of a vision of a future interdisciplinary
approach to character assessment.
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2

Cultural Landscapes and Character Conservation

In the recognition of cultural landscapes, there are numerous heterogeneous and methodical forms
and theoretical foundations from different disciplines, and their development, temporal succession
and mutual pervasion continue to evolve. The literature review starts with a history of how the
notion of “cultural landscapes” came into being, how it has evolved and be list as heritage for
conservation. Secondly, a discussion of cultural landscapes as a product and a process illustrates
the character diachronic integrity of cultural landscapes, which paves the way for understanding
the character conservation concept, namely, character of the cultural landscape is still intact, albeit
in a new form or expression after the intervention.

2.1
Cultural Landscape as a Concept
The term cultural landscape appeared 100 years ago, and the concept has been variously used,
applied, debated, developed and refined by different disciplines since then.
2.1.1
Preliminary Definition
The cultural landscape, the focus of this research, is traditionally defined from the perspective of
geography. In 1895, the German geographer F. Ratzel first connected culture and landscape
together, noting how cultural landscapes are formed and influenced by human activity. The
geographer Otto Schluter is credited with having first formally used “cultural landscape” as an
academic term in the early twentieth century. In 1908, Schluter [Wikipedia, 2008] argued that
defining geography as a Landschaftskunde (landscape science) would give geography a logical
subject matter shared by no other discipline. He defined two forms of landscape: the Urlandschaft,
the landscape that existed before major human-induced changes and the Kulturlandschaft (cultural
landscape), the landscape created by human culture. The major task of geography was to trace the
changes in these two landscapes.
In 1925, the American cultural geographer Carl Sauer [1963] offered his definition: A cultural
landscape is fashioned from a natural landscape by a culture group. Culture is the agent, the natural
area is the medium, the cultural landscape the result. It is important to point out that the
preliminary definition of cultural landscape is influenced by environmental determinism, which
holds that the primary factors of the natural environment have a shaping and dominant effect on the
development of technology, customs, traditions, and even political structures of populations
[Schutkowski, 2006]. Today, in addition to the assemblage of physical features on which
geographers and others focused until the last thirty years or so, it is now widely accepted that
landscapes reflect human activity and are imbued with cultural values.
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2.1.2
Valuing Cultural Landscapes
The term cultural landscape did not gain currency until around 1960. Landscape changes due to
urban sprawl and agricultural rationalization led to a broadening interest in the historical
documentation of disappearing biotopes and cultural artifacts in the rural landscape. Botanists,
archaeologists, geographers, anthropologists, and historians showed great interest in the cultural
landscape during the 1970s. In the 1980s, many kinds of cultural landscape practices, i.e.,
agriculture, nature conservation, culture conservation, planning, and architectural design, define
and determine the scope of this concept [Jones, 1988].
The broader interest led to different disciplines assigning different value loading to the concept.
Different stakeholders emphasize discrete but overlapping sets of values. There are many values
associated with cultural landscapes, generally, it is well-accepted that cultural landscapes embrace
biological, cultural and perceptual values [Selman, 2006]:
• Natural qualities, particularly in relation to sustainable service functions of soil, water, air
and biodiversity.
• Cultural qualities, land use and human-made features that bear the imprint of history, and
are therefore associated with values or meanings imputed by society.
• Recreational attributes: aesthetic qualities of wilderness and beauty that provide
opportunities for enjoyment.
‘To value’ is culturally defined, thus cultural landscape conservation itself is of value to some
cultures and not to others [Alanen & Melnick 2000]. By articulating and understanding the
complex and interrelated values represented through cultural landscapes, a richer and more
supporting process for identification and management can be conceived.
2.1.3
Listing as Heritage
By the beginning of the 1990s, “cultural landscape” had become a catchword frequently used in the
media [Jones, 1988]. The background message is of special urgency in view of the rapid global
degradation of landscapes and the loss of their biological, scenic and cultural assets [Naveh, 1995].
The need for more holistic conservation and restoration strategies of valuable, open, and especially
rural landscapes, not only for the sake of their biological value, but also for their cultural value, is
recognized by many governmental, non-governmental and international agencies, especially the
IUCN [International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resource] and UNESCO
[United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization].
In 1992, the World Heritage Committee elected to convene a meeting of “specialists” to advise
and assist in the redraft the Committee’s Operational Guidelines to include “cultural landscapes” as
an option for heritage listing properties that were neither purely natural nor purely cultural in form
(i.e., mixed heritage) 4 .The World Heritage Committee (in Phillips 2003) defined cultural
landscapes as areas that:

“are illustrative of the evolution of human society and settlement over time, under the
influence of physical constraints and/or opportunities presented by their natural
environment and of successive social, economic and cultural forc es, both external and
internal.”
Both in Sauer’s or World Heritage Committee’s definition, there is a nearly all-encompassing
concept, almost the whole of the world's occupied surface, plus almost all the uses, ecologies,
interactions, practices, beliefs, concepts, and traditions of people living within cultural landscapes.
4

In 1993 Tongariro became the first property to be inscribed on the World Heritage List under the revised criteria
describing cultural landscapes. The mountains at the heart of the park have cultural and religious significance for the
Maori people and symbolize the spiritual links between this community and its environment. The park has active and
extinct volcanoes, a diverse range of ecosystems and some spectacular landscapes [Wikipedia, 2008].
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The new cultural landscape definition has gained ascendancy over the original meaning. It implies,
at this stage in its development, a revised system of values that places sustainability alongside the
more traditional interests of aesthetics and utility, together with credible visions of how these three
values may be combined in cultural landscapes.
2.1.4
Conserving Cultural Landscape Character
The aim of nomination is to take conservation measures to prevent cultural landscape from
degradation or decay or unsuitable development. With the listing of cultural heritages, the term
“character5” appeared formally in landscape conservation fields, as the following excerpt says:

Protected landscapes … are areas of land, with coast and sea as appropriate, where the
interaction of people and nature over time has produced an area of distinct character with
significant aesthetic, ecological and/or cultural value, and often with high biological
diversity.
[IUCN’s Category V, 1994]
To some extent, landscape character contributes to the broad public support for conservation,
particularly of wider cultural landscapes [Alanen & Melnick, 2000] and the trend towards
conservation of ‘ordinary’ landscapes [Groth & Bressi, 1997]. In a sense, each given landscape is
unique, as it represents a specific combination of natural and cultural factors and occurs in a
particular historical and sociopolitical setting. Firstly, from place to place, the landscape is
fundamentally different in its physiographic, ecological character. Secondly, resulting from the
various sets of choices, among the many alternatives that even the most severe environmental
conditions allow, cultural landscapes are made up of the natural environment, buildings, and
infrastructures representing the different periods, reflecting certain ideal images and schemata
shared by a common cultural group. Over time, the character of a cultural landscape offers
irreplaceable qualities, absent from most new designed landscapes, and results in the differences of
the cultural landscape from one place to another.

2.2
Cultural Landscape as a Process and a Product
This section presents some concepts that deal with relations, interactions, and contradictions
between nature and culture, that is, cultural Landscape is both a process and a product [Alanen and
Melnick 2000].
2.2.1

Double-Edged Cultural Landscapes

The use of human population in ecological analysis preserves a view of humanity as a part
of nature at the same time that it recognizes the uniqueness conferred upon the species by
culture, As such, it preserves the terms defining the condition of a creature that can live
only in terms of meanings, largely culturally constituted, in a world to which law is
intrinsic but meaning is not.
Rapaport 1990
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The general term “character” is the collective qualities or characteristic, especially mental and moral, that distinguishes
a person or thing [Oxford English Reference Dictionary]. The term character is used in several contexts, perhaps most
often when describing people: someone has a strong or weak character, a noble or robust character, and so on.
Descriptions include the personality, moral qualities, and physical traits of individuals. Together, these traits provide an
overall description of a person [Brady, E. 2002]. The use of character in landscape is before the IUCN category, but not
in a broad scope as it is not. More detailed interpretation on landscape character in landscape practice is introduced in
chapter 3.
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Anthropologists have tracked the issue
of cultural landscapes back to its
generation. The variety and diversity of
cultural landscapes notwithstanding, its
genesis does not lack homogeneity;
anthropologists found the same
principle throughout the world.
Rapaport concludes that the generation
of cultural landscapes always involves
two alternatives, the intrinsic laws of
nature or cultural interpretation. Starting
from this very basic point, a model
illustrating the interaction between
culture and nature is outlined (Fig. 2.1).

Fig. 2.1:

Double-edged Cultural Landscapes

Culture leads to a particular worldview, and in the case of design, a way of shaping the world.
Anthropologists agree on the centrality of “culture” in defining humanity. Beyond that, however,
they disagree on many things [Rapaport, 1977]. In 1952, the Californian anthropologists Kroeber
and Kluckholm produced a sizable book that reviewed the definitions and concepts of culture.
Although many more definitions have been added since then, the work still provides a sound basis
for further research. Here, the conclusion of Rapaport [1977] is used, which is based on this book
and grouped into three complementary general views:
•
A way of life typical of a group
•
A system of symbols, meanings and cognitive schemata transmitted through symbolic
codes
•
A set of adaptive strategies for survival related to ecology and resources
As human culture has progressed, the perception and cognition of nature has never ceased
developing. For example, mountains, which were seen as evil and to be avoided, suddenly became
beautiful and sublime in the eighteenth century [Nicolson, 1959].
Although the natural environment is singled out in some situations as a special factor parallel to
culture, and our daily activities imply unruffled confidence in the invariability of natural laws, it is
necessary to point out that the natural environment is also culturally defined. As Zimmermann once
said: “Resources are not, they become” [Hewitt & Hare, 1973]. In the same way, ecological milieus
and constraints are at least partly subjective. The ways in which resources are exploited, by whom,
and for what purposes are also culturally variable [Rapoport, 1977]. Thus, culture will “see” the
natural environment differentially and pick different ecological niches.
The generation of cultural landscapes is therefore partly a function of the ecological milieu and
partly of cultural interpretation, but among the other alternatives, these two remained invariable.
This dualism can be found in all periods of cultural landscape development. What varies is the
proportion of opposing factors. The current dominant force determines the character of the single
forms to a high degree and gives each of them its particular physiognomy.
2.2.2
Ever-changing Cultural Landscapes
A cultural landscape is in an ever-changing state. Culture is a constant mutation within history,
as is the natural environment. Change is the constant of cultural landscape. On one hand, man is
confronted with a complex combination of strata containing the physical traces of different cultural
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activities from different time periods. While on the other, influenced and changed by society and
technical progress, modern function continues to bring interventions such as infrastructures and
cultural landscape.
As such, it is difficult to locate
the cultural landscape in a
particular instant because of its
change from one point in time to
the next. In the life of a cultural
landscape, the three modes of time,
past, present, and future, cannot be
split up into individual elements
from the whole. The momentary
state of an organism cannot be
described without taking its history
into consideration and without
referring it to a future state for
which this state is merely a point
of passage. To understand the
ever-changing characteristic of
Fig. 2.2: Ever-changing cultural landscapes
cultural landscapes, a diagram is
borrowed from [Arnheim, 1986]
for illustration (Fig. 2.2):
• a shows the traditional conception, a sequence of individual beads. Present data methods
still rely on the assumption that environmental change is a series of stable plateaus
interconnected by dimensional jumps.
• b tries to remedy the static character of this notion by showing the traditionally
self-contained units as blending into one another. The chain of elements is replaced with a
kind of continuous flow. But the refinement is not enough; it changes nothing in principle.
• c integrates the information as the components of cultural landscape, are not individual
objects or collection of them. It appears as a primary flow of events, which is revealed
upon analysis to be an interweaving of trends and strands coming and going in varying
combinations and ratios of dominance. As a result, the cross section of the flow as a whole
changes from one moment to moment.
2.2.3
Character Diachronic Integrity
Based on the evolving system concept of cultural landscapes, “diachronic integrity” has been put
forward to define the character of cultural landscapes. “Integrity” implies unity, wholeness, and
harmony in an aesthetic concept, as well as an ecosystem undisturbed by human action, unimpaired,
balanced and stable in an ecological context [Brady, 2002; Schutkowski, 2006]. “Diachronic
integrity” defines integrity as being faithful to what has gone before but not in terms of preserving
or returning to some natural state, free from human interference, and frozen in time [Alan & John,
2002].
Under this diachronic integrity concept, with regard to cultural landscape conservation, it is
important to remember that unlike traditional built heritage structures, cultural landscapes exist
both as an artifact and as a system. A cultural landscape will always comprise of at least some
natural elements, meaning that it continues to evolve and change, and it involves many layers and
shapes [Mayne-Wilson 2001], it cannot be treated as museum exhibits in bubble-wrapped displays.
The diachronic integrity concept treats the cultural landscape as dynamic system where the
individual parts are connected with one another in such a way that they cannot be understood in
isolation and without knowledge of the others, since any change on the object level may cause a
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change in the whole, furthermore, an impact evolves over time. Accepting new interventions, the
dialectic conservation concept requests the old and new be mixed in such a way that the form and
meaning of each is amplified and yet a coherent whole is maintained [Lynch, 1972]. This means
that the character of the cultural landscape is still intact, albeit in a new form or expression after the
intervention.

2.3
Conclusion
This chapter presented the premises upon which the epistemological level for large-scale cultural
landscape transformation is based. The character diachronic integrity concept of cultural landscape
implies multi-values, and it makes cultural landscape conservation a rather scientific
interdisciplinary field that contains archeology, building design, landscape design, ecology,
sociology, economy development and so on.
Lennon [2001] argues that cultural landscapes are inherently at risk in planning for conservation
management because of its numerous components that contribute to its “richness and diversity
through layers of various components contributing to themes, periods and patterns.” In the
conservation of cultural landscapes, it is important to understand the dynamics of the complex
cultural values inherit in the natural system, and the complexities of the system itself, for effective
planning, management and intervention of the landscape.
Therefore, all attempts towards landscape knowledge, assessment or evaluation and management
of landscape character must necessarily be based on geographical networks and develops through
various types of interconnections and interdependencies rather than any kind of spatial boundaries.
While the compartmentalized methods of evaluation and measurement will inevitably lead to a loss
of interconnectivity among landscape dimensions, as well as to the break-up of the relational and
organic nature of landscape components and ultimately to the impoverishment of landscape
analysis. As such, it is necessary to formulate comprehensive theoretical and analytical framework,
in binding social and cultural insights and ecological knowledge, because different disciplinary
conventions for research create obstacles to sharing knowledge [Nassauer, 1995; Terkenli, 2001].
Currently, there is an obvious gap between epistemology on cultural landscape character and
methodology on how to conduct character assessment, and filling this gap is the goal of this
research. Therefore, after addressing the theoretical aspects of cultural landscape, the research will
explore on a methodological level what kind of experience and lesson could be learnt from the two
existing approaches which are conducting character assessment in different ways: the creative
design of the expert/design approach, and the scientific investigation of the perception-based
approach.
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3

A Comparative Study of the Existing Two Approaches

This chapter provides a comparative study of the methodology of the expert/design approach and
perception-based approach in relating to the character assessment of cultural landscapes.
Landscape character is an intellectual concept derived from myriad perceptual observations.
Landscapes do not have a given character, it is defined depends on the observers’ viewpoint.
Character assessment is the process of one person or a group to appreciate the character of a
landscape at a given time. To date discussion has been largely focused on the definition and
identification of character6 rather than focusing on the management of character. The intention of
this study is to find out how the concept of landscape character is interpreted and applied in various
approaches; especially how the diverse visualization tools shape these approaches is emphasized.
As Daniel [2001] pointed out, the two existing approaches differ mainly in two aspects:
•
The contribution of the human viewer in determining assessment
•
How the relevant features of the landscape are represented
Therefore, the contribution of the human viewer in determining assessment forms the basis for
the classification of the first two sections. The more detailed classification of each section focuses
on how the visualization technique changes the scope and scale of the landscape under
consideration. The chapter ends with a comparison between the two approaches with regard to their
strengths, weaknesses in the context of cultural landscape transformation and the visualization
characteristics.

3.1
Expert/Design Approach
The activity of controlling and managing cultural landscape character in the expert/design
approach is prior to the formal manifesto by the IUCN’s Category. It is related to the term genius
loci, and developed in to a central contemporary concept of character in both design and
conservation.

The issue of character, as a central contemporary concept in both design and conservation,
is important that we have to interpret when we are changing our built environment.
Norberg-Schulz, 1980
6

Many writers on urban form and design have discussed the issue of ‘character’: some implicitly, others explicitly, using
terms such as ‘spirit of place’ or genius loci. And they hold different, sometimes conflicting, views about its nature and
meaning [Jackson, 1994, Cullen, 1961; Conzen, 1966, 1975; Sharp, 1969; Worskett, 1969; Steele, 1981; England, 1983].
An explanation on how these concepts are developed and enmeshes could be read in Jiven’s “Sense of Place,
Authenticity and Character: A Commentary” [2003].
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The concept of character by the Norwegian architect and phenomenologist Christian
Norberg-Schulz is an important influencing factor in landscape design, who [1980] explores the
character of places on the ground and their meanings for people. Norberg-Schulz’s analyses range
from visual impressions to the lived or experienced realm, and his methods and gestalt
psychological understanding of people’s perception are influenced by Husserl’s phenomenology
and philosophy of experience. Norberg-Schulz promotes the traditional form of towns and
buildings, which he sees as the basis for bringing about a deeper symbolic understanding of places
(Norberg-Schulz, 1985). In his description of the “sense of the place7”, four thematic levels can be
recognized:
• Topography of the earth’s surface
• Cosmological light conditions and the sky as a natural condition
• Buildings
• Symbolic and existential meanings in the cultural landscape
The academic urban morphologist and town planner M.R.G. Conzen[1966] also formulated his
key concept of genius loci to characterize the geographical variations in the composition of town
plan, building pattern and land and building utilization. The urban landscape is thus a palimpsest, a
layering where subsequent layers do not erase all traces of their predecessors. Conzen regarded
changes to urban form in relation to a cyclic building development by repletion, transformation,
clearance and even urban fallow, before a new cyclic phase is initiated. This was seen as a natural
part of the process of urban transformation. Conzen had a non-normative view of changes,
Neither Norberg-Schulz nor Conzen suggested on the form of physical design that an
understanding of character might imply. As Kropf [1996] said, “attempts to define quality and
character, to identify constituent parts that may be measured or valued, are often intellectually
unsatisfactory”. It is possible to assert that “this unsatisfactory define quality and character” is
because that assessment of the landscape character is enmeshed with a series of other actions
during the design process. As Bryan Lawson’s [1980] suggests on some near universal
characteristics of the design process: First, design takes place in the context of a need for action;
second, it is prescriptive in that it deals with questions of what ought to be; and third, it involves
the designer in making subjective value judgment. Therefore, design encompasses a whole process
from the existing situation assessment in the beginning, assessment of all kinds of possible changes
in between, and the assessment of the final design result in the end.
The deduction could be further enhanced by two different interpretations of the expert/design
approach found in the literature of both landscape design and perception-based approach.
• In the landscape design field, the design process generally is referred to as “creative
problem solving”. The real work of design transforms information into design forms, and
assesses the design idea as well. The enigmatic aspect of design rests within the designer’s
inner version and the capacity to re-assemble fragmentary information into a recombinant
whole, in concrete terms, the intellectual ability to mentally create spaces and to ascribe
physical attributes, proportions and dimensions to them [Nicholas, 1990].
• In the literature of perception-based approach, the expert/design approach is interpreted as
“translating biophysical features of the landscape into formal design parameters (e.g. form,
line, variety, unity) assumed to be universal indicators of landscape quality derived
(implicitly) from classical models of human perception and aesthetic judgment” [Daniel,
2001].
The difference between the two interpretations is that the former emphasizes creativity of the
designer, while the latter pays attention to the how the information underlying the design is derived.
The all-in-one process leads to the difficulty to define clearly which stages is character assessment
as that of in the perception-based approach in design practice. However, this does not mean there is
7
The transition of “sense of place” to the modern use of “character” has been well described by the American landscape
writer J.B. Jackson, in his A Sense of Place, a Sense of Time (New Haven, CT, Yale University Press, 1994).
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no concern on character in design, or we may say, this is another kind of character assessment. In
the following text, some of the applications of the character concept in design and planning are
introduced with three different visualization tools: perspectives, sequential perspectives and
mapping.
3.1.1
Perspective
In the expert/design approach, the most frequently employed visualization tool is perspective. It
has been around for about five hundred years and is widely applied in design and planning because
the development of computer technique has integrated it into the 2D plan representation.
3.1.1.1 Origin and development of perspective
The 3D visualization technique of perspective is derived from painting. In the sixteenth century,
Albrecht Dürer developed the use of the vanishing point. Fig. 3.1 shows a woodcut made by
Albrecht Dürer in 1525 which illustrates very clearly the conversion of “depth” into a series of X
and Y coordinates, which result in a sixteenth century “connect-the-dot” drawing [Nicholas, 1990].

Fig. 3.1: Generation of perspective in 16th century

Fig. 3.2:
Landscape perspective drawing of 1642 by
Jean Dubreuil

Using the perspective technique, the
landscape (Fig. 3.2) by Jean Dubreuil
(1602-1670) uses the human figure as
the main visual scaling reference
[Nicholas, 1990]. However, we can
see that in landscape perspective,
precision
and
imprecision
are
juxtaposed.
Precision: regular geometrical object,
or proportion of the relationship
among different landscape objects and
human;
Imprecision:
non-geometrical
landscape objects like topography or
vegetation.
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In the development of the computer, the
mathematically correct landscape perspective
from the 17th century has been widely
applied in professional design work because
the spatial elements may be converted to a
plan view to test the layout pattern implied by
the perspective view. Fig. 3.3 illustrates a
typical landscape perspective, the building is
mathematically
correct,
while
the
surroundings are rather an estimation.

Fig.3.3: A computer based landscape perspective

In the computer-drawn perspective (Fig. 3.4),
the people, trees, and shrubs have been
selected from a menu. As we can see, the
vegetation has an abstract symbolic shape that
creates the depth of space. Amazingly, the
combination of precision and imprecision has
been kept.

Fig. 3.4: A computer based landscape perspective

3.1.1.2 Applications
Today, perspective is still one of the most popular visualization tools in many of the design
approaches. Designers use it to assist the design process. Nicholas [1990] described a normative
design approach about the usual procedure and its corresponding drawings:
1. Problem Recognition and Conceptualization
The problem is identified, defined in the light of theory, and conceptualized as a series of
variables, visualizations, and data factors. Drawing types produced by this phase are
illustrated in Fig. 3.1, 1 and 2, which convey verbal, organizational, conceptual and
diagrammatic information.
2. Preliminary Design
All elements of the problem as perceived are analyzed in order to establish the basis for
formative criteria. These are then “transformed” into a preliminary physical form which is
assigned specific functions, and physical and visual attributes. Drawing 3 and 4 in Fig. 3.1
illustrate the types of drawings produced by this phase, which are diagrams and a
‘measured site plan’ representing some real or proposed state.
3. Design Assessment
The preliminary design options must be assessed based upon performance criteria in early
phases. The design options also need to be simulated or modeled in a number of ways to
assess their validity and estimate their probability of success. Drawings 5 and 6 represent
rendered plans and perspective sketches respectively.
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Fig. 3.5: A procedure of design approach with perspective

Nicholas shows that perspective sketches are mainly formulated in the last phase of design.
However, in many designer masters’ approach, perspective sketches are employed in all stages of
the design process. “the sketch is ideally suited for capturing the fleetingness of an idea” [Oechslin,
1982]. Thoughts, images, and experience – all parts of the architect’s whole being – determine
what the sketch will be. Architects often employ sketches for conceptual design to discover or
attain knowledge, to accompany brainstorming, and to find allusions or associations. Sketches are
primarily intended to envision a future building [Smith, 2005]. Considering the nature of design
and sketch, designers seldom distinguish completely the existing character of the “real world” from
a constructed landscape in his sketch for exploring the change. Sketch is normally a combination of
the “real world” and his imagination. Even the exception of Humphry Repton who makes “before”
and “after” drawing is for communicating with his clients (Section 5.2.3).
3.1.1.3 Scope and scale
It is difficult to see how Norberg-Schulz’s interpretation on character could be articulated with the
employ of perspectives. As a matter of fact, the gap between the theoretical concept on character
and a clear methodological approach on character assessment is one common issue in landscape
design practice. For example, Thomas Sharp, a well-known consultant who prepared numerous
reconstruction plans, was most sympathetic in his texts to the character of the places that he
re-planned. However, despite Sharp’s[1946, 1969] textual sympathy for history and character, and
his use of terms such as ‘genius of the place’, it is difficult to interpret precisely what he meant, or
how this influenced his design for the bombed historic city [Jiven, 2003].
One reason for the gap is the characteristic of the perspective technique. The direct experience of
landscape may be holistic, with details such as specific shapes of trees, under-vegetation and stones
often attracting the viewer's attention, while perspective usually present singular viewpoint to the
area studied. Moreover, sketch-based or CAD-based perspective is accurate in visualizing regular
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geometrical landscape objects, ascribing designed form, physical attribute, proportions and
dimensions, but not accurate in visualizing irregular natural settings of topography, vegetation,
while these natural conditions are emphasized by both Norberg-Schulz and Conzen in deciding the
character. Therefore, there is a serious drawback of perspective in describing the landscape.
The technical condition of perspective means that it is more suitable for projects involving
small-scale landscape object changes, a view of landscapes from a fixed standpoint, or a single
time frame of the long expanse of a landscape process. It has some distinct disadvantages for
certain purposes when applied to large-scale cultural landscape character assessment.

3.1.2

Sequential Perspective

3.1.2.1 Perspective sequences
A single perspective can only show the view of landscape from one point. However, in reality,
people seldom freeze in a pose to gaze at something. It is the whole scene that people experience
and respond to. Therefore, it is not relevant to speak of the aesthetics of individual objects in the
landscape (e.g., buildings) without asking how those objects contribute to the whole (landscape) of
which they are only parts [Scruton, 1979].

A series of still images may depict
motion. “For still-stand images that
depict movement, space replaces time as
the
sequencing
dimension.
The
adjacency of change within each image
helps us to assess change and possible
rates of change within each image and
between images in sequence.” [Tufte,
2005].
3.1.2.2 Applications
Using the animation technique of a
series of sequential sketches that
simulate movement through space,
Cullen [1961] developed an analytical
and design tool, which approached
urban design from the experience,
perception, and particulars of specific
places (Fig. 3.6).
Cullen’s analytical and design tool is
based on his arguments that townscape
was “the art of relationship”; it was
important

Fig. 3.6:

Sketch of streetscape by Gordon Cullen

to take all the elements that go to create
the environment: buildings, trees, nature,
water, traffic, advertisements and so on,
and to weave them together in such a
way that drama is released. For a city is
a dramatic event in the environment.
Cullen, 1961
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At the same time as Cullen’s approach to a townscape, Appleyard and Lynch [1964] decided to use
a similar visual technique and applied the sequence of diagrammatic perspectives to a case study of
a highway landscape design in Boston, based on the techniques of design and analysis of roadway
experience (Fig. 3.7). The sequence diagrams do not appear alone, corresponding to them, there is
a diagram (Fig. 3.8) of the passenger’s sense of motion and space – an image of the total landscape.

Fig. 3.7: Sequence diagrams of the passenger’s sense of motion and space of moving on a highway
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Fig. 3.8:

Orientation diagrams of a highway of the passenger’s sense of motion and space

3.1.2.3 Scope and scale
Compared to single perspective, it is enlightening to see how the sequence of perspective reveals
the visual relationship of spatial movement by Cullen and Appleyard. Both approaches imply that
the character of landscape can be controlled or managed to a certain extent. The creative use of
perspective makes it possible for designers to recognize and conceptualize landscape change from
an object-scale landscape to large-scale landscape. Most reviews suggest that Cullen’s work is
central to contemporary concepts of urban design.
However, as sequence of perspective is developed from perspective technique, it does not settle
the drawbacks of single frame perspective, such as the difficulty to represent details and irregular
features, such as specific shapes of trees, undergrowth and stones. And 2D plans and 3D
perspectives are inconvenient to convert, which is not practical in today’s design market.
Cullen’s work and the visual tradition that it represented have been criticized because there is a
tendency to see this visualization technique as picturesque and only for the superficial use of
heritage and prettified streetscapes:

Ironically, the personal vision and graphic fluency which Cullen brought to the explanation
of his ideas was to some extent a handicap, arousing suspicion in the minds of those for
whom a more ‘objective’ explanation of the urban designer’s purpose was necessary …
Nevertheless, Cullen’s method introduced a rather systematic framework for those
sometimes elusive qualities …
Gosling & Maitland, 1984
Such a misunderstanding tendency may due to its imprecision in visualizing the natural settings.
Although, the intention of using such a technique was to illustrate a more rigorous theory based,
not on images, but on underlying visual relationships those evoke a broad range of human
responses.
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3.1.3
Mapping
Start from the 1990s, in the context of cultural landscape as a progressively more complex
problems and requiring ever more sophisticated solutions, the expert/design approach starts to
criticize those unsuccessful attempts involved in large-scale landscapes with traditional
methodologies. Corner [1999] critically categorized them into two kinds of universal design
activities:
• Scenographic design by the dogmatic application of types and stereotypes, by which
certain aesthetic principles of objects are applied, while the dynamic natural environment
and landscape aesthetics on a large scale are overlooked.
• Environment amelioration that tilts into a monotonous environment, lacking spatial variety
and cultural consciousness and easily leads to boring and monotonous visual effects
[Thompson, 1999].
To replace scenographic design with its dogmatic application of types and stereotypes, and
environment amelioration with its eventual monotonous environment, Corner [1999] provided
some new design approaches by applying “the agency of mapping” to the design process.
3.1.3.1 Mapping as a design instrument
Traditional maps are considered a constraint because they function according to conventional
survey rules with limited inputs and related to the imposition of state-controlled schemes. Corner
suggests re-establish the social, imaginative and critical dimensions of mapping for urban and
landscape planning and design. Mapping is considered an active exploration technique for finding
the potential of a site.
The capacity to reformulate what already exists is the important step, and what already exists is
more than just the physical attributes of terrain (topography, rivers, roads, and buildings), but also
includes the various hidden forces that underlie the workings of a given place. These include
natural processes, such as wind and sun; historical events and local history; economic and
legislative conditions; even political interests, regulatory mechanisms and programmatic structures.
In conclusion, Therefore, Corner’s concept about the landscape quality is closely connected with
the technique of mapping, in order to establish a more solid and close connection with the
landscape.
3.1.3.2 Application
Here presents an empirical design approach using the mapping technique is applied on the urban
design project in Nanjing, China. The site is an area of about 3 kilometers along the Qing Huai
River (Fig. 3.9), a place of around 2000-year old, which has undergone and is still facing rapid
urban transformation.
The design approach is according to Corner’s definition on the operational structure of mapping
in the construing and constructing of living space: Fields, Extracts and Plottings.
• The design and set-up of fields is regarded as one of the most creative acts in mapping, for
as a prior system of organization it will inevitably condition how and what observation are
made and presented.
• Extracts are the things that are observed within a given milieu and drawn onto the graphic
field. It is called Extracts because they are always selected, isolated and pulled out from
their original seamlessness with other things.
• Plotting entails “drawing out” new and latent relationships that can be seen among the
various Extracts within the field. There are, of course, an infinite number of relationships
that can be drawn depending upon one’s criteria and agenda.
Following these mapping techniques, eight different projects were made by visualizing
perception of the site and diversified landscape scenarios. Different from a traditional design
process, from the very beginning mapping emphasizes the importance of field survey for making
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one’s own map instead of using an existing map. One of these projects results are illustrated in
following.

Fig. 3.9: The site of the Qing Huai River

This case study sets up the fields along the northern river bank (Fig. 3.10). During the designers’
walking, some spots in disperse along the river raise his attention because of the quietness, which
is in comparison to the whole site. The different visual and perceptual quality of these disperse
sites (Fig. 3.11) were drawn and explore alternative design possibilities. In the end, the design was
fixed precisely based on the satellite image, the intervention of adding a walking way adjacent to
the river bank which shall provide some quiet experience to the site. Landscape scenarios are
explored and visualized (Fig. 3.12) by considering the impact of seasonal change such as
vegetation, the height of water surface, and so on.
3.1.3.3
Scope and scale
With regard to landscape character, Corner doesn’t makes normative evaluations in relation to
formal doctrines, instead, he has a non-normative view of changes. What Corner emphasizes is the
interrelationships and interactions of landscape, and the act of mapping to visualize them. By
defining the involvement of mapping as an active agent of cultural intervention and addressing the
importance of embracing the full complexity and fluidity of urbanism, and of culture in general,
the approach based on mapping is rather different from those based on sequential perspective.
No specific visualization tool is designated as a mapping technique; it can be a range of tools
applied in concert. The essential aspects are the mapping techniques, such as enlarging the frame,
reducing the scale, shifting the projection or combining one system with another are all
significantly affect what is seen and how these findings are organized.
The mapping approach has implicitly moved in the direction of stakeholders’ participation.
Corner thought mapping would help avoid the application of universalistic approaches that lean
toward master-planning and the imposition of government-controlled schemes. As a demand from
the pluralistic, it might enable more socially engaging modes of exchange within larger milieux.
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Figs. 3.10-3.12: Top to bottom: “Fields” , “Extracts” , “Plottings” from one case study of Nanjing
project
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3.1.4
Conclusion
A retrospect of the evolving expert/design approaches reveals the shifting concern from small-scale
objects to large-scale landscapes, and the perception of the designer as omnipotent artist and
creator to the emphasis on broader responsibility on social and environmental issues. In this
context, with regard to J.B. Jackson’s views, is an external consultant better able to discern
character and sense of place? This represents an interesting set of local value judgments at a crucial
time in landscape design.
Visualization tools play an essential role in the changing approach to design. From perspective,
to sequential perspective, to mapping, the focus of visualization shifts from the objects and
function, to the complexity of social, ecological and economical issues in large-scale in a stepped
time frame. The explorative technique of visualization technique is addressed in uncovering
realities from previous unseen or unimagined, in order to liberate phenomena and potential from
the encasements of convention and habit [Corner, 1999].

3.2
Percept- based Approach
The application of perception-based approach in character doesn’t have a long history. As
mentioned in section 2.1, the term “character” appeared formally in landscape conservation fields
in the 1990s. The interest in the character of local and regional landscapes leads to interest in how
this approach can be turned into a tool for managing cultural landscapes. In England, notably the
Warwickshire Country Commission (1993) used a landscape character study for deciding on
policies for conservation, enhancement, restoration and change. The strong landscape patterns,
diversity and distinctiveness were the attributes given a positive value. The criticism of this
approach is that it ignores the fundamental philosophical distinction between facts and values,
therefore, ignoring the public’s perceptions of landscape, which should prevail in policy-making.
The idea of relativity reveals that the reality of a human encounter is not what is out there, but
the particular version that our instruments of perception, exploration, representation, and
communication provide us. And human perceptions can vary and are unpredictable. It is in this
context, character assessment revert to the paradigm of perception-based approach. Starting in the
1960s, the perception-based approach was on the rise as a response to the unreliable expert/design
approach in decision-making. The perception-based approach is derived from the psychophysical
tradition in psychology, in which quantitative indices based on human perceptual responses are
used as a gauge of the properties of objects, where the perceptual indices refer directly to objects
[Meitner, 2004]. In contrast to the expert approach, perception-based assessments have generally
achieved high levels of reliability in assessing subjective factors through various empirical
approaches [Brown and Daniel, 1986; Hull and Buhyoff, 1983].
A quantitative approach to assessing landscape quality developed by Shafer [1969] gives the best
understanding of what the perception-based approach is. The model achieves its prediction by
ordering sets of 100 black and white photographs of wildland scenes from all regions of the Unites
States. The connections between the features measured and the preferences observed are searched
by the means of statistical analyses.
The representational validity of photographs used as surrogates for actual landscapes in
perceptual assessments have been proved to have closely matched assessments based on direct
landscape experience [Hull and Stewart, 1992; Stewart et al., 1984]. Representational validity
studies have more recently been extended to computer visualizations, where high resolution, high
realism visualizations have supported landscape aesthetic quality assessments [e.g. Bishop and
Hull, 1991; Daniel and Meitner, 2001]. The visualization technique can realistically present and
assist in developing good decisions that help create consensus [Chan et al., 1998].
The application of perception-based approach in character assessment has very limited cases,
and it is focused on using photographs to assess the current situation. The application of using
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computer visualization in assessing landscape change in perception-based approach could have
implications for further development in the character assessment.
3.2.1
Photographs
Using photographs or slides to represent a natural environment for systematically assessing the
existing situation developed and matured in the last half of the 20th century. This technique is
considered to be cost-effective in assessing human perceptions and evaluations of landscape in
order to effectively perform environmental planning and research [Meiner, 2004].
3.2.1.1
Methods
The photo-sorting method is widely applied as a means to involve public participation. It is
designed to collect quantitative landscape assessment data on the scenes documented. Various
sorting interviews combined with questionnaires have been conducted for different research tasks,
such as understanding the relationship between the arrangement of landscape features that are more
preferred and the role of psychological variables in explaining preferences [Kaplan & Kaplan,
1989] and for understanding the relationship between landscape categories and psychological
predictors [Kent, 1993].
3.2.1.2
Applications
Green [2000] developed a methodology to understand the character image of the community about
Airlie Beach in Queensland, which is experiencing impact from tourism resulting in significant
degradation of scenic quality and town character. The aim of obtaining information locally is to
inform planners for formulating a development control plan.
The methodology has four phases that progress from obtaining a general description of the
town’s character image (as held by local residents and tourists) through to assessment by a sample
of local residents of the scenic quality of individual environment types and elements. A total of 55
views/scenes representing environmental types and scenes were photographed in the field, the
scenes were those most frequently identified by the local residents in a projective mapping method.
Finally, 21 local residents participated in a “Q-Sort” photographic sorting exercise, which was
designed to collect quantitative scenic assessment data on the scenes documented in the
photographic survey.
Information from the photo-sorting task helped identify those scenes and associated
environmental elements that contribute most strongly to both high and low scenic quality, which
provide important information for decision making, particularly in identifying areas that may be
controversial and hence needing special attention.

3.2.1.3 Scope and scale
The character of the landscape is always determined by human appraisal. Either experts or the
public can evaluate the landscape. Because of the reliability of perception-based approach in assess
subjective issues, and the convenience of the photographic technique, the above approach in
landscape character assessment could be repeated in different situations.
However, photographs as a substitute for cultural landscapes means that the character
assessment context will be focused on the current situation, since it can not visualize change of
temporal and spatial features in landscape. The shortcomings of the perception-based approach are
obvious, as it lacks the ability to translate the results of a scientific investigation into operable form
for design change [Brown, 1986], especially when development is unavoidable.
3.2.2
3D-GIS
The limited function of the photograph as a substitute in landscape assessment for predicting
landscape change is complemented by the 3D-GIS technique. 3D-GIS visualization technique
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developed from GIS has some fundamental differences to conventional visualization methods (See
Chapter 7.2), which is a multidisciplinary technology used in different research branches, from
planning to ecology.
3.2.2.1
Applications
3D-GIS has been used for realistically visualizing the built environment and proposed development
scenarios have been applied in various cases.
Pullar [2001] made a research aimed to evaluate the application of 3D-GIS augmented with a
decision support system for VIA in the built environment. A contentious planning scenario at the
University of Queensland, was chosen as a case study. The scenario encompasses two planning
issues. The first issue is the need to strengthen the diminished perception of the campus' front lawn
as the formal entrance to the campus. The second issue relates to balance; to maintain the valued
feeling of spaciousness and greenery and at the same time providing infrastructure to cater for an
increasing student population. These factors are further complicated by the fact that the front lawn
and immediate surrounds make up the one remaining area available for future development. In an
attempt to alleviate these issues, several design possibilities involving the placement of new
buildings in the vicinity of the front lawn were evaluated.
A schematic model of the campus was developed as a base model. It was constructed using a
digital terrain model and 2D features stored in a GIS. Buildings were placed at ground level and
then extruded from their footprints. Sporting fields, water bodies and roads were draped over the
terrain. This model was enhanced with structural details for buildings, vegetation and people.
Texture mapping with photomontage was utilized extensively on building features. Three
development proposals were generated from available documentation including site plans and scale
models (Figs. 3.13 - 3.15). The visualization is combined with a structured evaluation technique
(Delphi) to arbitrate the decision-making process.
The results of round 1 were useful for gaining consensus on which planning proposal was
considered more visually favorable. A clear preference for alternative proposals 1 and 3 was
revealed. However, there was a greater spread of opinion in the group's assessment of alternative 3
than for alternatives 1 and 2. In round 2, the second alternative was eliminated from the assessment
and responses indicated design alternative 3 was clearly favored. Many detailed landscape and
architectural issues were raised, and these could not readily be incorporated in a survey technique.
The site planner architect found these comments insightful. In conclusion, the study generated
support of the power of 3D-GIS for producing visualizations for urban and landscape planning.

Fig. 3.13: First development proposal. A circular drive and parkland is proposed as a main entrance
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Fig. 3.14: Second development proposal. A circular drive fronting an existing building and open space is
proposed as a main entrance.

Fig. 3.15: Third development proposal. A modernist aesthetic built landscape is proposed as the main entrance.

Lange [1992] pointed out that an ideal way for using visualization in perception-based approach
is to integrate visualization into the project closer to its inception. As such, unacceptable
alternatives can be easily identified, which helps to save time, whereas potentially acceptable
solutions can be studied in greater detail. But this integration in the early planning and
decision-making process can only be realized when visualization is permits. This advanced 3D-GIS
makes this way possible.
A rather new and experimental approach trying to integrate local communities into the
participation in the inception of the project is conducted by a research group from IRL, Switzerland,
based on a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve Project. This approach is supported by 10 meter
resolution DEM (digital element model). From the beginning of the project, a strong collaboration
between the local farmers, administrative, experts, scientists and visualization researchers was
established. Rather realistic images in a 5 year, 15 years and 30 year (Fig. 3.16) time frame were
produced to demonstrate the impact of under grazing and abandonment of the alpine pastures
resulting from the agricultural trend scenarios and its effect on interdependent aesthetic, ecological
and economic aspects. The visualized scenarios provide an impetus for discussion on alternative
development concepts, and it proved to be very suitable for raising people’s awareness and
supporting the collection of information [Olaf and Ulrike, 2006].
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Fig. 3. 16: The change of a pasture due to changes in the management scheme

3.2.2.2
Scope and scale
Compared to the current situation assessment based on photos, 3D-GIS based digital image editing
makes it possible the study of the effect of a particular change in landscape. 3D-GIS methods can
provide perspectives and representations of both temporal and spatial features that may be difficult
to carry out in real on-site experience, possibly producing more insightful evaluations than on-site
visits can provide [Karjalainen, 2002].
The interactive realistic 3D-GIS technique its application in interactive workshops, are useful as
a means of involving lay people by raising their awareness through recalling and anticipating
experiences are a very early planning stage, and supporting the collection of information to capture
participants’ issues.
3.2.3
Conclusion
A retrospect of the evolving perception based approaches reveals that the concerning issues in
perception-based approach shifts from a single time frame, such as current situation or scenarios to
a whole set of activities which is similar to a expert/design process that encompassing a whole
process from the existing situation assessment to the evaluation of the design result. Although in
the case of interactive planning [Olaf and Ulrike, 2006], the content of design is rather limited in
land use change, however, it shows the possibility to cooperate the design activity into the more
transparent perception based approach. As Daniel [2001] pointed out, at the close of the 20th
century landscape quality assessment practice evolved toward a shaky marriage whereby both
expert and perceptual approaches are applied in parallel and then, merged in the final
environmental management decision making process.
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The improved realism in 3D-GIS, which includes the topography and its contained ecosystem as
well as built structure, and its flexibility in offering movement between different viewpoints,
provides an interface for interdisciplinary experts to operate respective landscape information in
dynamics within the common cultural landscape context, as such it facilitates communication and
decision making [Olaf and Ulrike, 2006].

3.3
Comparison of the Two Approaches
As the literature shows, with certain concepts and a specific visualization technique, both the
expert/design and perception-based approaches focus on a situation detached from the diachronic
integrity of the cultural landscape (Figs. 3.17-3.18).
• Expert/design approach emphasizing creativity and focuses on introducing a change in
landscapes in the best possible composition, ranging from building a new structure to
structuring the whole landscape. Normally it encompasses a whole process from the
existing situation assessment to the evaluation of the design result.
• Perception-based approach emphasizes stakeholders’ participation, focuses on large-scale
landscape issues, assessing the current situation or scenarios generated by the envisaged
change and involving different stakeholders.
In the context of cultural landscape transformation and character conservation, each of the two
approaches has their individual strengths and weaknesses, and the visualization characteristics
differ (Table 3.1).

3.4
Conclusion
The evolution of both approaches reveals that in landscape practice, the relationship between these
two approaches is not a simple "one or the other" dichotomal model as in the academic dispute.
Rather, these two approaches permeate each other, and there is continuous updating within each
approach: the expert/design approach starts to inspect the components during the design process
for improvement, the tools as well as the stakeholders’ participation are both of concern; and the
perception-based approach may integrate stakeholders in the planning procedure with a powerful
interactive visualization tool.
The different approaches also reveal that the complexity and dynamics of a cultural landscape is
not only filtered by the specific concept, but also by the technical requirements of the visualization
tool. Without visualization the perception of landscape could not be prolonged, and the content of
views could not be controlled and operated. The increasingly improved 3D-GIS shows its inherent
potential to meet the more and more sophisticated recognition of the cultural landscape character,
which could not be discussed without the topography, and the interrelation of the natural and
cultural attributes.
The strengths and weaknesses of the expert/design approach and perception-based approach in
the context of cultural landscape transformation reveals that only when the two existing approaches
discover the full scope and complexity of their relationship to each other will the goal of character
conservation be reached. In the following chapters, a combination of the two approaches to deal
with the dialectic conservation concept by addressing the interaction and interconnection of
landscape features in human perceptual, bio-ecological and cultural processes will be explored
with the new visualization tool of 3D-GIS.
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Figs. 3.17-3.18:
Difference of the two approaches, left is expert/design approach and right,
perception-based approach

Table 3.1:

Compare the expert/design approach and the perception-based approach

Expert/design approach

Perception-based approach

Strengths
Emphasizes “creative problem solving”, a
capacity
to
re-assemble
fragmentary
information into a recombinant whole.

Emphasizes participation in the decision-making
process, balances the various stakeholders’
different levels of knowledge, by providing a reliable
evaluation system.

Weakness

Deciding landscape change on the basis of
personal criteria, lacks scientific scrutiny
concerning the interdependency of landscape's
ecological processes and human perceptual
factors.

Difficult to re-assemble fragmentary information
from scientific scrutiny into a recombinant
landscape form. Rigid ordinances or principles
based on the assessment results cannot solve the
environmental problems once development starts.

Visualization characteristics
As a means of visualizing concept, studying
the “spatial essence” and “feeling” of a
proposed design is prior to the realism. 3D-GIS
technique is scarcely used in a design
approach.

Emphasizes realism of visualization, simulation of
movement and simulation of changes facilitating
communication, closely cooperated with the
3D-GIS technique.
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4

Research Design

In order to fill the gap between epistemology on cultural landscape character and methodology on
how to conduct character assessment, this chapter presents the research design for combining the
most useful parts of the two planning/design approaches and 3D-GIS technique to formulate a
comprehensive character assessment approach that would better control landscape change.
4.1
A Proposed Combination
Some interpretations need to be given on the term character assessment in the research context.
According to psychology, the psychological present is not the philosopher’s dimensionless moment,
but a space of real duration of up to five seconds in length, but usually less than two, in which all
events seem immediately present, even though their succession or their rate of change may be not
perceptible [Lynch, 1972]. Moreover, Landscape identity is not established once and for all, nor
does it remain constant in place; it may be articulated and manifested at a variable geographical
scale, spatial entity or unit of analysis [Terkenli, 2001]. Either on the psychological aspect, on the
landscape’s aspect, we can hardly say that a character assessment is only about a fixed moment. A
character assessment is always in an in-between state if it is not fixed in time. If character
assessment needs to be defined, it should be in a certain situation.
In this research, a satisfactory on-site visit after an intervention is the aim of this conceptual
model, and it will be mainly conducted from the perceived forms and communicated meanings by
a visual community (stakeholders and experts).
Based on the comparative study, a proposal of a three-stage model is formulated by overcoming
of existing disciplinary compartmentalization (Fig 4.1): exerting the design competence of the
expert/design approach, but increasing the reliability of information that inform landscape design,
and building consensus on deciding the landscape change through the perception-based approach.
The three stages and their main tasks are listed on the left, followed by the approach that bests
fulfill the requirements of each task. The 3D-GIS visualizations are used in each stage to support
specific tasks, thus contributing a practical method of exploring and communicating about the
landscape scenarios.
Stage 1
Assessment of Current Situation
The task in stage 1 is to assess the current situation. Since a cultural landscape with an identifiable
character has been created by people who have integrated these features through their value
systems to form a sense of place, it is necessary to first determine exactly what people mean when
they speak of cultural landscape character for each situation. The perception-based approach has
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proven its value in obtaining reliable information using the methods of interviews, questionnaires,
synthesis, etc. [Ruddel et al., 1989].
Stage 2
From Current Situation to Scenarios
Decisions on landscape change need to be based upon best practice, as well as being objective and
defensible. Therefore, stage 2 takes the information obtained from Stage 1 and evolves a premise
for the best design. The expert/design approach has traditonally been strong in re-assemble
fragmentary information into a recombinant whole [Nicholas, 1990].
Stage 3
Assessment of Scenarios
In order to screen out negative impacts from passive design, an impact assessment framework is
needed to elicit feedback from multiple stakeholders and to develop consensus in choosing
between design alternatives. The perception-based approach has shown its reliability in providing
an impact assessment framework [Tress, 2006; Pullar, 2001].

Fig. 4.1:

A proposed combination

4.2
Research Questions
However, it only shows the way of how to integrate the two existing approaches and 3G-GIS into
one approach is defined, with regard to how the character-related information will be processed, it
leaves many aspects within the goal of character conservation open. As introduced in chapter 3, the
two planning/design approaches process and conclude character-related information in a different
way: the expert/design approach discloses the character and controls and manages its change
through images, and the perception-based approach is mainly concerned with classification of the
geographical distribution of areas of aesthetic value or directly oriented toward evaluation of
specific sites in regard to their subjective value. Figure 4.2 portrays the sophistication of
information processing in the proposed model.
From experienced landscape to visualized landscape
The basic condition of a large-scale heterogeneous cultural landscape is provided by walking
through the landscape. Obviously, studying alternatives and reactions to change cannot be fulfilled
by an on-site visit, therefore, visualized landscapes offer a means to explore and communicate
landscape change under laboratory conditions. Any visualization tool cannot generate visualization
relevant to character assessment automatically. It is through the interaction between the
visualization technique and the human viewer(s), that spatial data from an experienced landscape is
recorded, sorted out, recalled, reworked, articulated, communicated and assessed. The articulation
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of the interconnection between the experienced landscape and the visualized landscape becomes
the crucial issue.
From zero to scenario assessment in a visualized landscape
Landscape 3D visualization is a process of construction instead of a given, which is an information
augmentation process from zero to a fragment, to an entire landscape, up to the scenarios of future
landscapes, and shifting between collective views and personal view by different approaches:
• In Stage 1, the organization of collective views and a start for a 3D visualization
construction of the landscape
• In Stage 2, the transition from a collective view to a personal(expert) view who shall
design new interventions with 3D-GIS
• In Stage 3, the communication of landscape change to the collective view supported by
3D-GIS visualization

Fig. 4.2:

The sophistication of information processing in the proposed model

In conclusion, if the goal of character conservation needs to be achieved, then the processing of the
character-related information by the two approaches and 3D-GIS must be steered in a consistent
and logical flow, especially with regard to the transition between the two approaches and the
inherent connection between the approaches and 3D-GIS. Two research questions are formulated
as follows:
1. What are the operating principles needed to guide the information processing so that the
two approaches reach one common goal of character assessment?
2. How to define the task of 3G-GIS in combination with the two approaches in the
proposed model?
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4.3
Research Hypothesis
The two research questions are related to an unavoidable and ambiguous issue, namely: What is
character assessment? The character assessment of a cultural landscape is basically a psychological
process from a moving viewpoint. However, in landscape practice, the perplexing issue of human
perception and cognition has been around for a long time, as it is “caused by the ambiguity of the
phenomenon of landscape, which originates from the developed analytical systems of the brain”
[Aoki, 1999; Terkenli, 2001].
For a clear understanding of character assessment, this research reverts to visual psychology,
since “landscape is a way of seeing” [Cosgrove, 1997]. Without the use of both eyes, without
binocular vision, there would be no awareness of the third dimension of space.
Seeing means grasping a few outstanding features of the object —— the blueness of the sky, the
curve of the swan’s neck, the rectangularity of the book, the sheen of the metal, the straightness of
the cigarette……
Rudolf Arnheim, 1956

Arnheim asserts that character is achieved by “seeing”, and he developed visual thinking theory,
which is based on gestalt psychology, to explain how “seeing” affects thinking. Ariheim's argument
is made on different phenomena levels: poetry, art in the broad sense, as well as experience [1986,
1956]. To combine the two psychological approaches and apply them to landscape character
assessment has not been attempted so far. However, as Arnheim asserted, “All the mental and
physical topics we wish to study, to teach, to learn about, are field or gestalt processes” [1986].
“All perceiving is also thinking, all reasoning is also intuition, all observation is also invention”
[1956]. Therefore, the two psychological approaches have the potential for understanding the
character-related information processing on both the experienced landscape level and the
visualized landscape level, as well as the information transition and connection between the two
approaches and 3D-GIS.
Therefore, the hypothesis to the research questions is defined as: visual psychology may
provide some clues to an understanding of character assessment in order to define some
operating principles and task of visualization.

4.4
Research Procedure
Incorporating the research questions and hypothesis and the research goal of developing a
comprehensive character assessment approach, the research procedure comprises two parts:

●
Formulating a conceptual model
Interpreting character assessment and formulating a conceptual model of character assessment
by defining operating principles for guiding the information process and the task of
visualization in each stage (chapter 5).
●
Testing the conceptual model by an empirical experiment
Using highly detailed 3G-GIS visualizations to apply the conceptual model to a case study, test
the combination of two approaches with 3G-GIS to reach the goal of character conservation
(chapters 6, 7, 8)
Based on the case results, the two existing approaches and 3D-GIS will be placed together in a
consistent framework of a comprehensive character assessment approach (chapter 9).
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5

Elaborating a Conceptual Model of Character Assessment

This chapter presents the background information on the psychological theories the research is
based on and presents the process of how the conceptual model of character assessment was
developed.

5.1
Visual Psychology and Its Implications for Character Assessment
This research is about how to explore and control landscape change from the perceived forms and
communicated meanings by a visual community (stakeholders and experts). In order to effectively
conduct assessments in different situations for the goal of conserving landscape character, some
basic laws of psychology on the human visual/experiential-cognitive process are needed to be
understood, in spite of the acceptance of the relativity of individual frameworks of observation.
The reason for appealing to these two particular psychological approaches is because of their
ubiquitous application in daily life. Gestalt theory stresses the dynamic interconnectedness of
thought and sight. “The laws of vision serve as the model of the fluctuating processes of the mind
engaged in problem-solving” [John-Steiner, 1997]. Visual thinking is about how the mind orders
and interprets visual space. “The power of visual thinking is that it illuminates and makes manifest
this ability to conceptualize our experiences as structures in motion, as relationships” [John-Steiner,
1997]. In what follows, I firstly describe the two psychological approaches, then discuss how the
two approaches together have implications on character assessment.
5.1.1 Gestalt Theory
Gestalt psychology, the early twentieth-century German school of psychology derives mainly from
visual perception. The members of this school, and most especially Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang
Köhler, Kurt Koffka, and Kurt Lewin, sought to understand the relationship between acts and
objects as parts or moments of a larger relationship of engagement between subjects and objects in
a common physical and biological environment.
Gestalt is the German word for form, and as it applied in gestalt psychology, it means “unified
whole” or “configuration”. The essential point of gestalt is that in perception, the whole is different
from the sum of its parts. As the often-used phrase that characterizes gestalt theory said: The whole
is more than the sum of its parts (Figure 5.1). We perceive images as a configuration instead of as a
sum of distinct component parts. The whole takes precedence over the parts, and has properties that
are not inherent in the elements themselves.
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Fig. 5.1:

The whole is more than the sum of its parts

A simple list of gestalt principles would be too abstract, so three stories are cited from psychology
and art research that illustrates how the gestalt process functions in changing human construct.
5.1.1.1 How to draw a cat
[Gombrich, 1956] explained how visual effect and psychology are subtly intertwined through a
drawing game. “I well remember that the power and magic of image making was first revealed to
me, by a simple drawing game I found in my primer. A little rhyme explained how you could first
draw a circle to represent a loaf of a bread (for loaves were round in my native Vienna), a curve
added on top would turn the loaf into a shopping bag; two little squiggles on its handle would make
it shrink into a purse; and now by adding a tail, here was a cat. What intrigued me, as I learned the
trick, was the power of metamorphosis; the tail destroyed the purse and created the cat; you cannot
see the one without obliterating the other. ”

Fig. 5.2:

How to draw a cat

5.1.1.2
Character assessment of experienced landscape
This story is quoted from Koffka's Principles of Gestalt Psychology [1935], about the ride across
Lake Constance. On a winter evening amidst a driving snowstorm, a man on horseback arrived at
an inn, happy to have reached shelter after hours of riding over the wind-swept plain on which the
blanket of snow had covered all paths and landmarks. The landlord who came to the door viewed
the stranger with surprise and asked him where he came from. The man pointed in the direction
straight away from the inn, whereupon the landlord, in a tone of awe and wonder, said: 'Do you
know that you have ridden across the Lake of Constance?' At which the rider dropped stone dead at
his feet.
In what environment, Koffka asks, did the behavior of the stranger take place? The reply is that
the horseman did not ride across the lake at all, but across an ordinary snow-swept plain. The
horseman’s behavior was a riding-over-a-plain, but not a riding-over-a-lake. Koffka therefore
introduced the idea that there is a fateful distinction between the psychological (or behavioral) and
the physical (or geographic) environments.
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5.1.1.3

Character assessment of visualized landscape

Fig. 5.3:

the contest of Zeuxis and Parrhasios

There is an anecdote from Pliny on how Parrhasios trumped Zeuxis [Gombrich, 1956]. In ancient
Greece, two great painters Parrhasios and Zeuxis had a competition to see who the best one was. A
carefully assembled audience-jury was to view both paintings and award the prize, ending forever
the tedious and insoluble rivalry.
Zeuxis was the first to draw the curtain and reveal his work to the audience. He had painted
grapes so deceptively that birds came to peck at them. The jury and audience could scarcely
believe that the realism of the painting had made it escape its limits as something artificial; the real
judge had been the bird, whom no one could accuse of favoritism. When Zeuxis eagerly tried to lift
the curtain from the panel of Parrhasios, he and the jury found that they were looking at a painting
of a curtain. The curtain was not real but painted. Parrhasios won because he had deceived not just
irrational birds but also an artist (Fig. 5.3).
The difference between the reactions to the two paintings has interested psychologists. In his
article 'A Third Way to Study Art', Kunze [2000] made a comparison between the delicate differences.
For Zeuxis’ painting, the audience 'knows' that the painting is an illusion, and they are willing to be
sucked in by the illusion by collaborative consent. While for Parrhasios’ painting, the audience was
forgetting about the artifact, of enjoying the ILLUSION of the work of art. It is the small object of
desire, impatience and the surplus of the event, that the audience has constructed the authoritarian
basis of the painted illusion. Kunze [2000] concludes that the assessment of the paintings happens
in spatial and temporal contexts.
5.1.1.4
Conclusion
All of the three stories are about human assessment change. Similar concerns can be detected from
the above three stories on mental experience of subject which have implications for the research.
In the first one, the reading of the image changes with the change of the configuration of the
figure. It affirms the essential gestalt principle: The whole is more than the sum of its parts. As the
Gestalt psychologists say, we are built to experience the structured whole as well as the individual
sensations. And not only do we have the ability to do so, we have a strong tendency to do so. We
even add structure to events which do not have gestalt structural qualities.
In the second two stories, the horseman assessed the physical environment he experienced and
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the audiences, assessed Parrhasios’ painting/visualization, both stories reveal the mismatch of the
constructed environment and the world of physics, which we cannot conceive these two
environments as identical in every case. But the two stories also reveal that communication
changes people’s reading.
5.1.2
Visual Thinking Theory
Gestalt theorist induced the main tenets almost exclusively from observations on visual perception.
This approach limited its efficacy with regard to how this psychological domain (and our
psychological life) might ever come into contact with the domain of physics, which is later on
explained by Arnheim.
A direct heir to Koffka and other gestaltists, Arnheim developed the visual thinking theory
against the traditional viewpoint on perception and thinking. Dondis [1973] and John-Steiner [1997]
are of similar opinions. In the book titled Visual Thinking[1969], Arnheim challenged the age-old
distinctions between thinking and perceiving, and between intellect and intuition. Later on, in his
New Essays on the Psychology of Art [1986], Arnheim expands on this point.

Fig. 5.4: Thinking after Seeing – a traditional viewpoint

5.1.2.1 A traditional viewpoint on seeing and thinking
In the long tradition of Western philosophy and psychology, the concepts of perception and
reasoning have not belonged to the same cloth. The task of perception is supposed to be limited to
collecting the raw material for cognition. Once the material has been gathered, thinking enters the
scene, at a supposedly higher cognitive level, and then does the processing. Hence, the belief is that
perception ends where thinking takes over [Arnheim, 1986] (Fig. 5.4).
5.1.2.2

Visual thinking theory on seeing and thinking

The thought elements in perception and the perceptual elements in thought are
complementary. They make human cognition a unitary process which leads without break
from the elementary acquisition of sensory information to the most generic theoretical
ideas. (p. 153)
Rudolf Arnheim,
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Arnheim redefines the relationship between seeing and thinking. He tries to assert how perception
is in fact intertwined with the process of reasoning, i.e., not two completely separate processes, but
rather complementing each other. As such, Arnheim [1986] asserts that to ask was it seeing or was
it thinking that solved the problem, the distinction is absurd. Thinking is mostly visual thinking.
Cognitive operations called thinking are not the privilege of mental processes above and beyond
perception, but the essential ingredients of perception itself. On the one hand, the intellectual
network of elements and relations must endeavor, by constant matching, to approach as closely as
possible the structure of that configuration. On the other hand, ordinary perception is so thoroughly
composed of well-defined parts that one can hardly indicate the moment at which some such
elements are segregated from the context and subject to the intellectual analysis (Fig. 5.5).
By revealing how important perception is in our daily thinking, and how reasoning is deeply
intertwined with perception, visual thinking provides a new way of assessing information,
prioritizing, and determining criteria. Since perception is the firm ground of intelligent thinking,
Arnheim calls for the cultivation of the senses by emphasizing the importance of correct use of
visualization in restructuring the problem situation.

Fig. 5.5: Visual Thinking - reasoning is intertwined with perception

5.1.3
Implications of Visual Psychology for Character Assessment
Even though it is impossible to understand the immense complexity of the mental process of
perception completely, gestalt theory and visual thinking theory together provide two implications
for understanding the human visual/experiential-cognitive process of character assessment, which
provide a basic rule for information transition between the two approaches and correct application
of visualization to serve the character assessment.
5.1.3.1 Character assessment as a gestalt process
Character assessment, of either an experienced landscape or a visualized landscape, happens in a
field, within which sensory images in general are perceived as fields of forces. A gestalt is not an
array of self-contained elements, but a configuration of forces interacting in a field. The individual
gestalt is not equal to its ingredients because the process of gestalt formation organizes those
ingredients in an entirely new structure. The nature of each component is determined by its
position and role in the whole. No component is available in isolation, but this does not prevent it
from exerting a predictable effect in each context, caused by the properties of the element as such
and in itself.
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5.1.3.2 To perceive is to apprehend patterns or structures
Visual thinking theory enhances gestalt theory by explaining how reasoning is deeply intertwined
with perception. Every successful scientific investigation of a field process begins with an intuitive
grasp of the configural factors, this determines the character of any field situation [Arnheim, 1986].
The unity of perception and conception suggests that intelligent understanding takes place within
the realm of the image itself. Perception is not a mechanical assimilation of the retinal data but the
creation of a structural pattern that fits the configuration of shapes and colors transmitted from the
retina, including the feelings, memories or associations that they evoke. We perceive not only, or
mainly, data, but the constructions we form from it; structures are not given as things that the mind
or brain copies.
5.1.3.3 Visualization shaped in a way so as to interpret the relevant features visually
Based on the above-mentioned two implications from the visual psychology, the role of
visualization tool is of essential significance, when it is used to serve to communicating and
changing the way people understand, design and manage landscape change. It requests, in
restructuring the problem situation or altering the pattern of forces, the visual aid should be able to
have its relevance to the properties of the situation to be explored, since “what is not given shape is
not there and cannot be supplied from elsewhere” [Arnheim, 1986]. If the picture fails to state the
relevant propositions perceptually, it is useless, incomprehensible, confusing, worse than no image
at all.

5.2
Formulating a Conceptual Model of Character Assessment
This section discusses how the conceptual model was formulated bringing together the operating
principles of information processing and the task of 3D visualization to form a new conceptual
model.
5.2.1 Operating Principles of Information Processing
This section addresses the first research question: What are the operating principles needed to
guide the information processing so that the two approaches reach one common goal of character
assessment? Using gestalt theory and visual thinking theory to explain how seeing and thinking
operates in general, two kinds of frequently occurring planning misconceptions are revealed, which
leads to the two essential operating principles.
5.2.1.1
Principle 1: adjustment of parts and whole
Gestalt theory says that when in motion in the landscape, the subject distinguishes desirable
elements in the experienced landscape, singles out what is important and thereby restructures the
image in the service of the perceiver’s needs. This reveals the misconception of equating character
to a taxonomic system.
Misconception: character equals taxonomic system
“The character of an area derives from a combination of distinctive elements (aggregate qualities)”
[Green, 2000]. Deduced from the normal definition of character (P. 9, footnote), the most
frequently made misconception in cultural landscape character assessment is to treat the character
as a parts catalog or a maintenance manual. Such a misconception also comes about because for
the eventual implementation, the landscape elements to be conserved or needing intervention need
to specified one-by-one. Although, the final product of character assessment is fragmented in order
to guide implementation, this does not mean a cultural landscape's character is equal to taxonomic
system.
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Implied operating principle: adjustment of parts and whole
The mental process of character assessment is not a taxonomic system, but a gestalt process in a
field of forces. A cultural landscape includes a whole set of objects set within an environmental
context, and we can focus on specific objects, a part of the environment, or the whole environment
at once. But even focusing on specific objects in the environment, rocks, flowers, snakes, involves
perceiving them within their surroundings. The percept of any single landscape element is
available only in a gestalt process in fields of forces, among which different parts are interrelated
and influence each other.
The character of the cultural landscape requires the apprehension of two structural versions: the
nature of the whole and the behavior of its parts. Character assessment of landscape change, or the
character-related information processing, therefore needs constant adjustment of parts and whole,
not only tracing the relations between elements, but also describing the overall structure of the
pattern can one determine the place and function of each part and the nature of its relations to other
parts.
5.2.1.2 Principle 2: integrating appearance and underlying forces
The character of a cultural landscape not only represents an aesthetic/perceptual value, it also bears
witness to a deep-seated dynamic interrelation of cultural, economic and bio-ecological phenomena.
These factors are interconnected, mutually affected and changed through the social-cultural stimuli.
A misconception treats the form and the diverse forces separately, such as the tradition that equates
observation with scholarship, and the studies that privilege landscape as an aesthetic entity [Harris
and Ruggles, 1986].
Misconception: disconnection between form and underlying forces
Lange [1992] criticized the procedure where the visualization of any new developments are only
generated at the end of the design period when a planning proposal report is written. He suggests
that a new development should be visualized during the pre-study and planning stages. Behind this
quite common phenomenon, there is a misconception that the visual factor is separated from other
factors such as ecology, economyand society. At least the form is considered as an after-thought,
once other issues have been settled in a particular discipline. This implies that there is a distinction
between form and matter, and it eventually leads to the discrepancies between different disciplines
in cultural landscape practice.
Implied operating principle: integrating appearance and underlying forces
In ordinary experiences, when we talk about the form of a cultural landscape, we visualize it
instead of merely conceptualizing or utilizing it. When we talk about ecology, history and so on,
we do not usually mention the visual landscape as an additional perceptional component. As for
theoretical reasons or the practical effects of things, the concern is for causality or finality, so we
habitually lose sight of their immediate appearance. But, the visual landscape is implicit. Otherwise,
what would we do when we are prevented from talking about visual landscape? There exists no
other arena in which true thinking can take place.
To integrate appearance and underlying forces means to integrate diverse people’s assessments. A
cultural landscape evolves through different cultural and natural forces though time. These forces
can be seen as a series of relationships between nature and culture, people and people, past and
future. To understand how these different forces function to form the cultural landscape can rarely
be completely known or discerned through a single human view. Only when various readings from
the diverse stakeholders are synchronically considered may the complexity of cultural landscape
character be attained and understood. A visualized landscape functions as the common level for
communicating a shared experience from the different points of view held by different cultural
groups in order to reveal the character genesis.
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5.2.2
The Task of Visualization in the Assessment Procedure
This section discusses the second research question: How to define 3G-GIS’s task in cooperation
with the two approaches in the proposed model?
Based on the operating principles, to use visualization correctly is to describe the landscape for
understanding the diverse forces shaping the landscape. The dismissal or imprecise use of the
visual is at the very least disturbing [Arnheim, 1986]. In the proposed model, the operation of
visualization in each stage differs according to the task of assessment. In the following sections,
three stories from art psychology illustrate how the visualization tool may lead to a dominance of a
human mental construct in different situations, and the task of visualization in each stage is defined
to avoid that.
5.2.2.1 Visualizing landscape Issues under consideration
In this stage, visualization is a process from zero to fragmental elements to the whole landscape.
An easy misconception is to directly follow the way traditional visualization tools operate, such as
a traditional sketch or CAD-based perspective, without being conscious of the tool’s selecting
limitation.
Misconception:Unconscious of the constraints of selection for the visualization

The style, like medium, creates mental set which makes the artist look for certain aspects
in the scene around him that he can render….. Painting is an activity, and the artist will
therefore tend to see what he paints rather than to paint what he sees.


Gombrich

By comparing the two paintings of the same English Lakeland landscape, one by a Chinese painter
in a traditional Chinese idiom, and the other of a typical “picturesque” rendering from the
Romantic period, Gombrich [1956] illustrates how the relative rigid vocabulary of the visualization
tool acts as a selective screen which admits only the features for which schemata exist (Fig.5.6).

Fig. 5.6:

Left, Cows in Derwentwater, brush and ink, 1936, by Jiangyi;
right, Derwentwater, looking toward Borrowdale, lithograph, 1826, Anonymous

Task: Visualizing the landscape issues under consideration
This “mental set” in painting may give us some enlightenment concerning landscape visualization.
When the viewer looks at the world around him, the shapes are delivered entirely by the physical
objects out there. But when the viewer makes visualizations of what he experiences, the shapes are
selected and partially transformed. Visualizations are not taken simply from what is observed in
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nature, but adapted to the idiom of the specific visualization technique, because of tradition and/or
the limits of the tool.
Similar to painting, the construction of landscape 3D visualization has two difficulties: the
infinity of possible subject matter and the manual difficulty [Bryson, 1985]. Rapid development of
3D-GIS offer the most sophisticated means of visualization for landscapes [Karjalainen, 2002].
And concerning information processing from the infinite possible subject matter from the physical
landscape, the perception-based approach provides reliable information sources for visualization.
The empirical research pointed out that a higher degree of abstraction leaves an empty, unknown
area that is filled by people's own imagination [Tress, 2004]. Also, landscape change is imagined
and realized precisely from how visualizations are made [Corner, 1999]. Bearing these experience
in mind, it is thus important to realistically visualize those landscape issues under consideration
during the perception-based approach, namely, visualize landscape object change in its large-scale
environmental context, in order to comprehend and assess their impact by viewing modifications
through landscape simulations.
5.2.2.2 Exploring landscape change in holistic visualization
In this stage, visualization is a operating ground where the designer combines, connects, relates
and generally explores. To think of landscape change in its environmental context is a new
experience for designers who are used to focusing on the object scale, and used to using traditional
visualization tools, such as sketches. To meet the goal of character conservation, one needs to be
conscious of the visualization tool's constraints on exploration.
Misconception: Neglecting the constrain on exploration from the visualization
'Memory’s images, once they are fixed in words, are erased,' Polo said, 'perhaps I am afraid of
losing Venice all at once. If I speak of it, or perhaps, speaking of other cities, I have already lost it,
little by little.'
Italo Calvino,

What Polo said is about the relationship between the percept Venice and the Venice in description.
When the physical landscape is replaced by visualization, the one-to-one relationship between the
visual landscape and the memory of experience seems to be deflected.
Task: Exploring landscape change in holistic visualization
We judge according to what we “see”; the vision operates as a field process. Landscape
practitioners draw to see and understand, to generate and assess new ideas. Through drawing, the
landscape practitioner “simulates” the spatial potential of a particular design, and to assess the
probability of achieving a given set of “visual objects”. But when the designer is locked into the
spatial framework of the visualization, his imagery is rather restricted to what is shown. The Italian
architect Carlo Scarpa expressed this concept well: “I want to see things. I don’t trust anything else.
I place things in front of me on the paper so that I can see them. I want to see, therefore I draw. I
can see an image only if I draw it” [Dal Co, 1984].
If we agree that to prevent object change from detracting the character of the whole landscape,
then the thinking, assisted by the visualization tool, should not only focus on the object-scale based
on the traditional visualization technique, but also to see it in the larger landscape scale, to see how
it interacts with the other landscape elements in a broader environment, the way one perceives it in
the experienced landscape: “Subject moves through a place and experiences it from different
perspectives; one can zoom in one part of the landscape with his senses, can focus his attention at
any one moment in time, taking all the perceptual qualities” [Brady, 2002]. While in visualization,
this could happen between different visualization tools, object scales, sketches, and landscape
scales in 3G-GIS.
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5.2.2.3
Visualizing temporal change in spatial sequence
In this stage, visualization is a tool to communicate the designed change to the diverse stakeholders.
For a satisfactory cultural landscape after intervention, the best way is to present it with
visualizations to build consensus among relevant stakeholders [Pullar, 2001]. However, the method
of visualization needs to be clearly structured in order to prevent misunderstanding in
communication.

Fig. 5.7:

The Lackawanna Valley, by George Inness, 1855

Misconception: Misunderstanding in Communication by Visualization
In daily life, misguiding in communication from unclear visualization happens quite often. For
example, the National Gallery in Washington possesses a landscape painting by a nineteenth
century artist George Inness, The Lackawanna Valley. It was commissioned in 1855 as an
advertisement for a railroad. At the time, there was only one track running into the roundhouse.
“but the president insisted on having four or five painted, easing his conscience by explaining that
the road would eventually have them.” Inness protested, but he finally gave in for the sake of his
family, ashamed, he hid the patch with the non-existent tracks behind puffs of smoke (Fig. 5.7). To
Inness, the patch was a lie and no aesthetic explanation about mental images or higher truth could
have disputed this [Gombrich, 1966].
Inness could finish his job because he hid the patch with the non-existent tracks behind puffs of
smoke with the assistance of a visualization technique. If done with realistic visualization, and if
the visualization would be presented in a continuous sequence simulating motion, it would be not
so easy to paint such a lie.
Task: visualizing temporal change in spatial sequence
In his Visual Explanations [2003], Tufte argues that clarity and excellence in thinking is very much
like clarity and excellence in the display of data, he uses many examples to explain how multiple
images are an efficient method for directly depicting comparisons. In landscape designs from the
19th century, we see the first attempts to actually display change in the visualization of nature. The
landscape designer Humphry Repton (1752-1818) invented “before” and “after” drawings of an
evolving nature (Fig. 5.8): one drawing before the implementation of the project, one drawing to
show how the future landscape would look. By the spatial adjacency of parallel panels, it enhances
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the reading of the differences and understanding the visual effect of small size changes in a larger
context. In this way, the client could anticipate the view, a view presented by the designer Repton
himself.
Assessment of change, dynamics, and cause and effect are at the heart of the character
assessment approach. To communicate designed landscape change to the stakeholders clearly with
images, comparing the landscape now with the same scenes in the future by visualizing the
movement of the viewer through landscape will be a powerful means of presentation.

Fig. 5.8:

“before” and “after” drawing by Humphry Repton

5.3 Conclusion
By defining two operating principles for guiding the character-related information process
conducted by the perception-based approach and the expert/design approach, and the role of 3D
visualizations in cooperation with those approaches throughout the process, a conceptual model of
character assessment is formulated (Fig. 5.9). In the following research, a highly detailed 3G-GIS
will be used to apply the conceptual model to a case study, the Sha-deng-qing cultural landscape in
western China.

Fig. 5.9:

A conceptual model of character assessment
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Fig. 6.1: Bird's eye view of the Sha-deng-qing Trail
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6

Case Study Site:

The Sha-deng-qing Valley in China

The Sha-deng-qing Trail (Fig. 6.1), in Yunnan Province, China, has been chosen for the case study
because it is facing the paradox of cultural landscape conservation and tourism development that is
currently affecting many areas of China. Not far from the site, the last remaining stop of Tea and
Horse Caravan route, the Sideng Village has already been selected by the World Monument Fund
as one of the 100 most endangered historic sites, which has brought both awareness of the need for
conservation and escalating tourism. The purpose of choosing this site for the research is to explore
appropriate scenarios for the transformation of the Sha-deng-qing Trail. This chapter provides
background information on the site and the need for research.

6.1
The Sha-deng-qing Trail as a Cultural Landscape
The Sha-deng-qing Trail is located in the Shaxi Commune, a mountainous region on a high plateau
with a surface area of 277 square kilometers. The outstanding scenic qualities of the landscape
along the undulating mountain trail, the abundant red-rock formations, the historical grottoes
dating back one thousand years, and the Tea and Horse Caravan sites make the Sha-deng-qing Trail
a unique cultural landscape.
6.1.1
Natural Landscape
Sha-deng-qing Trail is an approximately 1.7 kilometer section of the scenic Tea and Horse Caravan
Trail and covers an area of four square kilometers, 2.5 kilometers northwest of the center village,
Sideng. The hilly terrain varies in elevation from approximately 1450 meters to 2100 meters and is
bissected by a meandering trail, intertwined with a creek. In part of the area, the natural landscape
has already been considerably changed by commercial modifications, such as reclaimed land and a
quarry. With the exception of the land cover, the landscape has changed little from its historic
setting. In general, the landscape is idyllic because of its bio-diversity and naturalness (Fig. 6.2).
6.1.2
Cultural Heritage
Sha-deng-qing Trail is defined as part of the historic Tea and Horse Trade Route connecting Tibet,
Yunnan and Southeast Asia (Fig. 6.3). The Tea and Horse Caravan trail started in the Tang dynasty
(A.D. 800) and survived through various dynasties coming to an end only with the change of
political system and the introduction of modern transportation in the 1950s.
Four 1000-year-old grottoes are carved into the red rock formations (Fig. 6.4). Grotto 1, the
Buddha of Sakyamuni was carved in A.D. 850, while the other three were carved during the same
epoch. The shelters are closed normally and the keys kept by a local peasant. Only during specific
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festivals, or when scholars come from outside, will the person in charge come to open the doors.
Sha-deng-qing Trail has kept its serenity until recently when tourism discovered the site.

Fig. 6.2

Top left:
The verdant pine forest is the most dominant species in this landscape.
Top right: Red rock formations resulting from geotechnical activity in the Neozoic period.
Bottom left: Creeks meander through the valley.
Bottom right: Paved section of the trail

Fig.. 6.3: Map of Ancient Tea and Horse Caravan Trail Routes
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Fig. 6.4: Photographs of the Sha-deng-qing grottoes
top: Grottoes 1 (Sakymuni grotto)
bottom: left to right: Grottoes 2, 3, and 4

6.2 Tourism Development and Its Accompanying Risks
Sha-deng-qing Trail will become involved in tourism development because it lies between the two
main tourism sites of the Shaxi Valley, which are within a few kilometers (Fig. 6.5):
· About 1 kilometer to the Shizhong Grottoes (carved in the same epoch as the Sha-deng-qing
Grottoes in A.D. 700), around 60 min. by walking up-hill, and 30min down-hill;
· About 2 kilometers from the Market Square in Sideng Village, around 20 min. by walking
and 5 min. by car;
Presently, the two tourism sites are not well connected. A car is necessary and the sites are not on
the main road.
Linking these two sites would not only create the desired tourism route, it would also help meet
the economic needs of the area. There is consensus in the local government and among the local
residents that this is a good opportunity to attract more tourists as the Shaxi Valley is becoming
increasingly famous since it was listed in the World's 100 Most Endangered Sites in November
2001 by the World Monument Fund and the launch of Shaxi Rehabilitation Project in 2002.
However, there are also major concerns that the landscape will be destroyed by unsuitable
development, which has already happened once. In 1997, the local government started to construct
a road connecting the Sha-deng-qing Trail and Shizhong Grottoes to increase the tourism of this
area. But after the construction of only one section, it was strongly opposed by some local residents
as it would have destroyed the landscape and led to ecological deterioration. However, it was only
stopped after an inspection by an officer from the province level, because the top-down
administrative structure prevents local residents from taking an active part in decision-making.
6.3 Urgent Need for Research Comes to the Rescue
In this context, the development of tourism will be a big risk if the planning and design is
completed and enacted in a top-down administrative structure without involving local residents. In
order to balance the needs of both conservation and development and to prevent irreversible
damage to the landscape, the research project is to explore appropriate scenarios for the
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transformation of the Sha-deng-qing Trail using the conceptual character assessment model. The
results will be available to all levels involved, paving the way for a balanced decision.
The appropriate restoration of the Sha-deng-qing Trail landscape using a comprehensive
character assessment tool could not only create the desired tourism attraction in the Shaxi Valley,
but also ensure that the attraction itself is preserved in a sustainable way.

Fig. 6.5: Existing roads connecting Sideng Village and Shizhong Temple,
showing proximity to the Sha-deng-qing Trail
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7

Methods for Applying the Conceptual Model

This chapter introduces methods for applying the conceptual model in accordance with the three
stages. Each section comprises a series of methods that complement each other.
7.1 Assessment of the Current Situation
Stage 1 is an assessment of the current situation, comprising a review of the literature, conducting a
field survey and data collection.
7.1.1
Literature Review
With a history as long as that of the Shaxi Valley, the literature review is the first step in the
assessment of the current situation because this cannot be understood outside of the natural and
cultural history of the area. As a native Chinese, the historical aspects are well-known to me and
certainly cannot be covered here, however, the literature review also revealed the influences of the
last 60 years, the political aspects, minority status and the recent exposure to the world of the late
20th and early 21st centuries [Huiming 2002]. This brought awareness of an ancient culture
suddenly coming into contact with modern global processes. The knowledge gained from the
review substantiates the need for the development of a comprehensive character assessment model.
7.1.2
Field Survey and Data Collection
Continual field observations were conducted throughout the course of the study. During the process,
data collection, including an inventory, photography, and mapping, were conducted concurrent
with the field survey to record the cultural, ecological, visual, and spatial aspects of the sites (Table
7.1).
Table 7.1: Three kinds of field survey
Time

Operator

Survey Focus

Sept. 2003
March 2003

Researcher

April 17 to May
5, 2006

Researcher and two
local residents

Understanding the dynamic landscape and its
associated natural and human forces

Dec. 2006

Researcher and
hydraulic engineer

Understanding the headstream, system and
evolution of water bodies in the Sha-deng-qing
Trail area

The physical state of the cultural landscape
(landscape structure as a result of composition and
those elements and their interrelations) was
identified by repeatedly walking through the site

a
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7.1.2.1
Field survey
First-hand experience is a prerequisite for landscape character assessment. Much of our character
contextualization and understanding arises through perception and first-hand experience [Brady,
2002]. Basic concepts and general knowledge serve as guides in bringing order into the
environment, dividing the entire field survey into three categories according to the operator and the
survey focus should offer an overview.
7.1.2.2
Data collection
Inventory
The inventory of existing conditions of the Sha-deng-qing cultural landscape seeks a specific and
detailed understanding of the particular cultural and ecological components of which the cultural
landscape is composed. With the background research as a base to inform and direct the process,
both the cultural and ecological aspects of the landscape were broken down into their individual
components, described, and recorded.
The elements of the cultural components were recorded, noting materials, composition,
relationship to other cultural elements, and relationship to relevant natural conditions. The
ecological conditions of the Trail were inventoried, noting location and characteristics of the
observable evidence of the physical landscape.
Photography
The photographs were taken using a Sony 727 digital camera on clear days. The aim was to capture
the most relevant character-related elements or views of the cultural landscape. For example, if the
most important element in a particular unit was a grotto, it was taken from different angles and
distances, with and without fences. The shots include both positive features (typical Yunnan Pine
trees, site of grotto) and negative features (landslides, mis-used land), etc. More than 2000 photos
were taken of the study area from different surveys, which were then classified and organized in
folders.
A wide variety of photos is essential for character assessment: it provides basis for establishing
nomenclature, the texture library in the 3D-GIS construction methods, and the visual context for
element and unit scenarios in the scenario method.
Mapping
The satellite image is an essential tool in developing a graphic representation for the Sha-deng-qing
landscape as there is no detailed map. Based on the satellite image, a computer-aided design
program (CAD) was used to draw the preliminary map, which was printed at a scale of 1:1000 and
carried into the field to record observations.
7.1.3
Cognitive Approach
The primary research question was aimed at understanding the complexity of human/landscape
interaction in order to establish a foundation upon which to control landscape change in order to
conserve the positive perceptual character of the area with regard to proposed tourism development.
Cognitive theories emphasize how the informational content of the environment is organized,
processed, and interpreted by the viewers [Ruddel et al., 1989]. The aesthetic quality is only one of
the several dimensions of human response [Daniel and Vining, 1983]. The study was conducted
with the aid of a qualitative open interview.
7.1.3.1 Target population
The study was conducted in the center village of the Shaxi Valley. A face-to-face qualitative
interview was made with 18 people between April 17 and May 5, 2006 (Appendix B). For the site
planning purpose of next step, the questionnaire was aimed at current and future stakeholders of
the Sha-deng-qing Trail. Therefore, it is the responses of the participants who have at least one
contact to frequent contact with the site.
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Table 7.2: Composition of participants
Cultural Groups
Explanation

Local Residents

Nearby residents are important constituents for the Sha-deng-qing Trail, as
they use it most often. To develop a thorough understanding of this
constituency, five people of different interests were interviewed

Tourists

The tourists who visited the Sha-deng-qing Trail form the key group in this
project. In contrast to the study of nearby residents, one major purpose of the
on-site survey was to understand the wide range of stakeholders and activities
taking place around the Trail

Local
Administrative
Officers

In this study, the local administrative officers are the ones who will decide and
execute the project in the end. Therefore, to understand their perception and
intentions is important

Local residents (n=6), visitors (n=6) and local administrators (n=6) were chosen as sample groups
(total n=18) (Table 7.2). In the social-demographic part of the questionnaire, gender, age, education,
place of residence, profession and affiliation were recorded. The genders of the 18 respondents are
as follows: Male, 11; Female, 7.
7.1.3.2 Questionnaire
The respondents were asked to describe the character of the Sha-deng-qing Trail and answer two
questions:
1. What are the features that need to be conserved ?
2. What are the features that need to be improved?
7.1.3.3 Qualitative study analysis
An examination of the frequency of words (descriptors) by respondents was used to systematically
analyze the responses, in order to understand the positive and negative perceptual character of the
Sha-deng-qing Trail from the landscape stakeholders’ view.
7.2
From Current Situation to Scenarios
In this stage, landscape change is explored visually with 3D-GIS by simulating the progression of a
perceived subject or by making the natural process more visible.

Fig. 7.1: The development of GIS-based representation
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7.2.1
GIS-based 3D Visualization Construction
Compared to the traditional visualization technique, the 3D-GIS visualization technique builds up a
3D landscape simulator analogue to the physical landscape abstractly. When visualization images
are rotated on a computer screen, the image is wholly virtual, with its real location being within the
distribution of geographically referenced data in the computer program. This makes it possible to
switch between a 2D map representation and a 3D scenario representation.
Based on a digital terrain model stored in a GIS file, landform features, such as buildings with
facades and roofs, roads, sidewalks, traffic signs, grassland and forests, can be painted over this
terrain [Burrough and McDonnell, 1998] and further developed by defining the material attributes
of each polygon. The logical data model in GIS represents more than primitive graphics, it gives an
encoded representation of real world features in terms of their geo-referenced location, spatial
extent, spatial connectivity, attribute properties, and composition relationship to other features. For
example, for a traditional planimetric map, the material attributes of tree types, density and height
are reduced to one simple legend, while in GIS, the patch of forest is codified as one polygon,
which contains all the information.
The continuing development of GIS and computer software makes it possible to integrate 3D
objects into 3D landscapes, also makes it possible to make more realistic visualizations by
combining small-scale objects into large-scale landscapes.
In this research, construction of 3D-GIS involves the use of a number of different GIS, CAD,
photogrammetric, imaging, multimedia and photographic technologies.
7.2.1.1 Data base acquisition
Remote sensing, geographic information systems (GIS), global positioning systems (GPS), and
other geospatial technologies are used to obtain a highly detailed digital terrain model (DTM) of
the project area. Remotely sensed satellite data can provide information on landscape structure that
is accurate and spatially continuous [Li Zhang, 2003]. The data base acquisition has three steps:
1. Satellite Image Acquisition
2. GPS site position
3. DTM Generation
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Satellite Image Acquisition
Stereo-pair satellite images (Fig. 7.2) with
1-meter resolution were taken of the Shaxi
Valley by IKONOS, with the cloud
coverage of zero.

Fig. 7.2: Generating a DTM with stereo-pair images

GPS Site Positioning
In January 2006, Global Positioning
System (GPS) was used to collect the
spatial coordinates for the 16 uniformly
selected sites in the satellite image (Fig.
7.3).
DTM Generation
In March 2006, a Shaxi Valley DTM was
generated using photogrammetry and the
differential corrections were performed on
the GPS coordinates. The format of the
DTM file is ASCП, which contains:
Number of cells on x-axis: 2430
Number of cells on y-axis: 423
Cell size: X distance: 4, Y distance: 4

Fig. 7.3: GPS site positioning

7.2.1.2 Base model construction
The base model construction procedure contains the following steps:
a) Choice of software
b) Defining project boundary
by ArcGIS
c) Generating Geometry by Establishing Nomenclatur
by ArcGIS
d) Establishing Texture Library
by Photoshop and VNS
e) Constructing Object Model
by 3ds Max
f) Integrating Object Model into VNS Model
by VNS
a) Choice of software
The choice of appropriate visualization software determines the final visualization quality.
Comparison concerning the level of detail, compatibility, and animation was made between
different kinds of software. Visual Nature Studio (VNS) by 3D Nature Studio is the most common
high-end landscape renderer for static images [Geier et al. 2001; Appleton 2001]. VNS offers
enhanced support for GIS data and produces comparatively realistic images related to the size of
the project area and the overall goal of the visualization, the amount of detail that must be present
in the final visualization, and the amount and types of data available describing the project area
[McGaughey, 1997]. Furthermore, VNS is compatible with 3ds Max, which can generate detailed
landscape object models.
Altogether, four kinds of software were chosen for constructing the base model, which forms
two kinds of visualizations in different combinations (Table 7.3).
• Surface and linear features of land cover, such as forest, fields, roads, and creeks are
defined as polygons or poly-lines in ArcGIS, based on the geo-referenced satellite image,
then imported into VNS and given texture.
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•

Point features of landscape objects, such as buildings or rocks, are defined as points in the
same ArcGIS project, then the model and texture of landscape object are finished in 3ds
Max, and finally imported into VNS according to the defined position.

Table 7.3: Software and their combinations
Software

Function
Surface and linear features
of land cover, such as forest,
fields, roads and creeks

Point
features
of
landscape objects, such
as buildings or rocks

ArcGIS

Defined as
poly-lines

Defined as points

Adobe

Texture library of land cover

Photoshop

3ds Max

VNS

polygons

or

Texture
library
landscape objects

of

Wire frame and texture of
landscape objects

From DTM to the final 3D-GIS model

b) Defining project boundary
The project boundary is defined by defining the view shed along the trail based on the field survey,
which includes the trail and the distributed cultural heritage.
c) Generating geometry by establishing nomenclature
The visualization of the Sha-deng-qing Trail focuses on a comprehensive fabric and the
interrelationships of the physical attributes of both the structural and biotic cultural resources
inside the landscape. The classification and inventory of different landscape component types was
the result of combined work of both the overview through the use of the satellite image and
detailed field reconnaissance. Because the main concern is to study the character of landscape
along the trail, the closer to the trail the landscape component types are, the more detailed the
classification is. For the area far away from the trail, the classification is more general.
The basic classification rule is based on VNS. Later, each landscape component type is treated in
VNS as the same kind of “ecosystem”. The definition of the “ecosystems” in VNS is purely
technical and does not conform to the definitions of ecosystems in botany. Each “ecosystem” in
VNS contains a piece of defined area that embraces bottom ecosystems, such as soil, water, grass
and pavement, and up ecosystems, such as trees and bushes. The difference in density or height of
the same vegetation species will make a single layer. As such, each piece of land is described in
detail, which leads to realism in visualization.
Based on the classification, vector data are conducted in the spatially-explicit GIS database in
ArcGIS. Each landscape component type is grouped in one layer. The computer map is constructed
as a set of layers, each containing a separate component of base information: contours, buildings,
roads, property lines, topography, roads, or existing vegetation. These layers are stored as a Shp.
file, which forms the basis for the 3D landscape visualization [Miller et al. 2006]. Moreover, each
landscape type is associated with a fold of sample photos, which will be used as the reference for
giving texture in the future. Not only those landscape elements which will be modified should be
organized as independent layers, but also their surrounding environment, which will also be
changed because the effect of landscape element change should be separated from the original
layers.
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Table 7.4: Classification of polygons in describing land use and cover
Land use and cover

Existing situation

Rock formation area

60%

Bush

Fields, landslide area, along creek, along
entrance road

Fields

Forest

Meadow

Light green, dark green, earth
Chestnuts 20-40%, 60-70%, 40-60%
Pine large 0-20%, 20-40%,40-60%,
60-70%
Pine small 10%, 30-50%, 70%
Eucalyptus entrance 60-100%
Valley, slope
Landslide restoration

Landslide area
Grotto surroundings

Designed scenarios

Grottoes 1, 2, 3, 4

Meadow or forests
Meadow or forests

Bare mountain

Table 7.5: Classification of polylines in describing bodies of water and road or trails
Water and infrastructure Existing situation
Designed scenarios
Water
Creek section 1, 2, 3
Designed ePond
Entrance pond

Road

Existing entrance road

Trail

Paved;
unpaved section 1, 2, 3

Designed road body, road edge

Designed section 1, 2, 3

Table 7.6: Classification of point attributes in describing landscape objects
Structure and rock
Existing situation
Designed scenarios
Grotto 1

Shelter, rock, carvings

Designed fence

Grotto 2

Shelter, rock, carvings

Designed shelter

Grotto 3

Shelter, rock, carvings

Designed fence

Grotto 4

Shelter, rock, carving

Rock

Eagle, flying, face, creek, huge
Entrance building
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Fig. 7.4: Rectified satellite images
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Fig. 7.5: Geometry generation by establishing nomenclature
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d) Establishing the texture library
The representation of the materials covering the surfaces is relevant for highly detailed
visualizations of landscapes. The texture database has three categories:
• VNS texture templates, including a wide range of natural and non-natural ground cover
• Texture database for land cover, including natural and non-natural ground cover
• Texture database for landscape objects, including architecture and infrastructures
Photos are edited in Adobe Photoshop to suit the landscape object model construction, and saved as
a Png. file format. Figure 7.6 shows how a camphor tree is shot, edited and then visualized in
landscape scenario.
The texture library in VNS is usually represented by textures and billboards. However, in order
to get realistic effects in the visualization, most of the textures of vegetation and architecture are
based on a photographic inventory of buildings and key vegetation species on site. The technical
difficulty of separating a tree from its background requires selecting and photographing the
vegetation in isolation. Texture databases are organized according to the phase of establishing
nomenclature and stored in each folder.

Fig. 7.6: Illustration of a camphor tree from photo to landscape scenario
top left, photo of camphor tree taken in the valley
top right, a png. file of camphor tree process in Adobe Photoshop
bottom image, scenario of camphor trees planted in the valley entrance road
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d) Constructing object model
Objects such as grottoes, buildings, waterfalls, and rock formations are constructed in 3ds Max 8 in
a normal procedure. Based on the information and physical parameters collected on site, 3D wire
frame models are made. The 3D models are covered with textures selected from the library based
on photos shot on site. 3ds Max 7 can make highly detailed object models when the physical
parameters are provided.
The 3D models of rock formations are more difficult because of the irregular morphology. The
physical parameters are decided by referring to the shelter (Fig. 7.6), based on which wire frame
model has been made. A lot of adjustments have to be made in order to make the model close to the
physical one,i.e., by moving the camera in 3ds Max at different view points according to the
photos.

Fig. 7.7: Photo of Grotto 3 and its surroundings

Fig. 7.9: Texture of Grotto 3 rock and carving in 3ds Max

Fig. 7.8: Wire frame of Grotto 3 rock in 3ds Max
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f) Integrating the object model into VNS model
Integrating the object model into the VNS model comprises three steps (Table 7.6). Every import,
either landscape object or landscape vegetation, stands as a single layer in VNS. Each layer can be
turned on or off so that discrete landscape visualization images can be constructed on demand.
Varying combinations of layers were displayed and printed to customize visualization for the
production of alternative scenarios from the same landscape model in spatial sequence or temporal
change.
Sky images are directly from VNS. Light is set according to the longitude and latitude of the site
and is automated in VNS. As such, the realistic highly detailed landscape 3D base model (Fig. 7.10)
is ready for exploring landscape elements modification and scenarios.

Table 7.7: Three steps of integrating object model into VNS model
ASCП file imported into VNS
The topography model of the project site is generated from the ASCП file generated from
photogrammetry technique.
Shp. file imported from ArcGIS to VNS
Texture of road, trail, forest and fields are given to the surface of the topography model according to
how these layers are defined.
Obj. file imported from 3ds Max to VNS
Models of objects such as grottoes, buildings, waterfalls and rock formations are added to the
landscape visualization model according to the corresponding point attributes.

Fig 7.10: Base model of the Shaxi Valley in VNS, top left shows project area
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7.2.1.3 Sketch and 3D-GIS
Sketch and 3D-GIS work together (Figs. 7.11-7.13) to assist the designer in understanding and
assessing the effect of each element change in spatial sequence and time flow. The spatially
continuous and realistically visualized landscape based on 3D-GIS provides an overview and
detailed information in one visualization. Sketch is the instrument for designers to record, discover,
design, visualize and evaluate architectural constructs [Smith, 2005]. The transfer between the two
techniques is cyclic, in correspondence to the design process. And, it is cumbersome because of the
limits of the VNS technique, as many changes to landscape objects also lead to the change of its
surroundings.

Figs. 7.11- 7.13: Top: “in process” sketches in 3ds MAX
Middle: “in process” sketches in 3ds MAX
Bottom: final visualization of the landslide solution in 3ds MAX
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Sketches
The nature of landscape object design needs a lot of “in process” visualizations to assist the
designer inr exploring alternative possibilities. During the scenario design stage, the possibilities of
the landscape change are studied with the assistance of sketches (Fig. 7.14) either in hand drawings
or in 3ds MAX (FigS. 7.11-7.12), depending on the level of personal skill.

Fig. 7.14: Current situation and scenario of Grotto 3 and its surroundings in a hand drawing

3D-GIS
By changing certain characteristics in the 3D model while holding all other characteristics constant,
3D-GIS is used as a flexible tool to simulate landscape modification or interventions in a holistic
environment. For example, whether the grotto shelters should be open or not is one of the serious
conflicts between preservation and tourism development. In such a case, the grotto and their
shelters need to be visualized and then possible solutions designed (Figs. 7.15-16).
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Fig. 7.15: Visualization of Current Situation of Grotto 3 and its surrounding in VNS

Fig. 7.16: Visualization of Scenario of Grotto 3 and its surrounding in VNS
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7.2.2
Designing Scenarios based on 3D-GIS
Designing the physical modification, introduction or removal of landscape elements are based on
different cultural groups’ perception and interpretations on site (7.1). The knowledge visualization
method, landscape unit method, and landscape scenario method are employed.
7.2.2.1 Knowledge visualization
Instead of classifying which elements should be protected or discarded in a taxonomic system by
quantitative method, the knowledge visualization method is used in analyzing and synthesizing the
results obtained from the cognitive approach in suc a way as to understand the interrelationship
between the landscape elements by the underlying ecological, aesthetic and historical forces.
The field of knowledge visualization examines the use of visual representations to improve the
creation and transfer of knowledge between at least two people. It is a method “to convert tacit
knowledge into explicit knowledge by means of finding a way to express the inexpressible”
[Nonaka, 1991]. In this research, diagrams have been made as an essential tool for deducing a
defined understanding of the cultural landscape character assessment.
1. It processes cultural landscape and character-related information sources in an intensive
and explicit way.
2. It exploits information encoded in a conceivable mode that allows unraveling the inherent
connections.
It pays attention to both subjective aspects of character appreciation and objective features of the
physical landscape. It also allows character to evolve through time. As such, knowledge
visualization assists in construction and conveys complex insights of diverse information that
discloses the specific character diachronic integrity of the site.
7.2.2.2 Landscape units
In order to comprehend the complex human-ecology, part-entity interface, and to apply design to
provide planning and management, a reductionist approach [Selman, 2006, pp71] is often applied
by dividing the earth’s surface into units that have common internally reflecting aesthetic and/or
natural attributes. The sorting method applied in the Sha-deng-qing Trail is visual units, which
means an area that has a recognizable image with a similar configuration of space, ecological
character and structural elements (topography, water, vegetation).
The division into units is only for the convenience of focusing on specific landscape issues. For
certain landscape components, which extend outside the boundary, such as a trail or body of water,
should be considered beyond the boundary but still as part of its larger environmental context if
necessary.
7.2.2.3
Landscape scenarios
The concept of scenarios is an old one, since earliest recorded time people have been interested in
the future and have used scenarios as a tool for indirectly exploring the future of society and its
institutions. As a strategic planning tool, scenario techniques are firmly rooted in the military and
have been employed by military strategists throughout history, generally in the form of war game
simulations. At present, the term “scenario” is used to describe very different kinds of
future-oriented studies: trend analyses, prognoses, forecasts, variant analyses, sensitivity analyses,
or snapshots of what might be [Schoute et al., 1885; Van den Berg and Veeneklaas, 1885; Emmelin,
2000; Wollenberg et al., 2000，Tress, 2003].
Van den Berg and Veeneklaas’s (1995) definition of a scenario was used for this project. It was a
description of the current situation, of a possible or desirable future state, and as a series of events
that could lead from the current state of affairs to this future state. Following this definition, in
contrast to prognoses, the scenario method applied here allows the development of several
alternative future landscapes while being aware of the uncertainties.
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The scenarios developed are not utopian, but rather illustrate interventions that could happen
around the area in context. That is, describing specific form, position and technique or means by
which these are to be accomplished. Two site-specific design principles are defined (Fig. 7.17).
Multi-force rule
The addition, modification or deletion of a landscape element is considered in its large-scale
landscape context. As Christopher Alexander [1966] said, “We speak of design, the real object of
the discussion is not the form alone, but the ensemble comprising the form and its context.” The
information from the field survey and the cognitive approach of Stage 1, together with new
functional objectives and behavior potential, provide the contextual conditions for designing
alternative landscape scenarios. Under these forces, the relationship between the element and the
landscape will be cross-inspected.
Time frame rule
Parallel to the multi-force cross-inspection, both element changes and landscape unit scenarios are
also inspected in a certain time frame, which allows exploring the impact from the proposed
changes to the process of landscape change. The set of a time-window of each unit depends on the
specific situation, the impact from the element change, and a sequence of events or ecological
process from the element change.

7.3 Scenario Assessment
The methods combined in Stage 3 are aimed at enabling understanding and promoting discussions
among potential stakeholders on how the intervention will affect the character of the cultural
landscape and to support transparent decision-making.
7.3.1
Presentation Framework
The presentation of a visualized scenario must be structured to accommodate human needs in terms
of acquiring information in an appropriate and understandable form [Lewis, 2006; Pullar, 2001].
Moving through the landscape is a basic means of shaping landscape issues in a way that will
interpret the relevant issues visually, since the human viewers assess landscape during moving
through the landscape.

Fig. 7.17: Design principles
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Ideally, it would be a good to produce animation directly from the 3D model in VNS. However,
producing animation in VNS has technical difficulties because the highly detailed images (the
formal rendering of each image takes 30-50min.) consume huge atechnique is used. Around 200
visualized images were generated from the 6 units, using the following steps in VNS:
• Defining the path of motion in each unit, dividing the path into an average of 3-10 points.
• Making a draft rendering of the image from each point in VNS, which takes around 10-15
minutes, much less than formal rendering.
• Making a screenshot of each image in VNS and saving it as jpg. file in Adobe Photoshop.
• Compiling the separate images into animation using Adobe Flash Player and saving as a
swf. file.
Microsoft PowerPoint is used to organize the information in all formats: text, animation, photos,
etc. The presentation aims at conveying the character-related information comprehensively
including:
• General project background
• Overall project aim
• Division of landscape units
• Whys of change
• Hows of change
• Questionnaire
A standard page is shown in the following figure, each box in dashed line maybe activated and
switched from one to another inbetween. The final presentation is saved as ppt. file.

Fig. 7.18:

A standard page of presentation in PowerPoint
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7.3.2
Target Population
The survey focused on the potential stakeholders of the Sha-deng-qing Trail. Participants are those
who have had at least one to frequent contacts with the site. Because of the varying accessibility of
different participants, the survey comprises both venue and face-to-face interviews. Altogether, 47
people took part in the venue and 37 valid replies were collected. 10 people took part in the
face-to-face interviews. The questionnaire surveyed data about the respondent (sex, age, home
town, and membership in organizations). Because it was winter, there are not so many tourist
respondents.
Table 7.8: Venue and face-to-face interviews
Venue
Shaxi

Date

Face to Face Interview
Jian

County

Water

Province

Chinese

Foreign

Heritage

chuan

governor

engineer

Officer

tourists

tourists

experts

Dec.07

Dec.27

Dec.12

Dec.17

Dec.26

Dec.21

Dec.10

Jan.11

26

21

1

1

1

2

2

3

21

16

Participant
s
Valid
replies

2

7.3.3
Venue
The survey in a group was conducted at two separate meetings. At each meeting, every participant
got a printed questionnaire of 10 pages in A4 (Appendix C). An introduction page briefly described
the purpose of the study. The researcher presented the visualizations of the current situation and
alternative scenarios with a video beamer, meanwhile descriing the project background, aims,
findings from the survey, conflicts, and each scenario in detail. During the presentation, the
imprecise parts of the visualization were pointed out by the planner. As such, the participants were
clear that they were to give their assessment on the information of the visualization presented
rather than on the quality of visualization.
The whole presentation took 30 minutes. Afterwards, the respondents were asked to fill out the
questionnaire individually by following the input visualizations. They could add comments on each
scenario. In addition, they were free to give their own opinion during the meeting.

Fig. 7.19: Set-up of the first meeting

The first meeting took place on the afternoon
of December 15,, 2006, in the middle school
in the center village, where the only
multi-media classroom is located. The
participants were local inhabitants, middle
school teachers, and administrators of Shaxi
Town. The set-up of the meeting room is
shown in Figure 7.19. Each row could hold
seven people, so the people sat rather scattered
in the room. Altogether, 26 people attended the
meeting and there were 22 valid replies. The
meeting lasted for 1 hour and 45 minutes. The
organizer was the Vice General Secretary of
Shaxi Town.
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Fig. 7.20:

Set up of the second meeting

The second meeting took place two weeks
later, December 27, 2006 in the meeting room
on the fifth floor of the Jianchuan County
Government Office building, which is around
50 kilometers away from Shaxi Valley. The
set-up for this meeting is shown in Figure 7.20.
The people sat rather close together. The
participants were officers from different
administrative departments. Altogether, 21
people attended the meeting, with 17 valid
replies. The meeting lasted for 2 hours and 40
minutes, the organizer was the Vice Governor
of the Jianchuan County. Ardent discussion on
scenarios took place in this meeting.

7.3.4
Face-to-Face Interview
Altogether, there were 10 people involved in face-to-face interviews. Their backgrounds are
different from each other. The researcher presented the visualizations in the same procedure as in
the two above-mentioned meetings. All 10 people showed great interest in the project with the 3D
visualization, listened to the presentation unitl the end, and some of them discussed it with the
researcher inbetween. However, only two Chinese tourists completed the questionnaire, the other
eight reacted in different ways, such as giving their own opinion or making field survey with the
researcher.
7.3.5
Evaluation Framework
An impact assessment framework combining quantitative with qualitative data allows alternatives
to be compared and evaluated. The quantitative questionnaire was arranged to correspond to the
presentation of each landscape unit. The qualitative method was also applied to identify which
features are liked and disliked about each alternative and how the alternatives could be improved
or maintained.
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8

Results

This chapter presents the key results of each stage. Section 8.1 presents the conditions of the
character genesis of the Sha-deng-qing cultural landscape through a cognitive approach. Section
8.2 presents analysis and synthesis of various discourses, a vision of the Sha-deng-qing Trail, and
intervention projects in six units of the trail, which provide a starting point for landscape design.
The process of how to re-assemble the information into physical form and how to self-evaluate the
design is not considered in this research. Section 8.3 presents the visualized scenarios and scenario
assessments for each of the six units. Section 8.4 presents the three main issues easily leading to
the loss of landscape identity. Section 8.5 is a conclusion of the case study with respect to the
conceptual approach.
8.1
Results of the Current Situation Assessment
The assessment results of the current Sha-deng-qing Trail are organized according to different
cultural groups’ focus on what is important concerning the character of the landscape.
Besides the face-to-face interviews with diverse stakeholders, two groups of architects’ designs
are also introduced: one from Yunnan Provincial Institute, and another group that has been working
on Shaxi Project, provided a design on the Sha-deng-qing Trail entrance area, both visualized by
perspective. Although they did not take part in the interview, the design represented their
conceptualization of the Sha-deng-qing Trail, and raised different opinions of its future. The reason
to present their designs is because they reflect the current concept and methods by groups of
experts on the cultural landscape transformation issue. Therefore, the two groups of archtects may
be taken as absent participation.

8.1.1

Planning/Design Result by Architects

8.1.1.1
Yunnan Provincial Institute
The local Tourism Bureau had asked Yunnan Provincial Design Institute to make a Preservation
and Tourism Development Infrastructure Construction project of the Sha-deng-qing Trail in March
2006 (Figs. 8.2, 8.4). The planning result was opposed by some local people. Local A represents
them. Local A is also among those who were against the 1997 road construction, he is quite
familiar with this area, and he thinks that such a project might destroy the Sha-deng-qing Trail as
no careful field survey had been conducted by the Provincial Design Institute designers beforehand.
Because of the top-down administration structure, he cannot oppose it alone（chapter 6）.
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Local opposition arguments to this project are:
· The provincial designers’ visits the site
lasted only 1-2 hours accompanied by the
tourism officers from the county. As such,
they could not really understand the site.
· The entrance building will be too
dominant and will destroy the view of
landscape.
· The designed trail does not respect the
specific natural setting, especially the
placement of a bench every 50 meters,
which is more suitable to a city park
rather than a rural landscape.
· As no measures have been taken against
the existing slope deterioration and
flooding occurrence along the trail, the
new construction may make the ecology
even more serious.

Fig. 8.1: Intervention on the Sha-deng-qing
Trail by the Provincial Institute

Fig. 8.2: Plan of the trail design by the Provincial Institute
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Fig. 8.3: Panoramic view of the current entrance, Photograph

Fig. 8.4: The entrance design by the Provincial Institute. Left, pedestrian view; Right, bird’s eye view

Fig. 8.5: Sketch of the entrance building by two individual architects

8.1.1.2
Two individual architects working on the Shaxi Project
Two architects E and F who were working on the building restoration in the center village
considered the proposal from the Provincial Institute unsuitable. They gave their comments to the
officers of the county Tourism Bureau, with a tentative design for the entrance building, combining
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both computer technique and sketches (Fig. 8.5). The visualization clearly demonstrates that these
two architects do not agree with the building style of the Provincial Institute, but besides this, they
did not provide other reasons for opposing, and no other visualizations cover the whole site.
8.1.2
Perception and Interpretation by Potential Stakeholders
In order to know how the potential stakeholders understand the character of Sha-deng-qing Trail
and to understand their reactions to proposed tourism development, a cognitive approach was taken
during which the provincial project was also presented to the stakeholders in the form of prints.
The results from the questionnaire can be structured into three categories: positive assessment,
negative assessment and reactions to Provincial design.
8.1.2.1 Positive assessment
For the first question: “What are the features needed to be conserved?” 12 of the 18 respondents
completed the survey. Surprisingly, all six administrative officers avoided the question, including a
tourism guide. Their answers were directed more toward the technical aspects of their work, but
they missed the aspect of the perception of the landscape.

Of the 12 completed surveys, eight
considered
the
character
of
the
Sha-deng-qing Trail to be unique. They
used naturalness, beautiful or peacefulness
to describe their feelings. Among other
things, they also mentioned specific
landscape elements, such as the red rock
formations and grottoes.

8.1.2.2 Negative assessment
For the second question: “What are the
features that needs to be improved along the
Sha-deng-qing Trail? ” , the completed
surveys were 14. A tourism guide and a
heritage bureau officer also provided
concrete suggestions. The existing problems
can be structured in four aspects (Table
8.2).
Opinions such as adding information
signs on historical and geographic
information came not only from tourists,
but also from locals. And on ecological
issues, almost all stakeholders agreed on the
need for restoration, while only one
American tourist proposed to keep the
status quo, as it reminded him of his
hometown. He proposed keeping the
remnants of the quarry, while restoring the
ecology.

Table 8.1: Positive assessment

Holistic

Landscape

Perception

elements

Naturalness

6

Red rock formations

3

Beautiful

3

Grottoes

4

Peacefulness

2

Paved trail

2

Local usage

1

The entrance pond

1

Table 8.2: Negative Assessment

Positive Characteristics
Indistinct scenic spots
Inaccessible grottoes

8

No knowledge of red rock formations

2

Unattractive Trail entrance

3

Unclear trail system
No information signs on trail & grottoes

8

Ecology
Deteriorated slopes

8

Creek is too dry, had more water before

4

Lacking rest area in shadow

6

Security problem
Need rails at certain steep slopes

6
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Table 8.3: Assessment on the project from
Provincial Institute
Unnecessary to build entrance building

6

Keeping the waterfall at the trail entrance;

4

Not expanding the trail, and keeping its
meandering shape

7

The pavement of the trail should be
according to the topography and existing
situation

2

Opposed to constructing parking area close
to trail entrance

2

Fig. 8.6:
Slope deterioration and flood area
along the Sha-deng-qing Trail

8.1.2.3 Reactions to Provincial Design
When the researcher presented the visualization
from the Provincial Institute, the respondents add
some additional contents (Table 8.3):

8.1.3
Ecology Concerns by the Local
Elder
Local A introduced 70-years-old local senior B,
who worked in the Shizhong Temple from 1976,
and retired in 1990. He walked along the trail
connecting the Sha-deng-qing Grottoes and the
Shizhong Grottoes through all his working years,
and has witnessed how the landscape along the
trail is gradually being transformed.
The researcher has made a field survey with
locals B along the trail, and got much information
what could not otherwise be found by a literature
research.
The creek was illegally claimed by local
peasants for agricultural land extension, the
original creek was almost totally replaced by fields,
the bushes along the creek were cut, and the red
rock formations were exploited to build flood
control measures (Fig. 8.7).

Fig. 8.7: Illegal land extension by local peasants,
yellow line illustrates the creek area illegally taken by peasants

Fig. 8.8: Slope deterioration area
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Table 8.4:

Ecological Problems

Problem

Reason
In the lower section, peasants
illegally extended the land at the
expense of the creek for agricultural
use.

Creek
blocked

In the middle section, the creek is
filled in by sand and stones from the
slope deterioration area.
Casual flood
mountain.

Slope
deterioration

from

the

Large-scale quarrying and logging
from 1850 to 1880.
No measures were taken to stop
peasants’ from cutting bushes, which
are considered unimportant

Fig. 8.9: Shelter of Grotto 3 along the trail

Fig. 8.10:

upper

The slope deterioration area is the result of long
human exploitation. At first, it was seriously
destroyed by large-scale quarrying and logging
from 1950 to 1980. Although these actions were
stopped by regulations in 1980 by the Tian Bao
Project, private illegal actions never really
stopped. Furthermore, cutting bushes is not
prohibited by the regulation, as bushes are
considered unimportant plants, which are not on
the plant protection list. As slope deterioration
has occurred over a long period, the bare slopes
need to be covered with native bushes to stabilize
the slopes, either by natural seed dispersion or
planting. However, no measures have been
implemented until now (Fig. 8.8).

Local B recalled that little consideration was
paid to flood prevention at the time of
construction of the shelter for Grotto 3. The
shelter was washed out by floods twice in 1986
and 1992. Although the retaining wall had been
moved back from the trail (Fig. 8.9, Fig. 8.10)
after 1992, it was again affected by the 2002
flood, which led to a further sagging of the
retaining wall.
From the retaining wall of Grotto 3, the trail
that connects the Sha-deng-qing Grottoes and the
Shizhong Grottoes starts. As B recalled, the
retaining wall was considered by the tourists to
be ancient, whereas it actually was built from
1982 to 1985.

The contradiction of protection and ecology of Grotto 3 shelter
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8.1.4
Archeologists’ Retrospective
Archeologist C was sent to the Sha-deng-qing Trail to inspect the grottoes in 1951 by the
government of the newly founded People’s Republic of China. Local historian D was the assistant.
The inspection set the foundation for the declaration of the Sha-deng-qing Grottoes in 1962 as
national protection area.
The retrospective of these two historians demonstrates the condition of the Sha-deng-qing Trail.
Obviously, the Trail had not been used by caravans for a long time, as it was totally covered by
wild bushes when it was discovered. It needed to be cut free, which means it was in a rather good
ecological condition.
The above photographs, taken in 1951, show that there was no shelter at that time (Fig. 8.11).
The shelters for Grottoes 1, 3, 2 and 4 were built in succession in 1977, 1986, 1988 and 2002.
The Sha-deng-qing Trail was the connection to the outside for Shaxi Valley. In the 1950s, when
a road was constructed through Shaxi Valley, the Sha-deng-qing caravan trail fell into desolation.
Now it is only occasionally used by peasants for picking wild vegetation, grazing, and so on.

Fig. 8.11: Photographs shot in 1851 when the Sha-deng-qing Grottoes were discovered;
Top left, Grotto 3, bottom left, Grotto 3; Top right, Grotto 4, bottom right, Grotto 2

8.2
Prescription based on the Current Situation Assessment
Combining the different landscape stakeholders’ assessments, this section gives an analysis and
synthesis of character diachronic integrity, a vision of the Sha-deng-qing Trail, and defines individual
intervention projects according to the six landscape units. This provides a starting point for designing
the landscape scenarios.
8.2.1

An Analysis and Synthesis of Various Discourses

8.2.1.1 The assessments of the reality from the stakeholders
The assessments from different stakeholders differ, as they have separate but overlapping sets of
values [Jones, 1987]. The assessment of Sha-deng-qing landscapes, therefore, depends on the
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perspective and mood of the viewer, which leads to a difference in emphasis on different landscape
components based on underlying forces.
The planning results of the Provincial Institute, the perception and interpretation by potential
stakeholders, the ecological evolution and the existing problems explained by the local elder, the
review of the historians, the multi-visual “screens” demonstrate the complexity and dynamics of
the Sha-deng-qing Trail in a detailed and ordered manner. It is in the process of collecting,
selecting and sorting landscape information from the different stakeholders, that the diachronic
integrity character of the Sha-deng-qing Trail becomes clear.
8.2.1.2 A map of the character diachronic integrity of the Sha-deng-qing Trail
Diverse character-related information from relevant stakeholders are identified, grouped and
organized in a way to holistically recognize the Sha-deng-qing Trail landscape as an ecological and
cultural landscape network. The descriptive variables such as quietness, beautiful, natural, the
conflicts between protection, ecology and tourism including both the positive physical elements
such as the running creeks, variety of vegetation, and the negative features such as the slope
deterioration, the illegal reclamation of the creek, closed grottoes, are interconnected to each other,
and together they describe the landscape character as a whole.
Furthermore, the interaction and interconnection between landscape elements are not fixed, but
are always in a changing state. The Sha-deng-qing Trail of today is not only the sediment of
ancient times, but also includes the interventions of the last hundred years. The duration of these
interventions varies from one year to 30 years (the quarry), and can also occur suddenly (lflood).
Most of such interventions have influenced today’s landscape, either positively or negatively.
Based on diagram in Fig. 8.13, the character diachronic intergrity of Sha-deng-qing Trail is
viewed in a more sophisticated way with a clearer image. It is in the contextual condition that the
designers contribute their expertise.

Fig. 8.12: Participants of the current situation assessment and their diverse emphases
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Fig. 8.13: A map of the character diachronic integrity of the Sha-deng-qing Trail

8.2.2
A Vision for the Sha-deng-qing Trail
Based on the above analysis and synthesis, the researcher made a vision for the Sha-deng-qing
Trail: A lot of cultural heritage objects are distributed in this valley, to be valued as an open-air
museum, to be visited by tourists who can walk the trail freely and independently to visit grottoes
and red rock formations, while at the same time gaining knowledge of the geography, history, and
so on. Three points are summarized:
· Healthy ecology system
Unique red rock formations, abundant vegetation, including the ever-green Yunnan Pine forest,
seasonal Rhododendreae, Camelliae, many native flowers and natural creeks, and waterfalls are
ecological elements of the Sha-deng-qing Trail.
· Naturalness without artificial elements
Recovery of the deteriorated ecology with native plant communities, enhancing biological diversity,
and restraining from artificial intervention, will maintain the naturalness of the landscape;
· Cultural Heritage in a natural setting
1100-year-old grottos and the Tea and Horse Caravan Trail are specific cultural elements which can
be highlighted by connecting different scenic points by a wandering trail system;
8.2.3
Defining Intervention Projects
Six landscape units with the trail system running through it were established and named for their
dominant physiographic distribution of topography, hydrology, vegetation cover or heritage
resources: Entrance, Creek, Slope deterioration, Grotto 3, Grotto 2, and Grotto 1 (Fig. 8.14).
Referring to the division of landscape units, the researcher defined a design task for each unit as
follows：
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·
·
·
·
·
·

Entrance unit
Creek unit
Slope deterioration unit
Grotto 3 unit
Grotto 2 unit
Grotto 1 unit

Redesign entrance building and its surroundings
Restore the creek according to topography by re-excavating
Restore the slope to balance ecology
Redesign the shelter and its surroundings
Redesign the shelter and its surroundings
Redesign the shelter and its surroundings

Fig. 8.14: Six landscape units of the Sha-deng-qing Trail on the base model

8.3
Results of Visualized Scenarios and Scenario Assessments
Considering the findings in the scenario assessment stage, certain limitations and achievements on
the research procedures need to be borne in mind. The limitation is that the sample of tourist
participants is small because it was winter time so there are not enough participants. The
achievement is that almost all relevant local stakeholders are included, so that the assessment result
reflects the locals’ opinion to a high degree.
As it is not possible to present all the images and animations in the thesis, here only some
representative images of the six units are chosen to illustrate the landscape change and
stakeholders’ reactions. The complete presentation refers to the attached CD, which includes the
scenarios of the six landscape units presented in animation, with basic introduction and
questionnaires (Appendix C).
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Fig. 8.15: Panoramic view of the whole Sha-deng-qing Trail from the northern hill in a southern
direction, current situation

Fig. 8.16: Panoramic view of the whole Sha-deng-qing Trail from northern hill in a southern direction,
designed scenario
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8.3.1

Entrance Unit

History and current situation
The Shaping Road is 3 kilometers long, 7.6 meters
wide, and connected to the main road of the Shaxi
Valley. It was built in 1987 by widening the field path.
The original plan was to reach Shizhong Temple, but
fortunately it was stopped at the entrance of the
Sha-deng-qing Trail because of serious ecological
deterioration from the construction.
Shaping Road ends at the beginning of the
Sha-deng-qing Trail. This is the turning point from an
open agricultural landscape to a mountain landscape,
which opens the view to the Grottos 1, 2 and 4 in the
valley on the left side of the road at the same time. At
the end of the road, there is a natural waterfall down to
a small pond at the foot of a small rock slope. The
peasants guide the water to irrigate the fields from
time-to-time depending on the seasonal demands (Fig.
8.18).

Fig. 8.17: Plan of the Entrance unit, arrows
indicate the visualizations

Conflicts
Tourists have a good impression of the
natural, quiet entrance to the
Sha-deng-qing Trail during the on-site
experience. They are afraid that it will
be destroyed by noisy big buses. Some
tourists consider the tourism office’s
side, i.e., for the management, and
suggest a compromise solution, by
shifting the building location away
from the existing location. However,
tourism officers insist on constructing
the building in the place they planned,
because the land had already been
appropriated.
Design goal
To respond to tourism requirements, an
entrance area with a management
building is planned to be built at the
end of Shaping Road. It should include
information office, management offices,
ticket office, and parking area.
Fig. 8.18: Close view of the entrance, photograph
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3D Visualization
3d Visualization includes current situation and two different landscape scenarios.
The first project (Fig.8.19 – 8.23) is arc-shaped in plan, symmetrically located at the end of the
Shaping Road. The parking area is located at the west side of the road. The pond was transformed
into a big symmetrical one. This project emphasizes the volume and the symmetric effect, but takes
little consideration of the surrounding landscape sequence.
The second project (Fig. 8.24 – 8.28) is small in volume, together with the parking area it is
located at the right side of the road. The small pond is transformed according to the topography,
peasants could still use the water for irrigation. A small bridge is added for viewing the pond and
the waterfall. The project tries to make less visual impact on the natural landscape and landscape
sequence.

Survey questions
Projects 1 and 2 is designed for the convenience of management, but will change the visual effect.
For this area, please give your opinion:
1．Select Project 1, the image of the entrance building and the convenience of management are
most important, it doesn’t matter if the natural landscape is changed.
2．Project 1 is not suitable, because building and parking area are too big and too close to the
mountain, and will thus destroy the existing natural landscape character.
3．Select Project 2 because it balances conservation of natural landscape and convenience of
management.
4．Project 2 is not suitable, the building is too close to the natural landscape, it will be a negative
influence.
5．Keep the current situation, there is no need to have a management building here.
6．The management building is necessary, but the location needs to be a little bit farther away from
the waterfall.
7．If you have another opinion, please write it here.
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Figs. 8.19-8.23: Visualizations of the spatial sequence of a person moving from far to near the Sha-deng-qing
Trail entrance of project 1.
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Figs. 8.24-8.28: Visualizations of the spatial sequence of a person moving from far to near the Sha-deng-qing
Trail entrance of project 2.

Stakeholders’ responses to the scenarios
The replies from the stakeholders are diverse (Table 8.5) and may be classified into three groups:
· 13 people selected project 1 by the provincial institute
· 11 people selected project 2 as a compromise option
· 14 people thought the building needed to be relocated
Some detailed information from the scenario assessment:
· The tourists care about not destroying the image of existing landscape. Local residents pay
more attention about the how and where of the management building, most of the additional
opinions are from them.
· Two from the three tourism officers changed their opinion from project 1 to 2.
· Expert H added that similar entrance management buildings appear in many cultural
landscapes, and leads to homogenization. The awareness of landscape in the building design
is a good starting point in this research, while project 2 is still too close to the natural
landscape, it is better to relocate it.
In general, the design of the Sha-deng-qing Trail entrance is a complicated issue. It includes not
only building form and tourism function, but also the relationship with topography, and future
activity and management. It needs further consideration.
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Table 8.5: Results of the Entrance unit scenario assessments
Participants
Number
Questions

Tourism
Bureau
3

Other
Bureaus
15

Local
Residents
22

1

5

7

1
2

Tourists
China
2

Tourists
Foreign
2

Heritage
Experts
4

2

6

3

4

8

48
13

1

3

Total

1
11

4
5
6
7

8.3.2

4

1

1

14
4

Creek Unit

History and current situation
There is a meandering creek paralleling or
interweaving with the trail between the
rolling mountains. From the entrance of
Sha-deng-qing Trail to a small water
channel, this section of creek had been
reclaimed by peasants nearby into
agriculture fields. The natural rocks along
the creek were destroyed, trees and shrubs
were logged. When there is a large flood,
these agriculture fields are flushed, and
sands and earth are brought to the lower
region of the river, which causes the river
bed to rise higher. Since the flood occurs
every 5 to 10 years, in normal times the
peasants just continue to use the creek as
agricultural fields, which lead to a vicious
circle.
Fig. 8.29: Location of the Slope deterioration unit
along the trail, arrows indicate the visualizations
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Goal of design
Prohibit the use of the creek for agricultural uses, restore the ecology of the creek by widening and
deepening the creek in accordance with topography, plant shrubs and trees along the bank.

3D Visualization
3d Visualization includes current situation, and scenarios of the recovered creek of each point and
landscape sequence. The scenarios represent the rainy season. Here only the visualizations of one
point (Fig.8.30 – 8.31) are presented.

Survey questions
1． The project is suitable for restoring the ecology of the creek, and not only meets the needs of
flood prevention, it also provides more fun for visiting experience through the reshaped
waterscape.
2． Keep current situation. The plan only needs to consider the visiting of grottoes and rock
formations, the 5-10- year flooding doesn’t need to be considered.
3． It is important to recover the creek, but concerning the flood prevention and design of the
natural landscape, you have another opinion. Please write it here.

Stakeholders’ responses
According the assessment result, nearly all respondents are in consensus that the creek area needs
to be restored (Table 8.6). Detailed suggestions have given for improving the design from a local
hydraulic engineer who made a field survey with the researcher after watching the visualization.

Table 8.6: Results of the Creek unit scenario assessments
Participants
Number
Questions
1

Tourism
Bureau
3

Other
Bureaus
15

Local
Residents
22

Tourists
China
2

3

14

18

2

1

3

Tourists
Foreign
2

Heritage
Experts
4

Total
48
38

2
3

4
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Fig. 8.30: Photograph of the Creek unit

Figs. 8.31-8.32: Visualizations of the pedestrian view of one point in the Creek unit. The upper one is the
current situation, and the lower one is after intervention.
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8.3.3

Slope Deterioration Unit

History and current situation
This area from the dam to before Grotto 3, is the most seriously endangered ecologIical area.
Along the left slope there exists serious deterioration. There was logging of pine trees and quarry
here from 1950s to 1980s. Since the Tian Bao Project logging and the quarry are prohibited,
however, the ecology in this area still has not had time to recover because bushes are continuously
cut. Slope deterioration buried the trail between the central creek and the slope. The peasants keep
moving the sand to the center creek in order to clear the trail. Gradually, the creek in this section
becomes higher than the trail. If no measure is taken to stop the slope deterioration, eventually, the
character of the landscape will be seriously impaired.
· Stone and sand from the slope will destroy the pavement of the road, or hurt the pedestrians.
· If the creek continues to be filled up, flood-prevention capacity will be reduced; large floods
will destroy the new pavement.
· Slope deterioration and deteriorating nature have a bad visual effect.

Design goal

·Stop slope deterioration
Slope deterioration takes place because of a lack
of bushes stabilizing the soil on the surface of the
slope. Planting bushes which grow easily on the
slope, and geo-textile made of wood and bamboo,
will improve the situation. In the future pine trees
could be planted to stabilize soil in the deep layer.
·Flood prevention
Although the creek was filled up, the trace of
creek can still be seen. Suggestions: excavate the
creek, clear the sands and stones, clarify trail and
creek. The creek could guide the flood in rainy
seasons, and store water in dry seasons. Planting
bushes and trees along the creek banks to stabilize
them.

Fig. 8.33: Left, location of the Slope deterioration
unit along the trail; Right, the enlarged plan of
the Slope deterioration unit, arrows indicate the
visualizations
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Fig. 8.34: A photo combination illustrating the panoramic view of the slope deterioration area from opposite
side of the hill

3D Visualization
3d Visualizations includes current situation and scenarios of the recovery method, three-year
scenario and 10-year scenario of each point. Here only the the same paranormal view (Fig.8.35–
8.38) as the photograph (Fig.8.34) and visualizations of one point (Fig.8.39– 8.42) are presented.
Survey questions
1. The project is suitable, although ecological deterioration is serious, but negative could be
changed to positive, if the recovery process could provide an interesting landscape in
transformation.
2. The plan only needs to consider how to visit the grotto and rock formations, i.e., clear the trail,
the flood and slope deterioration don’t need to be considered.
3. It is important to deal with slope deterioration and flooding, but to prevent flood and design a
natural landscape, you have another opinion. Please write it down
Stakeholders’ responses
The assessment results (Table 8.7) reveals that almost all respondents are in consensus that the
slope deterioration area needs to be restored. Concerning the measures, there are two additional
suggestions:
· A local agricultural expert gave a suggestion of using a kind of turf during the first year.
According to his experience, the bushes may grow rather well after one year
· An Australian forest engineer had seen some horizontal ruffle on the hill in the photo, he
suggests planting trees in the horizontal ruffle and the foot of the slope to stop stone and sand
rolling down
Table 8.7: Results of the Slope deterioration unit scenario assessments
Participants
Number
Questions
1

Tourism
Bureau
3

Other
Bureaus
15

Local
Residents
22

Tourists
China
2

2

15

21

2

Tourists
Foreign
2

Total
48
40

2
3

Heritage
Experts
4

1
1

1

2

4
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Figs. 8.35-8.38: From top to bottom, the current situation, the solution of geo-textile, three years after
intervention when bushes have grown, eight years after intervention when trees have grown
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Figs. 8.39-8.42: Pedestrian view of one point in the Slope deterioration unit. Upper left is the current situation,
lower left illustrates a geo-textile solution. The right upper illustrates three years after intervention when bushes
have grown, and the right lower one illustrates eight years after intervention when trees have grown.
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8.3.4 Grottoes Units
The Grotto 3, 2, and 1 units are grouped together
since they have similar conflicts and replies from
the respondents.
8.3.4.1

Fig. 8.43: Left, location of Grotto 3 unit along the
trail; Right, the enlarged plan of Grotto 3 unit,
arrows indicates the visualizations

Grotto 3 Unit

History and current situation
Grotto 3 was cut out from under a huge red-rock
formation. It is situated on the west side of the trail
which runs around three meters below Grotto 3.
Senior people remember that before construction
of the shelter, it had been very impressive for
people looking up to the grotto from below.
In 1984 a retaining wall of 3-meter-high was
erected along the trail, a closed 2-meter high rail
fence was erected outside grotto 3 on top of the
retaining wall, serving as a protection shelter. This
totally changed the visual effect. People could
only catch sight of Grotto 3 through the space
between the fence pickets. In 1986, a huge flood
with rock and mud flushed through the
Sha-deng-qing area along the trail, destroyed most
of the shelter. After reconstruction, another flood
destroyed it again in 1992. In 2002, the platform
sank because of flooding.

Design goal
1．Dismantle the protection platform, replace it by a ditch surrounded by rails, which could prevent
people from walking too close to Grotto 3 and could let the flood pass through the ditch.
2．Restore the natural rock base of Grotto 3. Design trail to provide both close view bottom-up, and
distant view of the landscape as a whole.
3D Visualization
3d Visualization (Fig.8.44 – 8.52) includes current situation, and scenarios of dismantled platform
of each point, and landscape sequence.
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Figs. 8.44-8.45: Pedestrian view from afar, top is the current situation, bottom is the designed scenario
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Figs. 8.46-8.47: Pedestrian view closer, top is the current situation, bottom is the designed scenario
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Figs. 8.48-8.49: Pedestrian view opposite Grotto 3, top is the current situation, bottom is the designed scenario
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Figs. 8.50-8.51: Pedestrian view from afar in another direction, top is the current situation, bottom is the
designed scenario
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Survey questions
1. Project is suitable, the design provides possibility of both close and distant views, as well as
management, to promote the landscape character of Grotto 3 area.
2. Keep current situation. In the future a tourism visiting project with a warden could stay here
for supervision.
3. It is important to open Grotto 3, but you have another opinion on how to open the Grotto 3.
Please write it here.

8.3.4.2

Grotto 1 Unit

History and current situation
Grotto 1 is located on a slope facing the open
agricultural field to the south. The protection
shelter was built in 1976-77, and it achieves its
purpose very well. But the protection shelter is
usually closed, so the grotto cannot be visited by
the tourists.
Design goal
Keeping the existing good condition of the
protection shelter, but solving the problem of
protection and tourism. Paving a trail guiding the
tourists to the grotto 1, as well as building a
circular ramp surrounding the shelter, keeping the
door open during visiting times so that tourists
could visit grotto 1 on the ramp, thus making it
easy for supervision. The circular ramp will also
provide a panorama view of the open agriculture
land in the south. The ramp could be covered with
the same native grass species growing in this area.
3D Visualization
3d Visualization includes current situation and the
scenarios of the circular ramp of each point, and
landscape sequence.

Fig. 8.52: Bottom, location of Grotto 1 along
the trail; Top, the enlarged plan of Grotto 1,
arrows indicates the visualizations

Survey questions
1. Project is suitable, the design provides
possibility of both visiting and management,
promoting the landscape character of Grotto 1
area.
2. Keep current situation, for future tourism, a
warden could stay here for supervision.
3. It is important to open Grotto 1, but you have
another opinion on how to open the Grotto 1,
please write it here.
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Figs. 8.53-8.58: Pedestrian view of from afar to near Grotto 1, the left column is the current situation, and the
right column illustrates the designed scenario
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8.3.4.3

Grotto 2 Unit

History and Current Situation
Grotto 2 is located on a meadow slope, the
protection wall was built in 1888. Outside it is
surrounded by pine trees, and red-rock formations.
It could be visited by 1-2 people at one time,
catching sight of it through a perforated metal
door.
Design goal
Keeping most part of the protection wall, but
enlarging the opening in the front, letting more
people visit it at the same time. Erecting a fence to
keep people from going too close to Grotto 2.
Open the door during visiting time and close the
door after closing time, so it is easy for
supervision. Design a meadow slope with rock
steps on the slope, integrating the rock formations
and pine trees.
3D Visualization
3d VIZ includes current situation, and scenarios of
the meadow slope of each point, and landscape
sequence.

Fig. 8.59: Bottom, location of the Grotto 2 unit
along the trail; Top, the enlarged plan of Grotto 2
unit, arrows indicating the visualizations

Survey questions
1. Project is suitable, the design provides
possibility of both tourism and management,
promoting the landscape character of Grotto 2.
2. Keep current situation. For future tourism,
leave warden here for supervision.
3. It is important to open Grotto 2, but you have
another opinion on how to open the Grotto 2,
please write it here.

Figs. 8.60-8.67 (next page): Pedestrian view from afar to near Grotto 2, the left column is the current situation,
and the right column illustrates the designed scenario
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Stakeholders’ responses
According to the assessment results (Tables 8.8, 8.9 & 8.10), for the Grottoes units, most residents,
tourists and officers agree that the Grottoes should be open to the public. While the heritage
preservation experts H, J & K have their own respective opinions.
· J considers that in the current Chinese situation, it is better to take strict preservation measure.
As such, he thinks it is better to make a close shelter for Grotto 3, and a second security fence
may be built at the project boundary.
· K considers that single heritage sites should be combined to their environment, with suitable
architectural design, certain heritage sites should be open to the public. She agrees with the
scenario of Grotto 3.
· H considers in many cultural landscape cases, dogmatic design made it impossible to exhibit
heritage. Either in heritage shelter or the landscape, new material and technique may be
needed to find a new solution. He agrees with the scenario of Grottoes 1 and 3, while for
Grotto 2, he suggests the form of building is too abrupt and needs refinement.
From these different opinions, it clear shows that the preservation and exhibition of heritage, the
architecture design, environmental concerns and landscape perceptions from layman are all
interrelated. This research only brings out the interaction and interrelations among these issues,
while the conclusion of a satisfactory solution for balancing the heritage preservation and tourism
development, in order to conserve the cultural landscape character, needs further exploration.

Table 8.8: Results of Grotto 3 unit from 3D-GIS scenario assessments
Participants
Number
Questions
1

Tourism
Bureau
3

Other
Bureaus
15

Local
Residents
22

Tourist
China
2

1

13

21

2

2
3

Tourists
Foreign
2

Heritage
Experts
4

Total

2

37

1

3

2
3

1

48

1

5

Table 8.9: Results of Grotto 1 unit from 3D-GIS scenario assessments
Participants
Number
Questions
1

Tourism
Bureau
3

Other
Bureaus
15

Local
Residents
22

Tourist
China
2

3

15

18

2

2

3

3

1

Tourists
Foreign
2

Heritage
Experts
4

Total

2

40

1

4

48

1

Table 8.10: Results of Grotto 2 unit from 3D-GIS scenario assessments
Participants
Number
Questions
1

Tourism
Bureau
3

Other
Bureaus
15

Local
Residents
22

Tourist
China
2

2

15

18

2

2
3

Tourists
Foreign
2

3

Total
48
37

1
1

Heritage
Experts
4

2

1

1

1

4
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8.4
On Issues Leading to Loss of Cultural Landscape Identity
The test using the conceptual approach leads to an open result concerning how the Sha-deng-qing
cultural landscape will be changed. There are agreements on certain issues, as well as major
conflicts on some other issues. In general, these issues could be classified into the following three
categories, which are rather common to other cultural landscapes facing transformation, and which
have implications for other similar situations.
8.4.1
Entrance to the Cultural Landscape
In the Entrance unit (chapter 8.3.1), the conflict is between the new tourism building for economic
interests and resisting forces from aesthetic perception and ecology conservation interests. This
case frequently appears in many cultural landscapes facing transformation in China. To erect a gate
highlighting the entrance to a landscape is a Chinese cultural tradition. In contemporary landscape
practice, when a distinct image is expected, but also serves an administrative and commercial
function, it usually combines the image of traditional-styled gate with the new function of tourism
management and service.
In many landscape entrance areas, character deterioration occurs because of this dogmatic way
of designing a new tourism building, instead of a profound understanding of the landscape. This
happens all around China, that’s why in the Sha-deng-qing case, when the design by the Provincial
Institute was presented, almost all stakeholders including the two architects, the local people and
the tourists, were immediately opposed to such a design. As one tourist mentioned, a big entrance
building and parking area gives her an image of “commercialization” and “urbanization”, and it
will destroy the existing positive starting impression to the Sha-deng-qing cultural landscape.
The natural landscape is sensitive to man-made constructions and all the physical and social
impacts it brings. To avoid a universal design destroying the landscape character, the suggestion is
to get a broad understanding of the condition of character genesis of the landscape with
communication to diverse stakeholders: on the one hand, the undulating topography, the ecology
system in flux, the daily rhythm of the sunshine; on the other hand, to make program of future
usage in the landscape, such as daily activities of local peasants, normal visits by tourists, special
events of large groups of tourists’ coming and going, a comprehensive consideration in design may
reduce the chance of landscape deterioration.

8.4.2
Protection and Restoration of the Natural Environment
The restoration of natural environment combined with prevention from negative development will
always be a topic for cultural landscapes facing transformation. This is reflected in the Creek unit
and the Slope Deterioration unit (chapter 8.3.2 & 8.3.3). In such a case, local residents, officers and
tourist are almost all in agreement. It has been indicated that when an ecological issue is revealed
to the public in a suitable way, it is easy to get consensus among them.
The locals took an active part in these issues by providing concrete implement measures, since
they are more familiar more with the site than any other people, including the experts from outside.
The reactions from the local residents are more emotional, their hope to restore the ecology is
stronger than others. Four local residents recalled their childhood playing in this area, and have a
cherished feeling for the water, plants, landscape and so on. This conflicts with Jakle’s [1987]
opinion that the best person to experience and express the genius loci is not the resident but the
tourist. But it is consistent with Water [Water, 1988] who says in a study of the ’expressive
intelligibility’ of places that quality can only be perceived holistically through the senses, memory,
intellect and imagination.
Local G, a hydraulic engineer, has been working in this region for 30 years, in 1982 he designed
the reservoir at the far upper level of the Sha-deng-qing Trail. After watching the 3D visualization,
G suggested making a field survey with the researcher to collect more information of the water
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system. On site, referring the designed scenarios, G explained in detail how the water from the
reservoir runs down through the landscape to the entrance water pond, and suggested where the
water could be retained to create waterscapes according to the topography, as well as how to design
the entrance water pond.
To avoid “urbanization” and “artificialization” of the natural landscapes by a new intervention,
the suggestion is to collaborate with locals. It is the necessary condition to precisely include the
historic dimension into cultural landscape character assessments. The past and present cultural
landscape reflects local solutions that people have established to facilitate their survival and
maintenance. By the analysis of human/environment relations in historic times, the same
experience and lessons may be used in seeking possible solutions for ecological problems that are
recurring in similar fashion.
8.4.3
Between Heritage Conservation and Tourism Development
The conflix between single heritage conservation and the educational function of opening the
heritage for the purpose of tourists’ visiting is another common conflict for cultural landscape
transformation. This is reflected in Unit 4, 5 and 6 (chapter 8.3.4).
During the assessment process, experts and managers in the heritage conservation field disagree
with each other in attitude and measures in solving this conflict. Some experts expect strict
adherence to specific measures, with little or no latitude in interpretation. Some experts promote
taking more flexible measures, not sticking strictly to the regulatory demands.
The existing conservation ordinance was made in another social background, guided by the
philosophy people held at a certain time. When there is no social-economic change, the cultural
landscape is relatively stable. Once development comes into being, rigid ordinances cannot solve
this conflict. It is highly debatable whether it is to change while keeping the single object
untouched, or to reorganize the heritage and its environment as a whole. If it is in the latter case,
how to appropriately add interventions to meet the educational function, while protecting the
heritage and enhancing the character of its landscape as a whole should be one of the most urgent
research issues.
The suggestion is to collaborate among the planner/designers, heritage experts and locals, in
order to make a careful analysis case-by-case. If the single heritage is very important, maybe it will
not be exposed to the public, or be exhibited with certain limitations. If the surrounding of the
single heritage may provide conditions for preventing any destruction, to add construction may be
extra, and even destroy the landscape.

8.5
Conclusion
The case study illustrates how the 3D-GIS-based comprehensive character assessment approach
weaves the two existing opposite planning approaches together to formulate a character assessment
approach, to help prevent the loss of landscape character from passive development. In the case
study, the test of the 3D-GIS-based approach raises awareness and prompts attention and open
discussions on many complicated, painful, mind-numbing issues that could otherwise be neglected
in favor of easier decisions, but would eventually lead to the loss of landscape identity. This reveals
the effectiveness of the conceptual approach in raising awareness and provides the basis for
discussion and conclusion of the next chapter.
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9

Discussion and Conclusion

This study was motivated by the hope of attaining a clear vision of how character assessment could
be made more useful for small-scale landscape object changes by uniting ecological, perceptual
and historical factors, and by the desire to find a visual instrument and point of departure for
pulling together multi-stakeholders in assessing heterogeneous large-scale landscape
transformation. It is at the strategic level of operation that the research holds a contribution to
cultural landscape practice.
This chapter comprises five sections. Section 1 discusses the comprehensive conceptual
character assessment approach. Section 2 evaluates the designed approach according to the criteria
presented. Section 3 draws a conclusion and offers suggestions for using the 3D-GIS-based
comprehensive cultural landscape character assessment approach. Section 4 gives
recommendations for future research based on the limitations in the case study. Section 5 proposes
inter-disciplinary studies in cultural landscape transformation based on 3D-GIS technique.
9.1
Discussion
The following discussion comprises two parts: Firstly, on the achievements and limitations of
applying 3D-GIS and in visualizing all kinds of issues under consideration during the assessment
and secondly, on the interaction of the expert/design approach and perception-based approach
combined with 3D-GIS during the assessment procedure guided by the design operating principles.
9.1.1

On Achievements and Limitations of 3D-GIS

9.1.1.1 Comprehensive Visual Interpretation of the Issues under Consideration
3D-GIS has proved itself as the essential technique in visual interpretation of the relevant issues
under consideration for preventing landscape character deterioration. In traditional visualization
techniques such as perspective based on CAD or hand sketches, the limited realism makes it
difficult for planners/designers to consider the perceptual/ecological impact of an element change
on the whole cultural landscape while designing scenarios, and it leads to a decision-making
process where there is no sound basis for evaluation.
By visualizing a comprehensive fabric and the interrelationships of the physical attributes of
both the structural and biotic cultural resources of the landscape, highly detailed 3D-GIS facilitates
a comprehensive way of thinking. The assembly of shapes as a configuration of visual forces is
translated from their corresponding ecological, economic, and perceptual forces perceived in
physical landscape by the diverse stakeholders. Functioned as a concomitant visual interpretation
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of the contextual condition the site provides, 3D-GIS guides both the designer and the
stakeholders’ attention from a single object to the landscape, namely, the interrelations between
landscape elements. Moreover, compared to traditional visualization techniques, a virtual cultural
landscape construct for vision in motion in temporal change is more powerful and evocative for
character assessment than a single static perspective, the scope of the views is opened and thus
prevents any pre-conceived irrelevant design concept imposed onto the site.
9.1.1.2 The limited realism of 3D-GIS
For exploring and communicating possible scenarios on some landscape components essential in
stakeholders’ perception of character, visualization technique is needed for providing a basis. Some
of the issues request a high accuracy. The accuracy of 3D-GIS depends on the resolution of the
DTM (or the satellite image). The higher the resolution, the closer the visualization is to realism.
The 1m-resolution satellite image generates a 4m-accurate DTM, which means that change of
topography and the landscape elements could not be visualized more accurately than 4 m. This
constrains exploration in certain issues, and will be exemplified by the following two illustrations.
In the Entrance unit, the relationship of the entrance building to the topography of the site as
well as a body of water is difficult to visualize accurately. There is a 1.5 meter height difference in
the section of road in the entrance area. The visualization of buildings in 3ds Max could reach very
high realism, to millimeters, but when these are imported from 3ds Max to VNS, it is difficult to
locate them in the topography in DTM (Fig. 9.1). Therefore, exploration on how to best locate the
building and its surroundings, such as the foreground to the building and the parking area next to
the building a, was limited by the accuracy of visualization tool.

Fig. 9.1: The 1.5 meter height difference could not be precisely visualized in the 4m-resolution DTM.
Left: a bird-eye view of the building in the landscape, Right: an pedestrian-level view revealing the
problem in placing the building in the topography

In the Creek unit, the fluctuation of the creek is another difficulty for visualization. In the 4maccurate DTM, the surface of visualized water is either too high or too low, since the difference in
height of the creek bed is only about 1 - 3 meter (Fig. 9.2.).

Fig. 9.2:

Accuracy problem in visualizing the creek based on 4m-resolution DTM
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9.1.1.3 Some issues neglected because they could not be visualized
It should be noted that compared to traditional visualization techniques, 3D-GIS is more powerful.
However, 3D-GIS cannot visualize everything. Some issues frequently proposed by the
stakeholders during the current assessment stage could not be visualized because they need even
higher resolution of the image. They are as follows:
• Line type and pavement of the trail
• Rest areas along the trail in the shade
• Handrails at certain steep slopes
• Information signs concerning trail and grottoes
These issues could not be visualized to a realistic degree because a sound base for exploration and
communication could not be obtained due to technical limitations.
9.1.2
On the Conceptual Approach Procedure
During the assessment process, 3D-GIS and the two approaches contribute their individual
constructive roles. Presenting both an overview and details of the landscape, highly detailed
3D-GIS provides a platform for visualizing information processing, enhancing both designers’ and
stakeholders’ understanding and interpreting cultural landscape character in a broader and deeper
context. The two approaches perform a character assessment by selecting, editing and presenting
the character-related information. The operating principles are the underlying story line that guides
the information processing in the direction of character diachronic integrity.
9.1.2.1
Stage 1: Assessment of Current Situation
In this stage, the assessment is conducted at a collective level. A cognitive approach is used to
acquire the best possible reliable character-related information about the site from potential
stakeholders with diverse interests: local residents, tourists, local government and architects.
Interviews with people who have direct experience of the site and know the evolution of the
landscape provides much information which has not be documented, but it is essential to
understanding the vivid transformation and its forces. Data from potential stakeholders of different
interests reveal not only the different perceptions from diverse stakeholders, but also the reasons
for the difference. This is different from the statistical method which “screens out” opinions from
small groups. The diverse information discloses the conditions of the character’s genesis and also
forms the basis for constructing a 3D visualization.
Compared to the limited conventional perspective of architectural drawing, whether in sketches
or computer visualizations, 3D-GIS provides a means of visualizing all the landscape elements
relevant to the issues under consideration.
9.1.2.2
Stage 2: from Current Situation to Scenarios
In this stage, the assessment is conducted at a personal level. An expert/design approach is used to
acquire a “best design” for landscape change. The designer translates the information from Stage 1,
combined with new functional objectives and behavior potential, into landscape objects with
physical attributes, proportions and dimensions.

Using the knowledge visualization method, the ensemble of conditions of diversified forces and
configurations makes it possible to understand the character in a cultural, economic and
bio-ecological process, thus providing the conditions for a “best design”. Through designing the
landscape object synchronically with the large-scale landscape scenarios, the landscape object is
“weakened” by considering its engagement with its material and spatial surroundings as such to
prevent unnecessary impediment to landscape character.
In a typical architect’s drawing, the buildings are figurative, while the landscape is “ground”,
and the architecture emerges as solid, material, and substantive, while a landscape, if it appears as
anything other than a white void, is formless [Harris and Ruggles, 2006]. 3D-GIS provides a
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holistic visualization that surpasses the limitations of exploring landscape change with traditional
visualization tools, and promises the planner/designer greater efficacy in exploring landscape
change under the contextual conditions. The different levels of participants’ opinion are translated
into alternative scenarios with comparatively precise physical parameters. By simulating the
progression of a perceiving subject or by making the natural process more visible, 3D-GIS allows
the designer to conceptualize a landscape object as a constituent of a wider milieu.
9.1.2.3
Stage 3:
Assessment of Scenarios
In this stage, the assessment of scenarios is conducted at a collective level. A perception-based
approach is used to support transparent decision-making. An impact assessment system for
measuring and controlling the consequences of the intervention by the stakeholders of different
interests, including the locals, tourists and officers from different bureaus, is established for
eliciting debate, discussion, criticism and negotiation in order to prevent a biased decision-making
process, which would lead to character degradation.
Conserving the character of the cultural landscape is at the heart of scenarios assessment. To
enable understanding of how the intervention will affect the character of the cultural landscape, the
information collected from the Stage 1 and the subsequent design from Stage 2 are structured to
explain the whys and hows of change. The potential stakeholders are exposed to those easily
neglected issues. Beyond agreements and disagreements, the visualized scenarios elicit broad
discussions on how to transform the Sha-deng-qing Trail using a better solution that is based on
their experiences.
Realistic visualizations of cultural landscapes assist the transfer of information on the whys and
hows of change by presenting the change of cultural landscape that simulate human movement
along the landscape, in both the current situation and scenarios, so stakeholders could judge the
impact of change on landscape character by comparison to the landscape as it appears now with the
same scenes in the future.

9.2
Evaluating Objectivity of the Comprehensive Approach
The objectivity of the comprehensive approach is discussed according to the criteria presented in
Section 1.4.
9.2.1
Capacity for Complexity
The comprehensive approach shows the ability to use a great deal of information from a variety of
sources on many different subjects. Based on the proper visualization and systemic assessment
framework, diverse stakeholders of different interests could be brought together and given a voice
in the process of character assessment. In the case study, the groups that will live in the landscape
or come to visit are easily missed stakeholders. However, they are the people who know those
complicated, painful, mind-numbing issues which could not be seen from the view of the officers
or experts. As a powerful representative medium in which, by using sound methods of visualization,
not only the problems but also reasonable alternative scenarios can be visualized, 3D-GIS therefore
exposes and forces scrutiny of these easily neglected issues. This can build up a shared mental
construct among relevant stakeholders, especially raising awareness among the relevant
decision-makers.
9.2.2
Capacity for Prediction Estimation
The comprehensive approach shows is powerful in estimating the potential effects of a proposal on
the existing environment. To effectively assess the impact of change on landscape character, it is
important to view the landscape object change in its pre-existing structure. The new application of
3D-GIS proved to be powerful in providing accurate, consistent, and ecologically meaningful
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visualizations of spatial pattern. This enables the possibility to inspect the landscape change in its
environmental context, which cannot be done with traditional visualization techniques, such as
perspective, photographs, and still images.
By showing the relationship between visual qualities such as scale and form of the proposed
changes in its large-scale environmental context, visualization forms the formal and contextual
bracket for prediction estimation. Whether the change is positive or negative, which elements
needs to be modified to a considerable extent, and the matter of their meaning and their role in the
cultural landscape, are discussed in an open and transparent environment thus building consensus.
9.2.3
Communication
The comprehensive approach facilitates understanding among the general public. With 3D-GIS, the
problems in the landscapes that may brought by new interventions, and how to solve the problems,
as well as the possible scenarios can be clearly illustrated, so different stakeholders could
understand the situation very well. It also facilitates convenience in communicating with different
stakeholders.
In the meetings and interviews, with the support of high realistic landscape visualization,
opinions from local residents and potential tourists were transferred to the officers, which is
otherwise impossible in the context of a top-down administration. With the assistance of realistic
visualizations, a shared mental model was constructed among the stakeholders. The realistic
visualization elicited a strong response of interest in discussion on how to transform the
Sha-deng-qing cultural landscape into a better solution. The participants took an active part in the
communication process. Besides answering the questionnaire to express whether or not they agreed
with a specific scenario, they also gave alternative suggestions or provided additional information
to refine the project. Between the officer members, there was furious debate on certain issues.
Furthermore, some related bureau officers proposed their willingness to cooperate in their
respective fields.
9.2.4 Ease of Application
Compared to the traditional visualization technique, 3D-GIS has many advantages which have
been discussed, i.e., facilitating prediction estimation and communication. Moreover, it is easy to
convert between 2D plan and 3D perspectives, which are important for the practitioner’s operation.
Even though 3D-GIS is time and cost consuming compared to traditional techniques such as
perspective based on CAD or hand sketches, it is not possible for them to produce around 200
images or animation at the detail and quality demonstrated in the case study. Since the GIS
technique and computer software develop very fast, it is predictable that 3D-GIS will be more
widely and easily applied in future landscape practice.

9.3
Conclusion of the Designed Approach
The empirical study has proved that the conceptual approach based on 3D-GIS is promising for
dealing with landscape object change in its environmental context, in order to conserve unique
landscape character. As such, the approach could be replicated in other similar situations. The
following diagram illustrates a detailed approach procedure deduced from the case study (Fig. 9.3).
The techniques of the specific method can be refined, while the grip on principles is strengthened.

· Title of Each Stage
Each of the boxes in the first row represents the three key stages that form a consistent and
logic chain.
· Methods in Each Stage
Each of the boxes in the second row represents the combination of methods in each stage. The
methods do not necessary follow the same linear sequence, and many individuals may overlap
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the boundaries, but the overall diagram does represent a general structure.
· Representation Results in Each Stage:
Each of the boxes in the third row represents generic graphic products typically produced by
the work corresponding to the methods in each stage.
Remarks on Approach Procedure
In order not to lose too much complexity of the topic of character assessment, a too simplistic and
linear approach had to be avoided.

·

Perception-based approach and expert/design approach in the first two stages is intertwined by
moving back and forth among them.

·

Both the uncertainties in scenarios and the inaccuracy in visualization should be communicated to
the stakeholders in order to prevent misunderstanding, which can lead to bias in decision-making

·

The approach may be operated in an iterative loop. The result of scenario assessment is not the
end, but stakeholders’ feedback on the structured scenarios In addition, unique and specialized
local knowledge may be collected and given to the designer for a further step refine of the design
for consensus building.

9.4
Research Recommendations
This research only provides a valid and useful point of departure for character conservation of
large-scale cultural landscape facing transformation as a means to avoid a too static, one-sided
practice from using a pure expert/design approach. There is clearly much room for further
investigation and elaboration of this general concept of operational model, practice and
instruments.
9.4.1
Integrating Visual Theory
In a broader sense, vision is the main concern in this research. Vision is a prism for understanding
(and misunderstanding) space…Like the built environment that is viewed, vision is itself a
construction… [Harris & Ruggles, 2006]. The act of looking is nevertheless far from simple. It
results from a complex array of physical, psychological and cultural conditions and is studied by
scholars in an equally wide spectrum of disciplines. In recent decades, the field of visual theory has
experienced rich development. Vision and representation have become the subject of serious
inquiry in fields such as history, geography, cinema, psychology, as well as in architecture.
In this research, to find a way to understand diverse stakeholders’ interpretations, our greatest
emphasis has been on gestalt theory and visual thinking theory, which is only a small part of
current visual theory. In understanding character assessment as a mental process, there are still
many thorny subjects that remain to be brought out. Further research on the recent rich
developments of visual theory is encouraged to see how it may serve as a productive tool of
analysis within the field of landscape character studies, since the two complex phenomena,
landscape and vision are deeply connected. It may challenge the existing beliefs and practices used
in shaping and reshaping the landscape. It may inspire landscape researchers to make similar
theoretical inquires, and ultimately lead us outside the confines of a field long constrained by
connoisseurship and devotion to the “beautiful”.
9.4.2
Exploring Landscape Design Method
Landscape design constitutes an essential part in the character assessment approach, since its task
is not only creative thinking, but also prescriptive understanding about the implications and
functioning of a proposed design. Because of research limitations, the case study presented here
emphasizes more the integration of the perception-based approach and expert/design approach,
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while landscape design does not constitute a large sector. There is no intention to underrate the
significance of expert/design approach, but the broadness and depth of this topic may need further
research.
With more input from diverse stakeholders, and the recognition of landscape as a complex and
dynamic process, this raises the question of how to create new landscape forms that accommodates
ecological function in a way that is consistent with public values and cultural expectations. One
suggestion for future research is landscape design as a single component in the framework of the
conceptual model, not only as a mid-way part of the approach, but also one important part in
recognizing and enhancing the character of cultural landscapes from its own disciplinary
development.

9.4.3

Improving GIS-based 3D Visualization

9.4.3.1 The degree of realism
Discussion reveals that the 1-meter resolution satellite image is still not accurate enough for
visualizing the bodies of water, topography and so on. However, in the meantime, 0.1 meter
resolution satellite image have already become possible, so it could be foreseen that in the future
the accuracy of the technique will no longer be a problem.
Theoretically, the visualization tool is as accurate as possible, while it is not actually the case
because of the infinity of possible subject matter, the cumbersome technology of high realism, and
the working efficiency. Referring to Lewis Carroll’s tale in Sylvie and Bruno, a fully life-sized map
is useless [Corner, 1999]. It is important to differentiate the suitableness between different levels of
realism in projects at different scales for different purposes, in order to that landscape pattern is
measured at a scale that matches the aim of the project.
9.4.3.2 The technique of animation
Many studies emphasize the importance of visualization showing landscape from the perspective
of a moving observer [Karjalainen & Tyrvainen, 2002; Appleyard & Lynch, 1964], and it is also
substantiated in this research that animated visualization is clearer for illustrating the situation.
However, the existing animation technique still has a low level of technique. The solution for this
study was to take rough renderings and print screens and save them as an image file, with the
separate images being compiled in the end. It is rather time-consuming. Better techniques in
landscape visualization animation need to be developed in future studies.
9.4.3.3
Supplementing visualization’s“filtering”nature
The case study reveals that it is only by using visualizations that alternative solutions could be
explored and communicated, while those landscape issues that cannot be visualized consist of
fragmented or neglected parts. How to supplement these issues in planning needs to be studied.
The author points out that such research on how to supplement visualization’s “filtering” nature
is important in cultural landscape transformation, in order to prevent it escaping from consideration
in the assessment procedure.
9.4.4
Broad Investigation among Practitioners
In order to promote this new planning approach, it needs to be evaluated by the practitioners,
which includes both designer/planners and authorities from different departments that are in charge
of the respective aspects of the cultural landscapes, such as heritage conservation, environmental
conservation. According to the interviews on both current situation assessment and scenarios
assessments, professional designers and the heritage conservation authorities are not satisfied with
the current approaches of dealing with cultural landscape conservation and development issue.
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Practitioner N did her master’s research in traditional building, and has been working in this field
for two years. She had worked in a similar cultural landscape preservation project for a whole year,
and is rather puzzled by the existing approach, in her words, rather dogmatic; as the investigation
could not reach a certain depth, the planning result is rather superficial, and not operational for
intervention.
Expert H is an officer who has been in charge of cultural landscape preservation projects in
Yunan Province for a few years, and he has also visited the Sha-deng-qing Trail. Comparing this
planning approach and the results it derived with other similar cases that had been done at this time,
H agrees with the conceptual approach, especially the investigation methods combined with highly
detailed 3D visualizations; he wishes this could be an example for other projects.
In conclusion, considering the large quantity of cultural landscape transformation projects and a
general unsatisfactory to the current practice by both the public and practitioners, the positive
reflection of landscape practitioners’ response to the comprehensive approach, a systematic
evaluation by the practitioners in a broader scope needs to be made in order to find a way of
adapting this approach to the current Chinese situation.

9.5
Prospects
The presented combination of landscape planning/design approach to be linked for mutual benefits
by the significant instrument of highly detailed 3D-GIS is only a prelude to a wide range of
interdisciplinary approaches to dealing with the cultural landscape as a character diachronic
integrity. A prospect of interdisciplinary approach in cultural landscape transformation is: Through
visual discourse, 3D-GIS allows for an understanding of visual landscape as only the expression of
a complex and dynamic imbroglio of social and natural process [Corner, 1999; Terkenli, 2001].
Diverse landscape practitioners, designers, heritage conservation experts, water engineers,
botanists, and so on, joined together in this character assessment procedure. With the 3D-GIS tool
and methods, immediate experience from layman and rigorous scientific exploration from different
disciplines will be integrated [Milburn LS, 2003], without restraining the creative thought result in
unpredictable or unexpected solutions at the outset. This will fulfil the needs to sustain the cultural
landscape character with durable dimension and beautiful expression.

Fig. 9.4:

A prospect of interdisciplinary approach using 3D-GIS as platform
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Appendix A: UNESCO World Heritage Cultural Landscape Categories

Three main categories of cultural landscapes have been identified for World Heritage Landscapes.

1

Clearly defined landscape designed and created intentionally by man.

The most easily identifiable, this category embraces garden and parkland landscapes constructed for
aesthetic reasons which are often (but not always) associated with religious or other monumental
buildings and ensembles.

2

Organically evolved landscape.

This results from an initial social, economic, administrative, and/or religious imperative and has
developed its present form by association with and in response to its natural environment. Such
landscapes reflect that process of evolution in their form and component features.
They fall into two sub-categories:
·

A relict (or fossil) landscape is one in which an evolutionary process came to an end at
some time in the past, either abruptly or over a period.
Its significant distinguishing features are, however, still visible in material form.

·

Continuing landscape is one which retains an active social role in contemporary society
closely associated with the traditional way of life, and in which the evolutionary process is
still in progress. At the same time it exhibits significant material evidence of its evolution
over time.

3

Associative cultural landscape.

The inclusion of such landscapes on the World Heritage List is justifiable by virtue of the powerful
religious, artistic or cultural associations of the natural element rather than material cultural evidence,
which may be insignificant or even absent.

UNESCO, <http://whc.unesco.org/exhibits/cultland/categories.htm> [accessed 25 July 2004]
While these categories have been developed for places of world significance, the ideas underlying them,
together with those developed by the US Park Service, provide a useful framework for considering
living contemporary landscapes.
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Appendix

B:

Scripts of Qualitative Questionnaire

The following presents the answer of the 18 respondents in the current situation assessment (chapter
7.1).
Respondent 1 Tourist
Female, 20-30, Chinese, sight designer, like travel and movie.
Site: Office in the front yard of Shaxi Xingjiao Temple
Time: April 21st，10: 30，Friday
The tourist went to Shizhong Grotto from Sha-deng-qing Trail during 8：30-9：35 am on April 20, 2006.
The view of Sha-deng-qing Trail is very broad, it is no possible to change it greatly.
There are a lot of scenic spots, it is easy to remember them because they are special and different from
other places.
Each scenic spot has a special character, it is natural and wild. The back view could be changed through
changing path.
The Grotto shelter should be removed, especially Grotto 3. Looking up would be better.
There is no guide-post, people always walk quickly because of being scare.
Didn’t see Grotto 1 and Grotto 2.
The Grotto couldn’t be seen as there is no information sign beside it.
There is too small vegetation on the road, no shade.
The steps up to Jiazi Temple is a little cliffy, vegetation all around would be better.
There is neither platform in front of the Jiazi Temple, nor place for a rest.
The size of Jiazi Temple is too small comparing with the size of the mountain.
Keep the water pond in the end of the Shaping road

Respondent 2 Tourist
Male，30-40，Italian，designer，like travel and repair.
Site: Coffee shop to the north of Shaxi theater
Time: April 25, 2006, 2：30, Tuesday
The tourist went to Shizhong Grotto from Sha-deng-qing Trail during 17:30-18:35 on April 24, 2006
Beautiful，quite, peaceful, nice view, from the top of Jia Zi Si, Rocks, for meditation, time is very slow
in the place, need time to enjoy the place.
Temples are sad with fences are sad.
Preserve: silence, slow rhymes, solitary, not too Maley people, avoid noise, density pollution
Improve: double trails, stone paved, rough edge, water Maleagement, if there is a canal alone the valley.
Shade Spots.
Respondent 3 Tourist
Male, 20-30, American, layout designer, like outdoors exercise, travel and fishing
Site: Coffee shop to the north of Shaxi theater
Time: April 25, 2006, 15: 30, Tuesday
The tourist went to Shizhong Grotto from Sha-deng-qing Trail during 17:30-18:35 on April 24, 2006
Beginning narrow, and then discovery, entrance water trickling down
Not very large area, rock formations, water valley, bottom, water flowing, traces of quarry (reminding
of hometown Wales),
Preserve: in the entrance sound of waterfall, natural, zig-zag trail, if minimal footprint on landscape, not
to expand the trail system. Keep the remnants of quarry.
Improve: If control flooding, raised trail. Before Buda, big trail, different scenic spot. Handrail along
the steps to Jia Zi Si, some rest area to stop. Improve the entrance, visual green buffer.
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Respondent 4------Tourist
Female, 20-30, American, layout designer, like outdoors exercise, travel and fishing
Site: Coffee shop to the north of Shaxi theater
Time: April 25, 2006, 15: 30, Tuesday
The tourist went to Shizhong Grotto from Sha-deng-qing Trail during 17:30-18:35 on April 24, 2006
Favorite, local people could use it, farming, historic, local, national heritage hidden, invisible,
information sign
Preserve: the local people use the place. Quite, sound of nature, different kinds of the trail should be
preserved, sun path, moon path, mix with local person. Keep the path narrow on the top,
Improve: some more educational signs, about grottoes, geology, what is the special rock, religious
history. Some sitting points. Free to choose trail, to sit down, to visit. Do not mind a big road. Do not
want to see big buses. Safety.
Highlight: paying attention of different time of the day.
Respondent 5------Tourist
Male, 30-40, local doctor
Site: Shaxi Hostel
Time: April 26, 2006, 10: 30am，Wednesday
The tourist walked to Shizhong Grotto from Sha-deng-qing Trail during 10：30-11：35am on April 23,
2006, together with his five classmates. They were picked up by Shizhong Grotto
The steps of Jiazi Temple need hand rail
The lawn from the entrance till Grotto 3 should be increased, it was very good before flood.
In July and august, flooding, dangerous
nice scene, red stone formation
There are a different kinds of road, flagging and sand road.
Now it is not suitable to build Maleaging house, virescence is not good and charge should be cancelled.
Cutting tree and timber should be forbidden and Maleaged.
Need shade and plants
The scenic spot is short of nameplate and information, even if the locals don’t know.
It is no necessary to set up rock stool, people can sit on the lawn. The design of pavilion should be
simple, worn and old.
The tour could not be developed quickly in the next two years.
Recover the creek
Highlight red stone formation, scenic spots, information sign on local vegetation, history,
Respondent 6
Tourism guider
Male, 20-30
Site: Officer in the front yard of Shaxi Xingjiao Temple
Time: April 26, 2006, 14: 30，Wednesday
In February, March, April, November and December of 2005, he took two groups ( Foreigner, came
form Lijiang to visit Sha-deng-qing every month, each group included 8-27 persons, walking about one
hand half hours.
For Shaping Road, planting willow, it is suitable for a break. Planting cuckoo, it looks better.
Concerning the problem of drinking , people can buy water at the left back of Jiazi Temple.
The stone stairs would be slippery in rainy day, the steps of Jiazi Temple should be widen and adding
hand rail
Respondent 7 Local Archaeologist
Male, 60-70, have ever seen Sha-deng-qing’s vicissitude since 1950
Site: Officer in the front of Shaxi Xingjiao Temple
Time: April 26, 2006, 18: 30，Wednesday. We went to Sha-deng-qing together on April 29.
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In 1985, flood collapsed protective wall of Grotto 3, the range of protecting wall is too large.
Before building protective wall, Grotto 3 was built on stepped rock, the Grotto looked very stateliness
when looking up it.
The ditch was very deep before in the valley. There were Maley and local flowers on the way.
People could drink water in the ditch near Grotto 3 in 1985 flood.
The big stones under Jiazi Temple rolled down during the flood in 1985.
Cutting mountain and bursting stone started cosmically in 1980’s
Respondent 8, local Maleager
Male, 40-50
Site: Officer in the front of yard of Shaxi Xingjiao Temple
Time: April 29, 2006, 11:00am, Saturday.
Suggest setting up manager to sell ticket of Shibao Mount including Sha-deng-qing, open 1-2 doors
There are four Shaxi views around the Chao Tian Hu landmark
Where to set up the office? Two rooms are enough, lavatory shoud be clean. How to protect ecology?
Administer institution only Maleages Sha-deng-qing. Farmer should return back the field.
Suggest keeping the price, enlarging scenic area and attracting tourists.
If the building is set up in Shaping Village, we wonder if it would be too far for those tourists come out
from Sha-deng-qing.
virescence along the Shaping road would be discussed later.
Reward for travel, hope tourists to stay so that the local can get benefit. Income of scenic section is not
very important at present.

Respondent 9, local Manager
Female,20-30
Site: At the door of Shibao Mount
Time: April 30, 2006, 14:00，Sunday
There are about 40-50 tourists to visit Shizhong Temple everyday currently and there are few tourists in
November and December.
It is 2 kilometers from the door of Shibao Mount to Baoxiang Temple and 7 kilometers from Baoxiang
Temple to Shizhong Temple. It takes about 10 minutes by car, 20 minutes by bus and two and half hours
by bike.
Respondent 10, local Manager
Male, 30-40
Site: Office of Shizhong Temple
Time: April 30, 2006, 14:00, Sunday
The quarry was closed by tourism bureau in 1998.
Grotto 3 protective wall was crashed in 1992
In 2001, the hill of Jiazi Temple crept because cactus and brier bestrewing around the hillside were cut
off. Grotto 3 protective wall subsided.
Grotto 2 Kwan-yin was very clear in 1980’s. Now it is blurry. Prevent weathering is necessary.
Cemeteries near Grotto 1 and Grotto 2 were suggested to be removed in 1980’s
The building for administering was at the end of Shaping Road, it is out of the protective area and
convenient for the Manager acting in night.
1962 the first national heritage
1984, Grotto 3 shelter built
The protective house for Jiazi Temple was built in 2002.
Sha-deng-qing Road was stopped building in 1997.
The river-way of the back of the villa was witness of mud-rock flow in 1992
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Respondent 11, local Manager
Female: 30-40, director of Tourism bureau
Site: Officer in the front of Shaxi Xingjiao Temple
Time: May 03, 2006, 10: 30am, Wednesday
Shideng Street could not self-support currently, it will take 3 years to change.
The tourists to Shibao Mount are more than before by 40%. They try to reach 4A class. The top class is
5A.
In Jianchuan, 80% tourists, individual tourists come from Kunming and Lijiang, they visit by driving.
2006－2010, the 11th five year plan,
The house for administering will not be built in Sha-deng-qing at present.
It will take 5 years to change Sha-deng-qing
Respondent 12, outsider, now living in Shaxi for 2 years
Male, 50-60
Site: Old Locust Tree Coffee Shop
Time: May 05, 2006, 17: 30，Friday
Have ever been to Sha-deng-qing twice, introduced by others. Thought it was common and there were
too small trees
Heard about grotto, but it is neither outstanding nor ancient. Could not see anything when looking from
door-crack for a long time.
Physiognomy in Danxia is also not understanding. They didn’t see the flying stone.
The road from Jiazi Temple to Shizhong Temple is very ancient. Suggest reserving it. It If the road was
widened, it would leave trace and the ancient meaning would also be destroyed.
It would be better to chisel the relative tradition of the scenic spot beside of the scenic spot. That would
be more impressed.
Respondent 13, outsider, living in Shaxi for 2 years
Female, 50-60
Site: Old Locust Tree Coffee Shop
Time: May 05, 2006, 17: 30，Friday
Have ever been to Sha-deng-qing once, it was very tired to climb to Jiazi Temple, wondered if there is
another road.
Shi-zi-guan is a winding path leading to a secluded spot and the road is fine.
Sha-deng-qing needs to highlight the Tea-and-horse Caravan Trail, The road could be paved with
wood, repairing road would be killjoy
In Xin-Jiang-ke-na-si, Picking flower would be amerced. Sha-deng-qing should act like it.
Water-selling-place should be set up in hurst instead of scenic spot.
The entrance should be far away from mountain. It may be in the Villa or beside the Sha-ping Village.
Respondent 14, outsider, working in Shaxi for 1 year
Female, 30-40, designer
Site: Officer in the front of yard, Shaxi Xingjiao Temple
Time: May 05, 2006, 18: 30，Friday
Once followed others to Sha-deng-qing
There is no obviously direction sign, tour line is not visible, it is easy to miss the grotto.
It is very tired to climb Jia-zi Temple.
It is lack of direction sign from Jia-zi Temple to Shi-zhong Temple. Don’t know the direction and
distance, feel unsafe
The entrance may demarcate the range of scenic area, natural would be better, torii of Tai-zi-hui should
be smaller. People can go there from SiDeng Village by riding horse.
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Respondent 15, Local government officer
Male, 20-30
Site: Officer in the front of yard Shaxi Xingjiao Temple
Time: May 05, 2006, 21: 30，Friday
Only widen the steps to Jiazi Temple or pave another existing road
First should recover ecology and plant vegetation which is easy to grow there.
Protect the feature of camellia tree
Direction sign should be set up at entrance and crossing.
Suggest climbing from Diandou and down from Sha-deng-qing
Respondent 16, Tourist
Male, 20-30, like jaunt
Site: Caravan inn of Zhao
Time: May 06, 2006, 21: 30，Saturday
Sha-deng-qing is suitable for hiking
Administer building in scenic spot can’t breach the image of the mount, it can’t be too commercial.
Suggest setting it in road crossing.
Maley new building in Baoxiang Temple are to gild the lily.
From Jiazi Temple ( towards to Shizhong Temple ), ecology is good.
Respondent 17, scientific research person
Male, 30-40, Chinese, scientific doctor, like travel and sport
Site: Caravan inn of Zhao
Time: May 06, 2006, 21: 30，Saturday
There is a lack of direction sign and introduction of the scenic spot’s geography and history. ( The
experience of Netherlandish windmill )
The grottos are somewhat dispersive and lack of connection
Are there any streams, touring activity, riding horse or activity concerning tea in autumn and summer?
Vegetation is not abundant
There are more than one touring line, people can stop on the way.
Respondent 18, doctor
Male, 30-40, M.D like travel
Site: Officer in the front of yard, Shaxi Xingjiao Temple
Time: May 06, 2006, 19: 30，Saturday
Increase the density of virescence, Setting off the grotto would be perfect.
Virescence along the touring pavement should be improved.
Touring activity is riding and walking.
recover and highlight creek, both sides are road, middle is natural ditch
Abundance is worse comparing with Huang Mount.
The touring process needs a bit difficulty or a feeling of water and bridge
Touring interest also depends on whom you are together with.
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